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MESSAGE
On behalf of the University of the Philippines, I welcome you all to the 4 th
Philippine Korean Studies Symposium.
This year’s theme “Philippines-Korea in the Changing Asia: Drawing Connections”
is very relevant not only to us here in the University, but also to the country as a
whole. Change has always been at the core of our experiences, especially in these
times of international disputes where dialogues are not only inevitable but also
necessary. In this age of transformation, it is important that we find stability
through positive and lasting partnerships among nations to ensure that we can
further reach our goals of peace and mutual prosperity.
Such is what we have forged with Korea through our longstanding friendship. For
years, the University of the Philippines has hosted this symposium, and together
with KoSASA (Korean Studies Association of Southeast Asia), we are slowly
achieving the goal of elevating the place of Korean Studies in the Philippines for it
to become an integral academic discipline that has application in a myriad of
important issues from cultural to political, from special to mundane.
In pursuit of this goal, we do not only depend on the strength of our partnerships,
but we also reply on our ability to have the will and agency to adapt to our ever
changing environment. Adaptability is certainly an indispensable quality we must
hone as scholars, as citizens, and as people. If something does not work or needs
improvement, we should have the courage to change the formula. This symposium
has continued to demonstrate this by covering themes and topics that are current,
proactive, and meaningful – all extensively discussed by experts in the field.
The University has also been in the frontline of adapting with the changes that our
country faces in the context of an increasingly interconnected glove. The changes
that we make are for gaining an optimum position to boldly face new challenges
and benefit from the developments that happen both here around the world. As we
adapt, we learn and we innovate. As we innovate, it is imperative to engage in
significant exchanges with our neighbors to make life more comfortable not only
for the Philippines and Korea, but for all humanity to enjoy.
None of these is possible without vision. We have worked tirelessly towards
reaching our vision for the University to be a dependable agent of international
cooperation, and for Korean Studies to flourish in the Philippines as a field that
fosters deep understanding between Koreans and Filipinos as we increasingly cross
paths. We are currently preparing to institute a center that will be instrumental to
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achieving these. We aim to make the programs offered by the University stronger
and by doing so, we can more proactively determine where Korean Studies can fill
knowledge gaps or increase understanding.
Stability, adaptability, and vision – these are keys to make sure that we continue to
grow and move forward together.
I commend and thank the organizers, the UP Department of Linguistics, the Korea
Foundation and everyone in attendance for your hard work to successfully mount
this event. I hope we will continue to forge a strong partnership as we bring
together researchers and experts of Korean Studies to discuss critical and
contemporary issues that we face. May all of us benefit from the exchange of ideas
and may we build on them as we incorporate them to our own respective fields.
With that, I wish everyone a good day and may we have a fruitful and lively
symposium!

Alfredo E. Pascual
President
University of the Philippines
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MESSAGE
His Excellency Jae-Shin Kim, Ambassador of the Republic of Korea, Mr. Oh
Choong-Suk, Counsellor for Cultural and Public Relations, Dr. Grace AguilingDalisay, Dean of the College of Social Sciences and Philosophy, faculty and
students of UP Diliman, Annyeonghashimnikka!
On behalf of University of the Philippines Chancellor, Dr. Michael L. Tan and ViceChancellor for Academic Affairs, Dr. Benito M. Pacheco, I bring a message of
renewed goodwill that is built on many years of friendship between the Philippines
and the Republic of South Korea. For UP Diliman, I express the desire for stronger
ties that are founded on shared values. In the six years that I have lived in Korea, I
have confirmed that we do share values that reflect in the respect we accord to
social institutions beginning with the basic social unit which is the family. We both
put a high premium on human resources and we both value education and
knowledge creation.
It is on this note that I introduce the office that I represent. The Office of
International Linkages Diliman, which is under the Office of the Vice-Chancellor
for Academic Affairs was created to facilitate the forging of agreements with
academic institutions based on the principles of equity and reciprocity. The
agreements cover mutually enriching activities that are expected to translate to
upgraded academic programs of the partner institutions. International
engagements are supposed to bring out the best in each of the participating
institutions and the nations they represent. In the process, we become more aware
of our unique strengths as Filipinos and Korean partner institutions get to
appreciate more what is Korean. This runs contrary to some perceptions that
internationalization is geared towards cultural erosion and cultural homogeneity.
In line with the Office of the Chancellor’s goal of building bridges, OILD oversees
the implementation of specific programs that include: Faculty, Student and Staff
exchanges, development of dual degree or joint degree programs, collaborative
research, organization of symposia, conferences and workshops. All these we
undertake together with the academic units of UPD. We are also involved in the
creation of the appropriate physical environment for our international community
as we now help in the rehabilitation of the International Center.
UP Diliman presently has 138 active Memoranda of Agreements covering 27
countries. Of this total, 83 are with universities in Asia and a total of 17 are
agreements with Korean Universities. This semester, we are hosting 23 Korean
students who are cross-enrolled as exchange students in various disciplines
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covering Social Sciences, Humanities, Science and Technology and Management
and Economics. We’ve also sent 10 students to different Korean partner universities
this semester and we do this on a regular basis under our International Student
Exchange Program.
We are hoping to sustain these partnerships and look forward to having more of
these exchanges and collaborative activities. Cooperative projects begin with
knowing and understanding each other, and this is the reason why we are now
holding this symposium. Congratulations to the organizers and participants of the
2015 Philippine Korean Studies Symposium for spearheading this forum for us to
understand each other even better. Thank you.

Dr. Grace C. Ramos
Program Development Associate for International Linkages
Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs
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MESSAGE

Magandang umaga po sa inyong lahat! Good morning. 안녕하세요. 반갑습니다.
First of all, I would like to congratulate the University of the Philippines, College of
Social Sciences and Philosophy, Department of Linguistics for holding this 4th
Philippine Korean Studies Symposium or PKSS.
I must say that being invited to speak here in U.P., the premier university in the
Philippines, is both an honor and a privilege. I appreciate that U.P. has been
interested in Korean Studies and has been carrying out the PKSS since 2011.
My special thanks go to Prof. Tae-Gyun Park, who will deliver the keynote speech,
and Prof. Jose Hernani Segovia David, both of whom came all the way from Korea
for this event, as well as the prominent panelists, moderators, reactors, and
participants.
This year’s symposium theme, “Philippines-Korea in the Changing Asia: Drawing
Connections” is certainly a good follow-up to last year’s topic of “Forging
Directions for Korean Studies in the Philippines.” Indeed, change in Asia is
happening at a very fast pace, and the evolving relationship of the Philippines with
Korea is affecting the political, economic, and socio-cultural dynamics of the two
countries.
When the APEC Economic Leaders Meeting is held next week, these linkages will
be further strengthened. President Benigno Aquino III has visited Korea twice, and
this time, the Korean President Park Geun-Hye will be visiting the Philippines.

Ladies and gentlemen:
You are aware that the deep friendship between the Philippines and Korea goes
back 65 years to the Korean War.
From that time, our relations have gone further than the political, diplomatic, and
economic fields. Today, cooperation in cultural and academic affairs has made this
bond even stronger and more stable. K-Pop and Korean drama are quite popular
among Filipinos, and cultural and educational exchange programs are regularly
carried out.
Even here, I know that UP has its own society, the “UP Arirang,” which has been
showcasing its enthusiastic activities as a fan club of Korean culture.
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I am delighted to know this because I believe a greater understanding of the sociocultural differences and similarities among our peoples will lead to appreciation
and respect for each other.
Lastly, I would like to thank the U.P. CCSP Department of Linguistics and the
Korea Foundation for co-hosting this symposium. I’m sure two days’ symposium
will be very meaningful and productive.
Maraming salamat po. Thank you very much. 감사합니다.

His Excellency Jae-Shin Kim
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the Republic of Korea to the Republic of the Philippines
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KEYNOTE SPEECH
KOREAN STUDIES AS A MIDDLE POWER, NOW AND FUTURE
Prof. Tae-gyun Park, PhD
Graduate School of International Studies, Seoul National University
20 years have passed since James Palais’ “A Search for Korean Uniqueness”
(Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, Vol. 55, No. 2) was published. Korean
scholars were shocked at his article because he defined Joseon Dynasty as a
slavery society and 500 years long history means stagnation rather than stability
and prosperity. Furthermore, he wrote that the reason why Joseon Dynasty
enjoyed longevity is due to China’s protection through tributary system.
Korean scholars thought that his argument is the same as Japanese imperialists’,
since they insisted that characteristics of Korean history are three: 1) stagnation
and no dynamics 2) political strife not based on national interest, but on private
and family interest, and 3) flunkeyism toward China. Japanese imperialists
rationalized their colonization of Korea through this interpretation and they
believed that their mission is to civilize the uncivilized, which is very similar to
Western Imperialist’s idea and is continued nowadays to extreme rightists in
Japan. Therefore Korean scholars devote themselves to criticize and to replace the
interpretation, and found very similar argument from the Palais’.
However, the reason why he wrote the article is not to revive Japanese extreme
rightist’s idea. Rather he would like to find the uniqueness in Korean history. At
the beginning of his writing, he criticize Japanese distorted history interpretation
during the colonial period and he wanted to find distinction between Korean and
Japanese/Chinese history and society. In reality, his motivation was not so
different from Korean scholars’. In that sense, Korean Studies including Korean
history since 1945 is a process to try to find the uniqueness and to recover pride
and self-respect.
To find uniqueness in any area is very decisive in area studies. However any area
studies including Korean Studies is a part of the world studies. And Korean
Studies is one of area studies in the world. Therefore, Korean Studies should find
universality as a part of the world studies. Although to find peculiarity is
significant mission in area studies, to find commonality as a part of the world is
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very decisive part simultaneously. Korea is not an area separate from other world,
but a part of the world that has so dynamic mutual influences with other areas.
We should consider the level of the Korean Studies, which is weaker than Japanese
and Chinese Studies, of course. National power and capacity greatly influences that
of area studies. Korea is not a great power, but a middle power not only in Asia but
in the world. The status of Korean Studies also could be considered as one of
middle power in the whole area studies. In that sense, scholars try to develop its
own methodology to create new tendency in the future.
Recently I feel the necessity of both universality and new approach during my
research on the Vietnam War. There are a lot of commons between Korean and
Vietnamese history. Even it is not difficult to find mutual influences since 1945. I
believe that the relationship between Korea and Philippines is not quite different
compared to the case between Korea and Vietnam. As a middle power, if Korea
just looks at the US, China and Japan, Korea could not be survived. Korean
Studies also considers seriously its own status as a middle power in area studies.
Koreanists should think about another middle power area studies. To examine
relationship between Korea and other middle power countries and to compare
both societies is a way to improve the level of Korean Studies.
In that sense, the exchange and cooperation among scholars in the middle power
state should be needed. Cooperative relationship either between scholars in
Korean Studies, or between Koreanists and Philippine Studies scholars could be a
way to develop a new model of middle power area studies now and in the future.
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PLENARY SPEECH
INTRIGUES, MANEUVERS, INTERVENTIONS:
SCREEN IMAGES OF THE KOREAN WAR AND ITS AFTERMATH
Prof. Jose Hernani Segovia David
Inha University
As the Cold War proxy conflict that provided a happy ending for the Western
alliance that fought for the South Korean side, the Korean War became a recurrent
and idealized subject for American film productions. A generally overlooked trend,
however, is the fact that Korea itself embarked on a reflective series of cinematic
discourses on the war and its aftermath, during the period when the country’s
popular culture (eventually dubbed hallyu) began to attract foreign interest. The
contrast between early Hollywood images and fairly contemporary Korean output
regarding the topic provides a starting point for studying issues pertaining to
trauma, history, power, knowledge, and difference. Still images and film excerpts
will be used to demonstrate relevant insights and arguments.
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PLENARY SPEECH
BRIDGING THE TECHNOLOGICAL GAP:
THE PHILIPPINE-KOREAN EXPERIENCE AND THE ROLE OF THE
ACADEME IN ASEAN INTEGRATION
Hon. Luis T. Cruz
Department of Foreign Affairs
History proves how dramatic technological development impacts on the shaping of
global economy. Today, societies are faced with the challenge of reconfiguring their
economic and strategic affairs. Since it has become all too clear that global economy
works interdependently, technological development calls on states – both
developed and developing – to work together to become more dynamic and
responsive, especially in view of today’s regional integration. Such is especially
true for ASEAN, which embarks on its Community Integration by 31 December
2015. This milestone event presents an opportunity for the Philippines, one of the
founding members of ASEAN, to engage the Republic of Korea, one of ASEAN’s
dialogue partners in its consistent stride as a world leader in science and
technology. ASEAN-Philippines Director-General and former PH Ambassador to
Korea Luis Cruz probes on the concrete ways to possibly bridge the technological
gap between these two interacting countries, and emphasizes the role of the
academe in realizing such vision.
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ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
KOREAN STUDIES IN THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES:
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
Prof. Eduardo T. Gonzalez, PhD
University of the Philippines Diliman
Korean Studies has somewhat gained traction in the country, as a number of active
academic centers, including UP, Ateneo and UA&P have provided scholarly spaces
for the study of Korean social sciences, humanities and language. In UP,
intellectual curiosity about Korea is kept alive as an area studies in the Asian
Center, and in an assortment of non-area-dependent multidisciplinary courses,
undergraduate and graduate, in other academic units. These give Korean
scholarship strength in numbers and variety, but there is a lack of scale in many
sub-fields of study that impedes collaborative research and the development of a
critical mass of Korea scholars. In general, Korean Studies in UP is still struggling
to find its place in a mainly silo-confined, academically unsure, environment. The
undisciplined variety of institutional pathways through which research on Korea
are undertaken poses the challenge of how to organize research in ways that
adequately harmonize with actual teaching processes. There is a clear absence of a
formal, centralized institution that recognizes, coordinates and supports on a
regular basis Korea-oriented multidisciplinary initiatives and efforts. A new
Korean Studies architecture should inaugurate a new context-sensitive intellectual
space in UP and elsewhere in the country.
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A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR KOREAN STUDIES IN
UNIVERSITY OF ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
Prof. Djunkil Kim, PhD
University of Asia and the Pacific
The Korean studies in Europe and North America during the last centuries were
motivated first by the Christian missionaries for their evangelization of feudal
Korea and later by the Americans for their post-World War II commitment in the
Korean peninsula. Unlike the Western cases, Korean studies are now demanded by
the Philippine society in order to seek lessons for their development model, since
the South Korean economic and cultural emergence in the recent decades,
commodities with Korean brands including Samsung or LG cell phones and
electronics occupy boutiques and stores in the shopping malls. Hyundai cars are
easily seen on the streets. K-pop song and dance are most loved by the younger
generation fans, while K-dramas in the local TV channels and several Korean
channels in cable networks are enjoyed as well by the elder generation. Moreover, a
considerable number of Koreans came and settled for various reasons in the
Philippines.
Given that today's Philippines is one of the most promising developing countries in
Southeast Asia, the educated elite in the Philippines have been inquiring about
how to develop the nation since the 1986 EDSA Revolution of democratization. The
prominent Korean catch-up development in the last decades has demonstrated the
can-do spirit that the Filipinos can opt to follow. How South Korea, once one of the
most underdeveloped countries in Asia, was transformed into an advanced
country, has been a scholarly question not only for the economists but for the
historians and all the social scientists in the Philippine academe.
Nonetheless, the status of Korean studies in Philippine universities has been in
poor academic levels. Merely sparked by the hallyu, Korean migration, Korean
products, there has been minimal development in the Philippine academe, if any,
in the related disciplines of international relations, economics, and cultural
anthropology. Such sporadic presentations by the Filipino scholars on their
interests in Korea have not produced yet any remarkable academic paper on the
Korean studies in the social sciences as well as humanities. It is only natural for the
Philippine academe that have not started from any basic understanding of Korean
studies, i.e. Korean history and civilizations.
Compared with the Korean studies in history and social sciences, the decades-old
Korean language courses at University of Philippines Diliman and Ateneo de
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Manila University has contributed to produce numerous Filipino students who are
working at firms, both Philippine and Korean, teaching Korean at language
institutes, or studying further in Korea for their professional sciences including
Korean studies in a few cases though.
Since 2009, however, the University of Asia & the Pacific started from building an
academic basic for the Korean studies through the Korean history and civilizations
for undergraduate course and later a South Korean catch-up economic
development model for graduate course. The UA&P, small in scale and late-comer
in the Korean studies opening, chose a reverse course of the usual Korean studies
programs of the universities in the developing world. The catch-up strategy of the
UA&P Korean studies is to start not from the language course but from the history
course through which the interdisciplinary studies are available.
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KOREAN STUDIES IN THE PHILIPPINES:
INCUBATION, INSTITUTIONALIZATION AND INDIGENIZATION
Ms. Sarah D. Lipura
Ateneo de Manila University
Despite having been introduced as early as the 1970s, the development of Korean
Studies in the Philippines has been sluggish and has not taken root until the mid2000s. For decades, it has been devoid of the status enjoyed by the programs of its
East Asian neighbors, namely Japanese Studies and Chinese Studies, as an
autonomous area of research. While recent years have witnessed the emergence of
Korea-related programs in a number of universities and colleges in the country, a
full-length study on the evolution and potential of Korean Studies remains absent
and therefore only suggests that its history is yet to be written.
The presentation is an attempt to contribute to the writing of such history by
describing how Korean Studies has evolved within the specific realities of the
country, using as a case the experience of Ateneo de Manila University. It begins its
discussion by introducing a framework – both conceptual and practical – designed
to encourage the development of Korean Studies in an objective and logical fashion,
with realistic targets that are not only sustainable but also useful in the long-term.
The proposed trail is comprised of 3 interlinked components – Incubation,
Institutionalization and Indigenization – where each assumes the dual functions of
both developmental stages and processes simultaneously. Incubation is referred to
as the stage where initiatives aimed at creating awareness and stimulating curiosity
in the study of Korea are being pursued. Processes involved in the incubation
include organizing one-time or short-term Korea related projects for students and
specific publics; partnership with relevant Korean individuals, organizations and
funding agencies; mapping out Korean Studies promotion plans; and exploring
opportunities (including grants and networks) that will facilitate growth of such
initiatives. Institutionalization, on the other hand, is the resultant stage of
incubation, if the latter is successful. In contrast to incubation, institutionalization
entails setting up of structures and mechanisms that house and regularize
implementation of initiatives that promote Korean Studies. The main goal of
institutionalization is mainstreaming of KS courses through the establishment of an
autonomous KS program, or a department. In such case, awareness of and curiosity
in Korean Studies, which are the basic aims of incubation, develop into sustained,
scholarly interest to generate objective knowledge of Korea during the stage of
institutionalization. One crucial ingredient of the institutionalization process is
allocation of resources derived from both local and Korean sources that will ensure
continuance and viability of KS programs and KS department expected to house
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the latter. Finally, indigenization – as in observed in more established Korean
Studies programs in other regions, particularly in North America – is the stage
where the cultivation of local expertise and consequently, of sub-specialization
within KS by local scholars happen.
Within this framework, the development of Ateneo’s Korean Studies program is
discussed, taking in to account at least the scales, if not the balance, in supply and
demand – supply of knowledge and thus expertise on Korea, and interest
in/demand for knowledge by scholars and students on Korea. As in the case of any
given academic institution, the questions, ‘are there takers?’ and ‘are there
teachers?’, have surfaced to be the basic sources of hesitation and caution to
apportion part of a school’s assets to the growth of Korean Studies. How Ateneo
has problematized and dealt with these and other concerns are also to be presented.
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PARALLEL SESSION
Migration / History

HALMEONI, LOLA:
THE MILITARY COMFORT WOMEN OF KOREA AND THE PHILIPPINES
Alyzza Mae D. Corbillon
Academy of Korean Studies
As imperial Japan invaded parts of Asia such as China, Korea and other countries
in Southeast Asia including the Philippines, they brought not only weapons of war
and imposed provisions but also memories of females who were used as sex slaves
and prostitutes. These women who provided sexual services for the “benefit” of the
Japanese Imperial Army were euphemistically referred to as “ianfu/ 慰 安 婦 ”
(Japanese) or “wianbu/위안부” (Korean) which literally means Comfort Women.
About 80,000 to 200,000 women were drafted, deceived, captured and abducted by
the Japanese military soldiers during the World War II to serve as comfort women.
They were imprisoned in military brothels, also known as military comfort stations,
and were enslaved and forced to engage in sexual activities with Japanese military
soldiers and troop personnel. Researchers on comfort women collectively agree
that 80% of the thousands of women came from Korea (North and South) and the
remaining number were women from China, Taiwan, Japan, Indonesia and in the
Philippines. In an attempt to compare the cases of Korean and Filipino military
comfort women, a thematic review of literature will be conducted. Korea and the
Philippines both experienced the rule of the Japanese imperial army and women
from the two countries were also enslaved as comfort women. By looking at Korea
and the Philippines’ experience under the Japanese rule, the comfort system in the
two countries’ as well as their nationalist and gender discourses, similarities and
differences of the case of the two countries will be identified. This research intends
to contribute to the literature about comfort women in Korea and in the Philippines.
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KOREAN WOMEN ABROAD LOOKING FOR IDENTITY:
KOREAN HOUSEWIVES IN JAKARTA
Amelia Burhan
University of Indonesia
Under the influence of the Confucian values, Korea1 has been a strongly segregated
society in terms of sex. The main role of Korean women according to the values is
being the mother (homemaker) who was supposed to perpetuate the traditional
family clan by giving birth to sons. No matter where they are or how important
their economic and political roles may be, Korean women remain committed to the
Confucian tradition that places the welfare of the family above all else. Korean
women rarely speak up for themselves and just silently endure all of their
hardships. Meanwhile the work of a housewife usually considered not as an
occupation and being a housewife means to have some free time; this covers
housewives in general, with no exception of Korean housewives. Using qualitative
method, this research focused on the role of South Korean women abroad as
homemakers with case study of Korean housewives in Jakarta, Indonesia. Through
this research, it would like to analyze whether the Korean family values changed
within the changes of the location they lived and how was the role of Korean
housewife adapting with those changes. These questions also have led to pay
attention to the multicultural situations in which they are currently located, namely
in Jakarta, Indonesia.

1

Korea here refers to South Korea.
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IS THE PHILIPPINES LIVING IN THE PAST OF KOREA?
NOSTALGIC GAZE OF KOREAN RETIREES ONTO THE PHILIPPINES
Dohye Kim
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
My study focuses on the journeys of Korean retirees to the Philippines necessitated
by Korea’s lack of national and corporate welfare and opened by the Filipino
authorities’ promotion of retiree migration. Unlike the leisure-seeking Western
retirees, Korean retirees are often engaged in small and medium sized selfentrepreneurial businesses in the Philippines because of their financial instability.
In this process, these retirees tend to believe that this new land would promise
unexpected financial profits as their native country did in the 1980s and early 1990s.
By highlighting how this nostalgic gaze of Koreans onto the Philippines is practiced
through the daily lives and business activities, this paper explores ironies,
dilemmas and feelings of frustration that the retirees have to deal with.
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PARALLEL SESSION
Korean Culture & Language

DECONSTRUCTING DRAMA MISAENG:
A CONTEMPORARY LOOK AT CHANGING ROLE OF HIERARCHY IN
KOREAN WORKPLACE
Shayne Kay Taay
University of the Philippines Diliman
Korea is transforming, so as their conformity to their traditional values, especially
today’s workers’ strict adherence to hierarchy in office. The objectives of this paper
is to present if hierarchy is still strictly reinforced in Korean workplace and how
important the role it plays between the relationship of superior and inferior office
workers. I posed first a narration of a famous Korean Air plane crash that involved
authoritarian cockpit culture to give a view how strict hierarchy is obeyed.
Moreover, the paper also aimed to show how office workers are challenging the
traditional strict adherence and reverence to hierarchy. To achieve these, I
deconstructed the drama Misaeng, which is recognized by majority of Korean
workers to be a close-to precise representation of their lives at office in
contemporary South Korea. Then, I selected contents that are significant for critical
analysis and compared the results to their traditional values. Finally, I consolidated
the insights I generated to emphasize the differences. As a result, I found out that
hierarchy is playing less important role especially in attaining the Uri among
hierarchically-divided office workers. Second, I also concluded that office workers
are still conforming to the traditional Korean values like kibun and chemyon.
However, as they start to boost their human value and morality, reverence to
hierarchy is challenged.
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KOREAN LEARNERS’ SPEECH PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION
IN AN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CONTEXT
Rowland Anthony Imperial
National University of Singapore
In the Philippines, research on the acquisition of English as a Second Language
(ESL) by foreign learners focus primarily on language attitudes and ideologies,
with little emphasis on actual speech production patterns (cf. Albela et al., 2006;
Castro & Roh, 2013). Inspired by current sociophonetic approaches, this project
provides insight into the nature of variation in the phonetic acquisition of
Philippine English (PhE) in second language contexts. More specifically, the project
aims to describe and explain the sociolinguistic nature of intra-speaker variation
among foreign learners in their acquisition of certain features unique to PhE, e.g.
voiceless unaspirated stops /p, t, k/ in syllabic initial and final positions (see
Regala-Flores, 2014; Tayao, 2004). The project will involve short-term and longterm Korean learners aged 15 to 30 and currently residing in Baguio City, the most
popular and well-established ESL hub in the Philippines. Koreans make up the
largest percentage of foreign students. The study consists of two parts: a speech
perception study, wherein students will listen to audio clips and identify salient
PhE phonetic features (e.g. voiceless unaspirated stops), and a speech production
study, wherein students will participate in a casual interview and a series of
reading and wordlist tasks designed to elicit the salient phonetic features. Studying
in the Philippines inevitably exposes Korean ESL learners to PhE. This case is
potentially valuable to variationist sociolinguistic and SLA research because as a
regional variety, PhE remains widely perceived as ‘non-native’ – despite having
undergone increased nativization and indigenization processes (cf. Borlongan, 2011;
see also Enaka, 2006; Schneider, 2003). The project thus aims to explore how foreign
learners negotiate the perceived low international prestige value of PhE with their
own language learning, amid the increasing commodification of English in a highly
globalized ESL education industry.
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TYPES OF KOREAN HONORIFICS
Youngmee Kim
Sejong Institute
Honorification is a conspicuous feature of the Korean language. It is very important
to use the appropriate form of hororifics depending on the social environment such
a formal situation as a work place, school, conference, community and the like. One
is supposed to keep social harmony among the community members by using the
courteous words to the older and the higher level. In Korean society such factors as
age, degree of intimacy of the relationship, social position and the specific personal
relationship between the speaker and the target of honorification play an important
role in determining which honorific expressions in everyday life. It would be quite
difficult for a foreigner to acquire the usage of socio-linguistic honorific expressions.
According to whom to respect, there are Subject Honorifics (주체 높임), Object
Honorifics (객체 높임), and Listener Honorifics (상대 높임). Depending on how to
express honorification, there are Grammatical Expressions (문법적 높임) and the
other Lexical Expressions (어휘적 높임). The representative way to show
honorification in Korean is to attach the honorific suffix ‘-(으)시’ to the verb stem
and then there is an agreement between the target of honorification and its
predicate. In lexical expressions, one should recognize the semantic difference of
부인, 당신, and 말씀. In grammatical expressions, honorific sentences show the
relative relationships between the two or more definite arguments. To conclude,
honorification plays an important role in establishing good human relations in the
community.
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PARALLEL SESSION
Policy / International Relations

FILIPINO STUDENTS AS SKILLED MIGRANTS IN KOREA: ISSUES AND
IMPLICATIONS
Eva Marie R. Wang
Seoul National University
“International students as skilled migrants” has been gaining increased attention in
the field of student migration. OECD countries have been competitively
strategizing “attract and retain” policies for international students in the context of
the Global Talent War (Hawthorne, 2008; Becker & Kolster, 2012; She &
Wotherspoon, 2013). In the case of Korea, it adopted an open policy to international
students with the recognition of their potential contribution to internationalize
higher education and eventually increase national competitiveness (KIS, 2009; KIS,
2012, Kim, 2005). Korea launched a state-led “Study Korea Project” and actively
recruited international students through scholarship provisions and overseas fairs
(KEDI, 2006). As a result, Korea experienced a dramatic increase from 12,314
international students in 2003 to 89,537 in 2011 (MEST, 2011; KIS, 2009; Wang, 2012).
This rapid quantitative expansion is critiqued to be driven by strong economic and
political rationales to improve national branding and international profile,
consequently affecting international students’ quality of learning and living
conditions (Kim & Choi, 2007:227; Wang, 2012). Using the case of Filipino students
in Korea, this paper examines the dynamics of official international student policies
and lived experiences of international students as skilled migrants. This paper
offers reflection on international students’ implication to Multicultural Korea,
especially in the context of Korea’s vision to further attract 200,000 international
students by 2020.
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STRENGTHENING THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (PPP) PROCUREMENT IN THE
PHILIPPINES: SHARING KOREA’S CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS FOR PPP
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
Jinky Joy L. Dela Cruz
University of Seoul
The New Public Management (NPM) paradigm has placed significant emphasis on
‘the combination of market mechanisms and private sector management ideas and
techniques in the public sector, for institutional and administrative reforms so that
the government improves its efficiency. 1 In this regard, governments in the world
over employ and utilize Public-Private Partnership(s), as this scheme is viewed to
deliver an asset or service more efficiently, without the government bearing the
significant risk and management responsibility. In Korea, the narrative of PPP
began to take shape back in the early 1990s as the country shifted into an “era of
motorization” where the number of registered vehicles increased by more than
eight times - from 249,000 in 1980 to 2,075,000 in 1990. The need for extra funding
sources for substantial expansion of transportation infrastructure arose, as Korea
faced a serious congestion problem causing high logistical costs. To fill the
infrastructure gap, Korea enacted two national laws namely the Transportation Tax
in 1993 and the Act on Promotion of Private Capital into Social Overhead Capital
Investment in 1994. These were ensued by various legislative acts such as that
establishing the Public and Private Infrastructure Investment Management Center
(PIMAC), improving the Korean Infrastructure Credit Guarantee fund (ICGF)
system, and the Act on Private Participation in Infrastructure. With these
institutional and regulatory frameworks, Korea now ranks the highest in Asia in
terms of PPP readiness. This rank benchmarked from developing excellent
percentage weight on legal and regulatory framework, operational maturity, and
investment climate of the country. On the other hand, the Philippines, endowed
with the laws and regulatory framework for PPP since the early 1980s, still
encounters some issues and challenges nowadays with regard to the elements of
fairness and efficiency in its PPP-schemed procurement method. In fact, the
country is confronted with a 40-50% cost and time overrun that weakens its public
investment management and results to fluctuations and sometimes stagnation in its
economic growth. 1 Mitchell, Weaver and Manning, 1991, as quoted by Isolana in
PPP at the Local Level: An Assessment of PPP/BOT Public Market in the
Philippines In line with these premises, this paper aims to study the Korean PPP
framework and experiences to explore recommendations on how to strengthen the
PPP policies for procurement practices in the Philippines. In particular, this study
aims to do the following: (a) present the historical context of the institutional
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framework of the Korean PPP; (b) examine the potential benefits of a strengthened
institutional framework of PPPs in Korea that are applicable to the Philippine
context; (c) evaluate the performance highlight of an established PPP Unit in both
countries; (d) provide a case study of a PPP-schemed project in the Philippines and
in Korea. With this research, the author believes that just as Korea has went
through and experienced, if the Philippine PPP Procurement practice would be
redefined and reformed to provide equity, objectivity, and quality service, truly,
the PPP program would be efficacious as one of the strategies to accelerate
infrastructure development; this (infra dev’t) would in turn lead toward an
inclusive and sustainable growth of the country.
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KOREAN OVERSEAS VOLUNTEERS (KOVS) IN THE PHILIPPINES:
CHALLENGES AND POTENTIALS
Krista Kyla Seachon
University of the Philippines Diliman
Foreign Volunteers have contributed greatly to Philippine development.
Specifically, the International Volunteer Service (IVS) promotes the provision of
technical assistance to priority areas. Among the first deployed in the country are
the Korean Overseas Volunteers (KOVs). Efforts put into the programs and projects
by the KOVs have solidified their existence in the country. This is seen through the
continued clamor for assistance of KOVs in various sectors. Primarily, KOVs are in
the Education, Health, and Agriculture technology sectors, which are in line with
South Korea’s comparative advantages as well. As KOVs in the Philippines grow in
number and in scope, it would be helpful for Korean studies enthusiasts and
academics to learn more about the developmental impacts of KOVs. Specifically,
what have they already accomplished in the country, and what are the areas of
improvement?

２０

PARALLEL SESSION
Perceptions on Filipinos & Koreans

REPRESENTATIONS OF FILIPINO-KOREAN KINSHIP IN THE KIMMY
DORA FILM SERIES
Michelle C. Correa
Ateneo de Manila University
Ever since the Korean Wave (Hallyu) caught the attention and imagination of
Filipinos, the phenomenon began to influence Philippine daily life in aspects such
as food, fashion, music, drama, and film. The Kimmy Dora film series—Kimmy
Dora: Kambal sa Kiyeme (2009), Kimmy Dora and the Temple of Kiyeme (2013), and
Kimmy Dora: Ang Kiyemeng Prequel (2013)—is a prime example of how the Korean
influence is manifested in Philippine media culture, and subsequently, the Filipino
imagination and identity. The film, which has as its lead characters the FilipinoKorean Kimmy and Dora, contains representations of the Filipino-Korean, which,
in turn, reflect the changing perception of the Filipino imagination and identity.
Unlike Spanish, American, and Chinese influences, the influx of the Korean
influence is fairly recent. This study thus explores Filipinos’ affinity and kinship
with Korea, as represented in the film. Using a structural examination of the film
series as text, this study seeks to answer the following: What are the ways in which
the Filipino-Korean is represented in the film series? How does the film series
portray the Filipino-Korean affinity and kinship? Why this kind of affinity and
kinship? By examining the narrative thread, character constructions, and the
camera work in the Kimmy Dora film series, this study seeks to examine Filipino
society’s imagined affinity and constructed kinship with Korea, and why the
Filipino-Korean image is imagined by the Filipino as such.
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MODIFICATION OF PLACE ON THE INTERNET:
A CASE ANALYSIS ON PHILIPPINES’ IMAGE IN KOREA
Melanie Y. Adan
Kangwon National University
This research concerns the Internet and Place Image. The central objective of this
study is to identify how the Internet mediates the modification of place. Although
there are several studies which examined the attributes of the Internet as a new
medium and the image formation of a place separately; no published articles exists
aimed at examining how the Internet influences the restructuring of place image.
To fill this gap, a content analysis of Naver Knowledge In (Korean portal site) Q&A
entries from year 2010 to 2014 regarding Philippines was conducted. Data collected
in this research revealed trends regarding South Korean tourists’ profile and their
perception towards Philippines. Results showed that South Koreans have a positive
overall image of the Philippines and that they regard the Philippines as a tourism
destination despite the negative images projected on other traditional media. One
strength of this study is that it was able to prove and determine the impact of
Internet in the formation of place image. Internet attributes such as anonymity,
feedback characteristics, multiplicity of cues, and language variety were revealed to
influence the formation of place on the Internet. Finally, this study has proven that
the Internet has the capability of collecting and archiving data which overtime
produces a collective information regarding a particular concept (i.e. collective
place image).

２２

TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM ON KOREAN POP MUSIC PERFORMANCE:
AN APPLICATION OF IMPRESSION MANAGEMENT AND E-WORD OF
MOUTH THEORIES
Erik Paolo Capistrano
University of the Philippines Diliman
The music industry is constantly met with market-driven surprises and turbulence,
making it ultracompetitive especially at the global stage and in light of extensive
developments in information and communications technologies. The Internet has
made it easy for consumers to share information about music, and also to share the
music itself. This forces producers and artists to change their marketing strategies,
especially if they want to compete in the global stage. The Korean Pop Music
(generally known as K-Pop) industry is a prime example. This paper discusses on
how K-Pop has embraced Internet technology, specifically social media, to market
itself to the world, capturing a substantial international fanbase and creating a
separate genre of its own within the global music industry. This paper discusses
and analyzes the actions of SM Entertainment’s venture into social media, and the
resulting exposure and sales of their songs and albums to the global market.
Adopting contagion theory, IM theory, and eWOM, this paper develops a
regression model to analyze the impact of SM Entertainment’s Twitter and
Instagram statistics on its album sales.
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INTRIGUES, MANEUVERS, INTERVENTIONS:
SCREEN IMAGES OF THE KOREAN WAR AND ITS AFTERMATH
Abstract
As the Cold War proxy conflict that provided a happy ending for the Western
alliance that fought for the South Korean side, the Korean War became a
recurrent and idealized subject for American film productions. A generally
overlooked trend, however, is the fact that Korea itself subsequently
embarked on a reflective series of cinematic discourses on the war and its
aftermath, during the period when the country’s popular culture (eventually
dubbed hallyu) began to attract foreign interest. The contrast between postwar Hollywood images and fairly contemporary Korean output regarding the
topic provides a starting point for studying issues pertaining to trauma,
history, power, knowledge, and difference.
Keywords
Hollywood; world cinema; New Korean Cinema; war-film genre
The general topic of this lecture will be the war-movie genre, with its origin and
development in Western cinema, specifically Hollywood. Although this area will
be localized and periodized in terms of one country Korea, and the so-called
“police action” that started in 1950 and ended in a truce in 1953, Hollywood
production will necessarily be part of the picture, since the entity that represented
the West in this proxy Cold-War conflict was the US. The complex arguments that
have been propounded regarding the possible causes of the war as well as the
implications of the still-unresolved conflict as it pertains to Korean reunification,
regional stability, the sustainability of the socialist state system, and several others
– all these will be relevant to my study only in so far as they arise in the movies that
have been available for consideration.
One further limitation – and I take care to mention these and further limitations
as they come along as a way of signaling my intention to attend to them as the
necessary resources become accessible – is that, in speaking of war movies, we refer
to fiction films, whether or not based on actual events: in short, features rather than
documentaries. At the moment, tracking down each and every audiovisual sample
that deals with the Korean War, in the promiscuous terms that I will be deploying,
will be physically impossible unless and until I will be able to travel to every film
and television studio and archive where any relevant footage might be kept, with
translation services for non-English-speaking locales. In doing this I will be missing
the bulk of Korean War coverage, including those generated in North Korea (as
well as those produced by its Cold War ally, the People’s Republic of China); in fact
I will also have to altogether rule out North Korean production at the moment until
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I have managed to acquire permission to view the collection housed at South
Korea’s Ministry of Reunification, along with an expert translator.
Hence my study will tackle the production of feature films on the Korean War,
with “Korea” defined, following general practice, as referring to the Republic of
Korea, or South Korea. The rationale favoring this circumscription is that in terms
of global film awareness, what passes for what we term as “Korea,” most
significantly hallyu or the Korean popular culture wave, is actually South Korean.
Korea studies scholar Craig S. Coleman described the Korean War as the point in
which Americans awakened to Korea (Coleman 77-78), with the earlier years of the
twentieth century relegated to the country’s self-description as the “hermit
kingdom” (Coleman 6-7). This earlier period, from 1910 to 1945, actually involved a
different kind of war: a protracted resistance to Japanese occupation, with an exile
government set up in China. If this sounds similar to the experience of Filipinos in
relation to the American occupation, that is because the two imperialist adventures
were directly linked. An agreement between the US and Japan, called the TaftKatsura Memorandum of 1905, effectively ceded Korea to the Japanese and the
Philippines to the US (Esthus 46-41; see also Coleman 42).
The paper will begin by working out a redefinition of the war film as a genre,
primarily in order to avoid confusion with the several other types of films on the
Korean War. It will then look at Hollywood feature productions with the war as
their coverage, up to the point where primary treatments (as opposed to incidental
references) ended by the end of the ’70s. Then it will focus on the revitalization of
the Korean War as feature film material, this time in Korean cinema – a stillongoing phenomenon
Full Scale
An effective reference for the first part of this study would be Robert J. Lentz’s
Korean War Filmography. It supplies filmographic data and commentary for, as the
subtitle mentions, ninety-one English-language features, and includes extensive
appendices providing a chronology of the titles, their listing according to producer
and distributor, their classification in terms of propagandistic content as well as
thematic elements, and more relevant to marginal interests, listings of films with
incidental references to the Korean War, South Korean productions, and
documentaries (reminiscent of a project by Linda Dittmar and Gene Michaud, titled
From Hanoi to Hollywood).
If we add the ninety-one English-language films in Lentz’s book to the
twenty-seven that he described as providing “incidental reference” to the war, we
would come up with one hundred eighteen titles by 2000, the cut-off year of his
research. This would render his study more reliable than standard digital-era
sources, including the Internet Movie Database or IMDB. A keyword search at
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IMDB specifying “Korean War” would yield a slightly larger number of titles but
many of these would raise the question of just how incidental is “incidental.” For
the purpose of building on Lentz’s volume, I compiled the IMDB titles separately
and listed the ones that have appeared since the new millennium.
Table 1. List of US Films After 2000 That Reference the Korean War
Primary Title
Year
Type
Filmmaker(s)
Performer(s)
Big Fish

2003

Feature

Tim Burton

Ewan McGregor

Walk the Line

2005

Feature

James Mangold

The
Borinqueneers

2007

Feature

Tie a Yellow
Ribbon
As You Were

2007

TV Feature

Noemi Figueroa
Soulet & Raquel
Ortiz
Joy Dietrich

Joaquin Phoenix,
Reese
Witherspoon
Hector Elizondo

2008

Gran Torino

2008

Short
Feature
Feature

Benjamin
J.
Bumgarner
Clint Eastwood

Joe Heil, Kim Su
Hyun
Clint Eastwood

The Orphan

2008

Feature

Bryan Nest

Will Chung

Grace

2011

Short
Feature

Roth Rind

Donn
Bradley,
Peter Kim

Retreat!

2012

Feature

Scott Slone

Geoffrey Lewis,
Richard
Roundtree
Brian D. Mason

Kim Jiang

100 Miles to 2015
Feature
Karen Borger
Lordsburg
(unreleased)
Source: Internet Movie Database (URL <http://www.imdb.com>).

As we can see from the list (and as supplemented by the plot summaries on
IMDB), the only way to view Korean War scenes realistically in a currentmillennium movie is when the film is a period production, set in a distant territory
over six decades in the past; that, or a contemporary character, necessarily elderly,
experiences a dream or a memory flashback, usually as a traumatic response to
some seemingly innocuous stimulus.1 The generation of Koreans who were directly

1

One more disadvantage of conducting this type of categorically predetermined search is that films
on the aftermath of the Korean War get left out. Significant examples would be productions that
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affected by the war, separated from one another by the one hundred twenty-mile
demilitarized zone, is rapidly dwindling, and along with them the desire for
reunification, if we were to go by the results of surveys of the current generation of
South Koreans, all of them fully aware of the difficulties experienced by Germany
when the Federal Republic agreed to effectively absorb the less prosperous socialist
Democratic Republic in 1990.
Robert Lentz’s book is significant in another way: in most other available
studies on the war-film genre, movies on the Korean War are rarely tackled. This
would have something to do with the fact that the Korean War film has a liminal
status, one that I will be elaborating on later. For now, we have to explain first what
a war film is, and why we run into problems when talking about films on the
Korean War. When Vladimir Lenin declared that film would be the medium that
the then newly founded Soviet Union would be using to promote socialism, he was
actually, perhaps unconsciously, mirroring a cultural policy declaration made by
the US Secretary of the Interior, Dean Conant Worcester, regarding the process of
enhancing the colonization of the Philippines (Deocampo 29-64).
The symbiotic relationship between film and the so-called modern wars of the
twentieth century is something that is often overlooked in studies of the medium.
Both processes, film and war, involve significant investments, occasionally with the
partial or full subsidy of the state; they require the participation of individuals with
talent and training; they deploy a collective of workers, all of whom should be
preferably infused with a sense of mission; and at least during the celluloid as well
as the classical-warfare era, they involve the operation of complex, expensive, and
heavy machinery – which means that these workers will mostly have to be male,
with the women in their lives relegated to either domestic tasks or to symbolic
ideals as either the motherland or the movie star.
For this reason it made total sense for films to excel in the depiction of modern
wars, although we could also turn that statement around and say that the wars
delimited what films could depict, at least initially (Slocum 1-3). Pre-twentiethcentury conflicts, per the prescription of film scholars, would not be counted as war
films, but only period movies with battle scenes. Scenes that looked at social or
political tensions, even those that portrayed armed clashes, may be gangster films
or social-problem films; some films that are set in historical war situations may in
fact be melodramas or even comedies.

reference North Korea’s supreme leaders – Steve Anderson’s Dead Men Can’t Dance (1997, shot in the
Philippines), on Kim Il-sung’s regime; Trey Parker’s Team America: World Police (2004), on Kim Jongil; and Evan Goldberg and Seth Rogen’s The Interview (2014), on Kim Jong-un. The first is a Ramboderivative rescue narrative, the second a marionette animation that parodies both Western superheroes and
anti-Western “terrorists,” and the third is a speculative fiction. Only the last two are intentionally comic
and actually represent the Kims in their cast of characters.
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The generic element that “marks” the war film is the extended combat scene
(Neale 23-24). Once more, we take note of the fact that any popular genre differs
from traditional literary forms (e.g. poetry or drama) in the sense that the former’s
definition necessarily keeps shifting. For now, all we could maintain is that combat
scenes in a war film tend to recur, and that there will be moments of relief where
dramatic issues among the characters may be played out. In this sense the genre
may be reminiscent of other similar types of films where specialized “numbers”
alternate with plot: where the numbers are song-and-dance executions, these will
be musicals; where they are sexual encounters, these will be pornography; where
they are combat mayhem, these will be war films. To minimize confusion when we
speak of films on the Korean War that are not necessarily war films, I will be using
instead the term “combat film” to mean “war film” in film-genre usage.
Forgotten War
To elaborate on the problem, when we talk about “Korean War films,” we can see
how unstable such a generic definition is. Many Korean War films will be war films
as defined in film scholarship, in the sense that they will have combat scenes
focused on either the entire war or on specific battles. However, many other
Korean films require an awareness, if not the memory, of the war in order to be
fully appreciated. In fact, we can proceed from the insight that since the 1950s, the
existence of the entire Korean peninsula is premised on a war that still has to be
resolved, with two countries prepared for the possibility that conflicts might
resume at any time, with or without warning. In this sense, then, anything from
either Korean country is the result of a war situation, and therefore any Korean film
is, in a profound historical sense, a Korean War film, and may be read accordingly.
These kinds of sweeping statements will get anyone in trouble, and scholars
should not be exempted. But I think within the particular terms of focusing on the
reality of an unfinished Korean War, any film on the topic, whether Korean or
foreign, whether a combat film or any other type of genre, can be considered either
a Korean War film, or a film directly or incidentally about the Korean War. For this
purpose I would propose that we not insist on the presence of combat scenes when
we talk about Korean War films, since over six decades of the still-ongoing Korean
War have transpired without any actual combat, except for the rare exchange of
bullets or cannon fire.
What reinforces this argument is the fact that, from the perspective of foreign
cinema studies, non-Korean combat films that have the Korean War as their
primary coverage do not figure out as extensively as other types of combat films,
whether in terms of number of productions or of scholarly studies. From the
perspective of the US, the war in Korea came between two more impactful events;
as Thomas Docherty puts it:
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Back on American shores, another kind of bleeding has come to obscure the
focus. Always the cultural legacy of the Vietnam War filters and fogs the
images of World War II. Vietnam, itself so much a product of the mythos of
Hollywood’s war, has discredited its predecessor [WWII, not the Korean War]
and the medium that projected it. (Doherty 3)
World War II was understandably being celebrated long after the Korean War
was over, and depictions of events in it came not just from Hollywood but also
from the many countries in Europe and Asia that were directly affected by the
perceived aggression of the Axis powers and resistance of the Allied forces. The
Korean War was similarly successful for the United Nations alliance that countered
the North Koreans’ incursion into South Korea, but the actual antagonist, the USSR,
was in fact a former ally during World War II, and beyond the Soviet Union and
(subsequently) China, no other countries got into the act on the socialist side.
After the Korean War and the French pullout from Indochina, the US embarked
on its military adventure in Viet Nam, and here Hollywood production was
initially even more silent, since the American population regarded the exercise as
unjustifiable in terms of the loss of lives, especially on the Vietnamese side, and
found the anti-Communist ideological line that had worked in the Korean War a
flimsy pretext for colonial expansion. Hence all that could be produced regarding
the US in Viet Nam were the expected gung-ho John Wayne starrers and a handful
of critical independent documentaries, plus a subgenre of horror films, called the
blood-island exploitation movies, produced in the Philippines (Lim 23-45).2 By 1975,
the US had to concede defeat to the North Vietnamese army, and this opened the
floodgates to a series of works that epitomized some of the best moments of New
American Cinema, alongside the usual escapist fare still headlined by an indie
talent, Sylvester Stallone’s Rambo (Sklar 335-37).
From this explanation, it should not be surprising that extensive combat-film
studies tended to overlook the Korean War, mostly relegating the event to a few
paragraphs, a chapter at the most. 3 This oversight is being redressed by a few
volumes, most of them difficult to access, that focus exclusively on films on the
Korean War.4 Yet if we look at the several junctions where the combat film, global
2

For a reading of an even more disparate horror sample, the 1968 George Romero zombie film, see
Sumiko Higashi’s “Night of the Living Dead.”
3
For some samples, see Doherty’s Projections of War and Eberwein’s The Hollywood War Film. In an
earlier cited anthology, Slocum’s Hollywood and War, only one of the twenty-six articles (which will
be discussed later) deals with the Korean War, Charles Young’s “Missing Action.” In Tony Day and
Maya H.T. Liem’s Cultures at War, none of the eleven contributions directly covers the Korean War,
despite the fact that several of the countries participated.
4
Aside from Lentz’s previously cited Korean War Filmography, other studies would include Paul M.
Edwards’s A Guide to Films on the Korean War and Theodore Hughes’s Literature and Film in Cold
War South Korea. The last one also cites in several places a number of dissertations on Korean
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cinema, and discourses on the Korean War overlap, we can see that the still-current
critical downgrading of movies on the Korean War is undeserved and calls for a
reconsideration, along with the redefinition of the Korean War film that I
mentioned earlier.
Unease in the Morning Calm
In discussing the problematic representation of the Korean War in Hollywood
cinema, the significance of Robert Altman’s MASH (1970) cannot be overlooked
(Figure 1). When it came out, it was immediately recognized and hailed as a potent
metaphor for the US involvement in Viet Nam, with a slew of critics’ prizes topped
by the Cannes Film Festival’s Palme d’Or to show for it, not to mention a longrunning and similarly highly acclaimed TV series that ran for over a decade. Like
the Philippine-set blood-island movies, MASH was intended to depict the
absurdities of Americans operating in an alien territory where the natives were, to
put it mildly, resentful of their presence. Unlike the blood-island films, however,
and like another film adaptation of a novel, Joseph Heller’s Catch-22 (1961), filmed
(by Mike Nichols) the same year as MASH, these New American Cinema entries
were not only deliberately referencing Viet Nam, they were also set in the earlier
wars that the US had participated in – Catch-22 in World War II and MASH in the
Korean War.

Figure 1. Last Supper parody in Robert Altman’s MASH (1970). Publicity still from
Aspen, Ingo Preminger, and Twentieth Century Fox.

literature and film, many of which have found or are finding their way to published status. More
comprehensive studies would include Coleman’s American Images of Korea.
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To be fair, the impression that Korean War combat films partook of the
Manichean sensibilities of the World War II films is understandable, especially if
we look at the majority of the early output of both Hollywood and Korea. Since the
Korean War was also not as globally consequential as World War II, a large
proportion of the Hollywood productions were what Robert Lentz described as
medium to low in terms of historical accuracy, and medium to high in their
propaganda level (Lentz 430-33). One might safely say that American producers
subsequently regarded their investments as better spent on projects that covered
the Viet Nam War – as demonstrated in Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse Now
(1979), among several other highly regarded epics. Even World War II continues to
show up in prestige presentations, including major undertakings during the last
few decades by celebrated American auteurs such as Terrence Malick, Steven
Spielberg, and Clint Eastwood.5
On the other hand, a vital turn in film appreciation, one that ultimately led to
the collapse of Classical Hollywood and its replacement by the New American
Cinema in the late ’60s, was already starting to take place in France during the ’50s,
when the Korean War combat films were being churned out. The Cahiers du Cinéma
group of critics disparaged what they called the “cinema of quality” of Classical
Hollywood (and, by extension, their own copycat French practitioners) and
directed attention to precisely the kinds of movies that critics and awards groups
preferred to overlook: the B-film productions. They identified film directors as the
central artistic intelligence behind the creativity that could only flourish in
minimally supervised low-budget projects, and one of their favorite auteurs was
Samuel Fuller, who directed a couple of Korean War combat movies in 1951, Fixed
Bayonets! and The Steel Helmet. Curiously, it was the smaller-budgeted Fuller film
that depicted the traumatic consequences of the Korean War, Shock Corridor (1963),
that met with raves from his European admirers and is now regarded as his
masterpiece (see Figure 2).

See for example Terrence Malick’s The Thin Red Line and Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan
(both 1998), and Clint Eastwood’s Flags of our Fathers and Letters from Iwo Jima (both 2006).
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Figure 2. Samuel Fuller’s Korean War-related films, left to right: Fixed Bayonets!
(1951), The Steel Helmet (1951), and Shock Corridor (1951). Publicity layout from
Twentieth Century Fox; Deputy Corp.; and F & F Productions and Allied Artists
Pictures resp.
Shock Corridor portrayed a war veteran who, as a result of brainwashing by the
enemy, turned into a Communist sympathizer, was rejected by his father, and
retreated into a fantasy world where he assumes the identity of a Confederate
general. This narrative treatment in fact led to a subgenre of the combat film that
had never been explored as intensively as the “regular” combat film: the prisonerof-war or POW film. What distinguished the Korean War POW movie was that,
unlike World War II escape narratives such as Billy Wilder’s Stalag 17 (1953), these
interrogated the effects of the Korean War after the return of combatants from their
final tour of duty. The underlying theme in what we may more fully term the
paranoid Korean-War POW film is that the returnee brings the memory of the war
home with him, and in doing so enables the people around him, who would have
otherwise been shielded by the proxy nature of the conflict, to see how horrific the
experience had been.
The standard paranoid-POW title is John Frankenheimer’s The Manchurian
Candidate (1962), which posited that not just trauma, but also overseas ideological
intervention, can result from exposure to the enemy (Figure 3). The brainwashing
premise here is even more unlikely than the one depicted in Shock Corridor, but the
movie’s more paranoid reconfiguration of Cold War troubles as consisting of a
hidden alliance between extremists in both capitalist and socialist systems, up
against the best intentions of liberal democrats, was lent an air of credibility in its
barely concealed critical reference to the successful anti-Communist witch-hunts
instigated by US Senator Joseph McCarthy; so much so that just as McCarthyism
became synonymous with right-wing rabble-rousing by politicians with careerist
motives, so has the term “Manchurian candidate” come to refer to a public figure
who underhandedly uses her or his stature to promote the interests of a hostile
foreign government.
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Figure 3. Major Bennett Marco (Frank Sinatra) counsels Raymond Shaw (Laurence
Harvey), as the titular brainwashed assassin; and overpowers the martial artswielding Chunjin (Henry Silva), in John Frankenheimer’s The Manchurian Candidate
(1962). Publicity stills from M.C. Productions.
With the paranoid-POW films we can see how ambiguity and cynicism
predated MASH and the succeeding Viet Nam War combat films. In fact it would
even be problematic to describe The Manchurian Candidate as a Korean War film,
since the most prominent Korean character turns out to be a South Korean officer
who secretly assists the ruthless socialist alliance among North Koreans, Chinese,
and Russians. Yet what finally sets this film apart from previous combat films is the
manner in which Orientalism is evoked. Whereas the World War II films set in the
Pacific theater, as well as standard Korean War combat movies, portray Westerners
and their Asian allies against a horde that is wholly East Asian in appearance, in
The Manchurian Candidate the brainwashing session, tantamount to a slow-torture
episode, provides a mix of Asian and Caucasian observers and participants, thus
allowing white characters (who, in the plot, will later be mingling with Americans
in the US) to be demonized in alliance with the McCarthy-like figure in the
narrative.
End of Orientalism
This shift in the depiction of Orientals was a process that can be traced ironically to
the vanquished forces of World War II. If any awkwardness could be perceived in
the racial balance between the opposing forces, it lay in the composition of the
Allied countries, since on the other side, the Germans and the Italians teamed up,
so to speak, with the Japanese. The irony of course is that the Europeans in this
group actually invoked racist language and imagery against their Jewish
populations. Nevertheless by the end of the war, and the start of the Cold War,
both sides in the new conflict were ready to accuse one or the other of racist
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treatment of their own internal populations. The US was especially vulnerable,
since African Americans might have already been freed by then from slavery, but
still did not have the full complement of civil rights that European-descended US
citizens enjoyed.
In discussing the Cold War, scholars tend to focus on US President Harry S.
Truman’s 1947 speech requesting congressional allocation to address the unstable
political conditions in Greece and Turkey, using the logic of containment – i.e., that
without US intervention, the Soviet Union would be able to effectively export
Communism to these territories and thereby expand the socialist bloc. Yet Christina
Klein, in taking a fresh perspective on so-called middlebrow popular culture of the
1950s, has argued that the US State Department, tasked with carrying out this
global policy of containment, complemented it with another policy: that of
integration. Since the department’s jurisdiction did not include the implementation
of policies that would directly affect the local American population, it attempted to
counter its Cold War enemies’ accusation of Western racism by providing support
and encouragement for progressive American artists, some of whom had former
affiliations with the US Communist Party, to create material that would break
down racial differences between Americans and Asians (Klein 21-28).
These specific works were not plentiful, but they were ambitious and influential,
and have endured in popularity even to the present. Many of them were typically
drawn from the humanist novels and accounts of authors such as Pearl S. Buck and
especially James A. Michener. Any novel adjudged as anti-Orientalist would first
be adapted into a Broadway musical, often with the successful team of Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II providing the songs, before being turned into a
major roadshow movie production. Some of these Rodgers and Hammerstein
filmed musicals include Walter Lang’s The King and I (1956), from Margaret
Langdon’s biographical novel Anna and the King of Siam (1944); Joshua Logan’s
South Pacific (1958), from Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific (1947); and Henry
Koster’s Flower Drum Song (1961), from the same-titled 1957 novel by C. Y. Lee.
Klein regards the American decision to grant statehood to Hawai’i as the
culmination of this semi-official policy (Klein 243-52). I would attempt to modify
this insight by pointing out that the US had already displayed an attitude of
deference to Oriental peoples in its handling of the surrender of Japan. The
magniloquent egocentricity of the Supreme Commander of the Southwest Pacific
Area, Douglas MacArthur, resulted in his decision to exempt from war-crimes
prosecution the Japanese head of state, Emperor Hirohito (over the objections of a
few Allied officials), and led to the unprecedented spectacle of both of them
greeting each other as equals (Manchester 575-78).
In 1957, a year before he adapted James Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific to
film, Joshua Logan undertook another Michener novel, the semi-autobiographical
Sayonara, written in 1954 (Figure 4). Marlon Brando played a US Army serviceman
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who is stationed in Japan and falls in love with a native woman; Major Lloyd “Ace”
Gruver, his character, had completed his assignment to Korea in 1952, fighting in
the Korean War, and would be awaiting his return to the US mainland. The
significance of the war in relation to the film’s narrative concerns is expressed by
Gina Marchetti thus:
Although Sayonara asks to be read as an antiwar film, the reality of the Korean
War and the controversy it generated are placed on the back burner.... Gruver,
apparently disillusioned with American involvement in Korea, mumbles that
one of the pilots he shot down that day had a “face.” This is the film’s only
real reference to the actual morality of war, and...the film instead chooses to
quietly question war in general by allowing Gruver to comment on the
humanity of his enemy. (Marchetti 128-29)
Marchetti argues that, despite its critique of racism (traceable via Gruver’s
progression from anti-Asian bigot, to curious witness to the interracial marriage of
his subordinate, to outright romantic involvement with and decision to marry a
Japanese woman), Sayonara nevertheless falls back on the gendering of intercultural
roles based on racial and economic differences: in the relationships in the film, the
white and victorious Americans are male while the “yellow” and defeated Japanese
are female. More significantly, the costs of war are alleged to have resulted in losses
to both sides, i.e. the Americans suffered and that thereby implicitly restores the
moral balance to their interactions with Japanese (Marchetti 127-38).

Figure 4. Marlon Brando and Taka Miiko in Joshua Logan’s Sayonara (1957).
Publicity layout by Pennebaker Productions and William Goetz Productions.
However, two qualities suggest that the talents behind Sayonara intended to
provide some relief within whatever terms that the Motion Picture Production
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Code could allow, even challenging the Hays Office at certain points. First, as
Marchetti noted, and consistent with The Manchurian Candidate’s political scenario,
a criticism of McCarthyist witch-hunting is suggested when the US Army makes a
list of servicemen living with Japanese women (Marchetti 130) – in fact, the figure
of ten thousand that one officer announces was historically accurate, and one of
those persons was James Michener himself; then the interracially involved men are
hunted down and penalized supposedly as random disciplinary targets, but with
everyone fully aware of the scandal of miscegenation as the unmentioned actual
reason. More than this reference to recent US events, Sayonara depicts not one but a
double interracial affair, with the earlier wedded couple deciding to commit
suicide due to army prosecution, and the latter couple, Gruver and Hana Ogi, a
musical-theater performer who specializes in male roles (thereby appearing at first
in men’s clothes), finally allowed to look forward to a life of happiness together.
The scenes of intimacy between the Caucasian serviceman and his East Asian lover,
openly defying social and censorship norms, may have been a first in a Hollywood
production of this stature, with a star of the magnitude of Brando.
The Return
It may be impossible to determine whether this global policy of integration led to
the demise of Orientalism as we (or as Americans) had known it, although we may
be more definitively able to ascribe the “model citizen” stature that Asians enjoy
(so to speak) in the West to the resultant change in attitude. Up to this point in the
history of the Korean War film, we might be able to claim that more liberal, if not
critical, images appeared in Hollywood samples, especially the non-combat films
that we had discussed. Considering that the cessation of hostilities in Korea did not
officially end the war itself, and that the short spell of unstable democratic
processes was followed by a comparatively stable military dictatorship, the
policing of film content, especially on the Korean War, was not only necessarily but
also virtually automatic. In fact one of the earliest censorship cases, over Lee Kangcheon’s 1955 film Piagol, turned on the question of how sympathetic this combat
film was toward North Koreans.
A fallow period for Western films on the Korean War began in the 1980s and
persists to the present, and it might be instructive for us to take a look at the two
US productions that contained combat scenes in Korea. Both of these were
produced roughly during the centennial of the birth of Douglas MacArthur, as was
a magisterial biography by William Manchester. In 1977, a year before the
biography came out, Universal Pictures produced an epic-scale combat film titled
MacArthur, directed by Joseph Sargent and starring Gregory Peck. The film covers
the US Army General’s traversal of Australasian territories, from his pullout from
Corregidor through his interlude in Australia, following his pushback against
Imperial Japanese troops from New Guinea through the Philippines, then with
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another lull in Japan interrupted by the Korean War, culminating in the muchadmired Incheon coastal-landing maneuver that turned the tide of the war.
The standard MacArthur sagas are significant in that they observe the opposite
trajectory of films like Sayonara, King Vidor’s Japanese War Bride (1952), and Daniel
Mann’s The Teahouse of the August Moon (1956). In these Japan-set films, US military
service personnel in Japan are understood to be stationed there, whether spelled
out or not in the narrative, between or after serving in the Korean War, in much the
same way that US military stationed in the Philippines during the ’60s through the
mid-’70s were assumed to be fighting in the Viet Nam War. In the MacArthur films,
the main character necessarily ends his story in Korea, since he was removed from
his appointment as Commander of the United Nations forces by President Truman
before the truce between the warring parties was finalized (Manchester 766-71).
The films were also unabashedly hagiographic and were willing to overlook the
several unbiased analyses of character that Manchester, as an example, proffered.
In the case of the 1977 MacArthur, the general even outlines his plans for
reoccupying the Philippines and points to Lingayen Gulf as his plan for his first
beach landing: the Luzon map resembles the Korean peninsula, with the gulf
roughly the place where Incheon would be located, although in actuality
MacArthur landed in Leyte, a southern island in the Visayas, rather than in Luzon.
Of greater interest is the MacArthur film that might have been responsible for
an overload on heroic filmizations of the life of US generals: Terence Young’s
Inchon (so-spelled), made in 1981, effectively expands the last quarter of MacArthur,
covering the time he spent in Korea and culminating in the Incheon maneuver,
where US troops bisected the peninsula, deprived the North Korean army of
resources in the south, and came close to retaking the entire national territory of
Korea if not for the sudden intervention of the Chinese People’s Army (Figure 5).
The movie attained a high degree of notoriety even before its completion, since it
was produced by the late Moon Sun Myung’s Unification Church, a right-wing
religious denomination accused, among other things, of abducting new members to
brainwash them. Inchon itself was regarded as a big-budget folly, at just under fifty
million US dollars the most expensive movie ever made up to that point in history.
It won a number of informal “bad movie” prizes and swept the Golden Raspberry
Awards, winning the categories for worst movie, director, screenplay, and actor. 6
The movie nevertheless had its share of admirers, most prominently then-US
President Ronald Reagan.

Laurence Olivier, who “won” for his performance, had to endure over two hours of makeup (which he
admitted was unsuccessful in making him look like MacArthur) and claimed that he took on the
assignment for monetary reasons, as a way of saving up for his retirement: “Nothing is beneath me if it
pays well. I’ve earned the right to damn well grab whatever I can in the time I’ve got left” – Laurence
Olivier, 1979 interview in Rome with Rex Reed for New York Daily News (qtd. in Beckett 134).
6
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Figure 5. Gregory Peck in Joseph Sargent’s MacArthur (1977), left; and Laurence
Olivier also as Douglas MacArthur, beside a bust of Julius Caesar, in Terence
Young’s Inchon (1981). Publicity stills from Universal Pictures; and One Way
Productions and Unification Church resp.
Yet aside from watching what might possibly be Laurence Olivier’s all-time
worst performance, Inchon provides a historical detail that might seem unusual to
any casual onlooker, or even to most students of Korean cinema. During one of the
many damsel-in-distress scenes of the leading lady, the wife of one of MacArthur’s
officers, she and five orphans she picked up on the way get saved by Turkish
troops, who escort her and her charges by pulling her station wagon uphill to her
husband’s house. One may wonder about the prominent role given to Turkish
characters, since Turks comprised only one of twenty-two participating countries
under the UN Command and were the most numerous only among the non-First
World countries. One could point to the Turkish troops’ impressive record in the
war (Brockett 109-42), as well as to a possibly apocryphal version of history that
had two neighboring groups, the GokTurk and the Goguryeo tribes, separated
during the sixth century by the Chinese Sui Dynasty; the GokTurks, driven further
West, supposedly eventually became the present-day Turks (T.K. n.p.).
The interest in Korea among Turks might be even more intense, if we go by
contemporary cultural artefacts.7 An IMDB search for Korean War movies would
yield around ten titles – a trifling compared to the output of Korea and the US, but
more than what any other country had made. The Philippines, for example, had
only two feature films that I am aware of, both of them directed by Lamberto V.
Avellana; one of them, the officially lost Korea (1952), was scripted by Benigno
Aquino Jr. (father of the current President), based on his memoirs as war
The attempt to determine any motive for the Turks’ intensive interest in the Korean War can only be
speculated at this time from the Turkish audience’s interest in such topics, including local conflicts with
ethnic minorities. Savaş Arslan’s excellent recent volume, Cinema in Turkey, has a singular reference
to the war, when he describes Yeşilçam (Turkey’s Hollywood counterpart) responding “to Turkey’s
international conflicts with, say, the Korean War or Cyprus conflict films, or to its internal strife
through social realist films” (249).
7
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correspondent, while the other, the neorealist Anak Dalita (1956), featured a war
veteran returning to a life of poverty and strife in the slums of Intramuros. In the
case of Japan, if we exclude the US productions set in the country, we wind up with
almost nothing overtly about the Korean War, unlike the celebrated movie,
Ichikawa Kon’s Nobi (1959), on the Japanese occupation of the Philippines; two
New Wave-inspired films by Ô shima Nagisa, Diary of Yunbogi (1956) and Death by
Hanging (1968), respectively criticize the devastation of the Korean War as well as
the discriminatory treatment practiced against Korean expatriates in Japan, while a
later feature, Sai Yōichi’s All Under the Moon (1993), depicts the struggle to survive
of the Korean community as well as other nationals, including Filipinas, in
Japanese society.8
New Korean Cinema
Having pointed out that non-Korean films on the Korean War (as opposed to
Korean War combat films) deserve a reconsideration in war-film genre studies as
the overlooked intermediate stage between Classical Hollywood’s World War II
approach and the New American Cinema’s Viet Nam War films, we might be
forgiven for thinking that the issue may be closed forthwith. Moreover, after
Hollywood’s MacArthur-film follies, Korean War film production in Korea
followed suit by producing the least number of Korean-War films of any decade,
during the 1980s.9 In actuality, artistic and narratological innovations in Korean
War films revivified after the ’80s, even if the only traces we can find in Western
films would be, as earlier mentioned, the occasional elderly character reminiscing
on his or her memories of the war.

For a study of the figure of the Filipina in All under the Moon as well as in Lee Han’s Punch (2011),
see Yu Taeyun’s “Reincarnation of the Pinay Subaltern in Foreign Cinema.” The films made by the
People’s Republic of China may be considered an elaboration on or extension of the type of films made
by its ally, North Korea, and so a closer inspection of these will have to be deferred for now. However,
a curious Hong Kong – China co-production, made by a Taiwanese filmmaker, T. F. Mou’s Men
Behind the Sun (1988), portrays the events in the infamous Unit 731, the top-secret laboratory in the
Pingfang district in China, which conducted inhumane medical experiments on thousands of Chinese,
Korean, Mongolian, Russian, and colonized-Asian subjects, including infants, the elderly, and pregnant
women, many of whom died horribly. At the end of the narrative, intertitles explain that when the US
accepted the surrender of Japan, it did not investigate the unit for war crimes (upon the
recommendation of MacArthur – see Gold 109), and that Lieutenant General Ishii Shirō, appointed by
Hirohito as Commander of the euphemistically titled Army Epidemic Prevention Research Library, was
later spotted in the Korean War front in 1952, allegedly as biological weapons adviser for the US Army.
If we observe a liberal typology of the MacArthur film, then Men Behind the Sun, in involving the
general and winding up (if only via epilogue) with the Korean War, might be able to occupy a special
place after the hagiographic movies already discussed.
9
Kim Kyung Hyun mentions only two feature productions during this decade: Pae Ch’ang-ho’s That
Winter So Warm (1984) and Im Kwon-Taek’s Gilsottum (1986), in “Is This How the War Is
Remembered?” (199).
8
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The regularity of renewed production of Korean movies on the Korean War has
been so insistent and influential that it may be possible to devise any number of
teleological readings based on any kind of arrangement of these films, from
chronological to thematic to auteurist and so on, and perhaps even make a claim
that no other national cinema has performed as impressively in the depiction of
war and its aftermath; this proceeds from the admittedly essentialist qualification
that, in contrast, the US’s outstanding achievement in the combat-film genre
consists of its Vietnam War movies, which at best approximate, and oftentimes
leave out, the voice of the primary affected population, the Vietnamese themselves.
In what follows I will be attempting to provide a reading of certain selected titles,
not necessarily comprehensive or even the “best” ones, but those that I had been
able to view more than once and discuss with native Korean film enthusiasts.
While the reading may not be definitive, it is close to an idealized imaginary of
how far the Korean War movie has progressed from both its local and its global
origins.
The renowned elderly filmmaker Im Kwon-taek, after an extensive career that
began almost right after the Korean War, and during a late-career run comprising
successful blockbusters and festival winners, adapted a ten-volume novel into a
nearly three-hour film, The Taebaek Mountains (1994). Set in a small South Korean
village, the material concerns the build-up to the Korean War, with power
transferring hands mainly between the extremes of pro-North Communists and
US-supported partisans, with civilians forced to choose whichever force is
ascendant then getting slaughtered when the other side takes over. Of the four
main characters, two represent middle forces – an intellectual and a female shaman
(science and tradition) – while two others are brothers aligned with either extreme.
This specific element of reluctant yet violent sibling rivalry will continue to persist
in succeeding Korean-produced Korean War films, and the role of the woman as a
signifier of the past will also occasionally arise as a secondary concern.
Since The Taebaek Mountains broke Im’s series of box-office hits, the next
significant Korean War film would take some time to be attempted. In 1998, Lee
Kwang-mo wrote and directed Spring in My Hometown, which positioned its
narrative at the opposite temporal point of Im’s – i.e., toward the end of the Korean
War (see Figure 6). Although the violence in the later film is personalized, it is just
as potent and traumatic, involving children who witness poverty and prostitution
and who commit arson and matricide. Yet the tone of the film is elegiac, a quality
also present in The Taebaek Mountains although often overwhelmed there by Im’s
operatic depiction of conflict. Also, the protagonists in Spring in My Hometown are
two childhood friends who bond together so intensely as a result of the war that,
like the aforementioned pair in The Taebaek Mountains, their ties become virtually
fraternal in the end.
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Figure 6. Im Kwon-Taek’s The Taebaek Mountains (1994), left; and Lee Kwang-mo’s
Spring in My Hometown (1998), right. Publicity stills from Taehung Pictures and
Korean Film Art Center BaekDu-DaeGan Company Ltd. resp.
Two films after these period treatments situate the quesion of North-South
conflicts in the present (Figure 7).10 Kang Je-kyu’s Shiri (1999) configures a female
double agent as torn between her love for the South Korean agent that she has been
assigned to assassinate and the North Korean handler who considers her his
protégé. An entire meld of plot twists and devices, including cameras embedded in
freshwater fish (the “shiri” of the title) and a heat-activated clear liquid explosive,
plus near-superhuman expertise with martial arts and weaponry, mark the
influence of Hong Kong police procedural action sagas, although once more the use
of a female character to embody the conflictive relations between North and South
is more of a throwback than a feminist gesture. Another woman conducts an
investigation that uncovers the mystery behind a high-profile massacre in Park
Chan-wook’s JSA: Joint Security Area (2000). Since the character here is depicted as
having grown up abroad and representing a neutral investigating body, she may be
seen as a conflation of the two “apolitical” sides (i.e., the intellectual and the
shaman) in The Taebaek Mountains. What persists through these films is that when a
pro-North Korean person emerges, he tends to insist on disruptive action, to the
detriment of other characters, whether from North or South, who attain a measure
of mutual understanding and cooperation. In JSA, in fact, the “truth” that the
woman investigator uncovers, the scandal that the North Korean side had violently
attempted to efface, is that the South Korean soldier who befriended his North

More extensive discussions of these four films may be found in Kim Kyung Hyun’s The
Remasculinization of Korean Cinema; see esp. “Is This How the War is Remembered?” (77-106, for
The Taebaek Mountains and Spring in My Hometown) and “Each Man Kills the Thing He Loves” (25976 for Shiri and JSA). A later movie that, like JSA, attained all-time blockbuster status was Kang WooSuk’s Silmido (2003), about the tragically botched attempt to train a suicide commando squad to
assassinate the North Korean supreme leader. The plot of Kim Ki-duk’s The Coast Guard (2002),
although confined to a South Korean border patrol team, at one point presents a game of foot-volleyball
where a full map of the Korean peninsula is drawn on the ground and the barbed-wire net is drawn over
the demilitarized zone on the map – see Yu Taeyun’s “Forbidden Pleasure” (30-33).
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Korean counterparts also managed to develop friendships that were in danger of
surmounting their ideological differences.

Figure 7. Kang Je-kyu’s Shiri (1999), left; and Park Chan-wook’s JSA: Joint Security
Area (2000), right. Kang Je-Kyu Film Co. Ltd. and Samsung Entertainment resp.
The film that foregrounded and literalized this perspective of the Korean War
as an event that resulted in the sundering of masculine bonds was Kang Je-kyu’s
Tae Guk Gi: The Brotherhood of War (2004). The plot turned on the travails of two
brothers, forcibly separated during one of the refugee crises induced by the conflict
and eventually rediscovering each other as soldiers fighting for opposing sides
(Figure 8). The framing device has the surviving South Korean brother seeking the
whereabouts of his North Korean sibling and recalling their separation and mortal
confrontation on the battlefield. More than any Korean War film before or since,
Tae Guk Gi reconfigures the genre as essentially male melodrama, imbuing the
combat scenes with tragic melancholy and homosocial romance rather than the lifeor-death anxieties that Hollywood combat films usually evoke.11 As in the previous
Korean War films, the North Korean character is made to embody an ideological
fundamentalism that exacerbates the tension between the siblings; this holdover
from the earlier Manichean presentations of Communist subjects was to be further
tempered in succeeding Korean War film entries.

11

Robin Wood once controversially asserted, in Hollywood from Vietnam to Reagan, that Michael
Cimino’s The Deer Hunter (1978) was exceptional because of its suggestion of repressed homosexual
desire among the protagonists (294). Several critics contested Wood’s interpretation as a case of
overreading; as an example, see Susan Jeffords’s “Reproducing Fathers” (207).
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Figure 8. Kang Je-kyu’s Tae Guk Gi: The Brotherhood of War (2004). Publicity still by
Showbox Entertainment and Kang Je-Kyu Film Co. Ltd.
The figure of the woman as an idealization of the nation, tradition, and
peacetime re-emerged in the next year’s Korean War movie, Park Kwang-Hyun’s
Battle Ground 625 (2005). Based on a 2002 play by Jang Jin, the movie is actually a
speculative fiction whose premise is evoked more directly by its Korean title,
Welcome to Dongmakgol (Figure 9). Two teams of enemy soldiers wander into an
isolated village where an American pilot had earlier crashed. The villagers, usually
with a nature-loving holy-innocent maiden acting as emissary, prevail on them to
set aside their differences and coexist as essentially premodern subjects. The return
of the US Air Force, whose officers believe that their pilot needs to be rescued,
results in the woman getting killed and the North and South Korean soldiers
devising, at the expense of their own survival, a plan to divert the US planes’ bomb
run away from Dongmakgol.
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Figure 9. Park Kwang-Hyun’s Battle Ground 625 (2005). Publicity layout by Film It
Suda.
Recent (and Future) Korean War Films
The conscious gendering of Korean War protagonists in Korean cinema may be
problematized as attempting a means of depathologizing the socialist enemy by
suggesting that, on the ground level of enlisted personnel at least, combatants
possess sufficient common qualities (usually racial and cultural, including
linguistic) to be able to claim virtual kinships. The presence of women, and the
reproductive function that they signify, becomes the means of enlightening the
participants, ironically by serving as throwbacks to premodern history and
tradition. The effect of this rejection of the Cold War injunction to contain an
“unacceptable” ideological position succeeds primarily because historically, the
orthodox socialist option no longer exists elsewhere, thus rendering North Korea a
contemporary historical anomaly. As material proof, these aforementioned Korean
War films had been box-office hits (as the following ones have also been), with a
few of them attaining the distinction of being all-time blockbusters.
Yet the moment when gender progressivity enters the fray and demands that
feminist and queer possibilities be acknowledged may also be around the corner.
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The Korean War films produced during the 2010s suggest explorations along this
line (Figure 10). Shiri and Tae Guk Gi director Kang’s My Way (2011) situates its plot
during the earlier period of the Japanese occupation and World War II, and makes
no effort to qualify its Korean protagonist’s Japanese rival as a stand-in for the
subsequent North Korean antagonist. Although privileged with class and colonial
advantages, the Japanese character first begins to respect his Korean adversary and
then openly supports him, to the point where they exchange identities and allow
their intertwined stories to explain the historical puzzle of a Korean soldier’s body
discovered during the D-Day Allied invasion of Normandy. This manner of
disavowing the North Korean figure without necessarily providing a South Korean
character for contrast was also arguably the motive for depicting the Jeosonjok, or
Chinese Koreans, in Na Hong-jin’s The Yellow Sea (2010). Since this type of character
is arguably both Korean and non-South Korean, “afflicted” by a socialist system,
and desirous of earning a decent living in South Korea, he could then embody both
politically conflicted sides in the same character – which is how The Yellow Sea’s
protagonist turns out.

Figure 10. Kang Je-kyu’s My Way (2011), left; and Na Hong-jin’s The Yellow Sea
(2010), right. Publicity stills from Directors, SK Planet, and CJ Entertainment; and
Wellmade Starm and Popcorn Films resp.
The last significant Korean War film before the current year’s releases,12 Jang
Hoon’s The Front Line (2011), may arguably be the strongest fraternal-bonding
narrative of the present cycle, possibly informed with the more liberal depictions of
ideological antagonists in the intervening samples. Two units, representing
opposing sides, discover an underground bunker during the period of armistice
negotiations – when a ceasefire was supposed to be observed but both sides

12

As of this writing, there have been two: Kim Kwang-tae’s Guest, a ghost story set right
after the war; and Cheon Seong-il’s The Long Way Home, about a South Korean soldier
who has to recover a vital piece of document from his North Korean counterpart. The author
has not yet been able to view said titles.
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continued to fight for border areas in order to allow their governments to argue for
expanded territories. Since one side and then the other would have exclusive access
to the bunker, each side would leave messages, requests, and presents for the other,
thus initiating the type of virtual familiarity now regularly practiced by socialnetwork netizens. When the opponents actually meet, they manage to hail one
another even as they perform the deadly maneuvers that would result in the
annihilation of their others. The leadership of both sides, who secretly insist on
continuing hostilities while professing support for the ceasefire, wind up
denouncing their own personnel precisely for this suggestion of fraternal empathy
with their enemies. After The Front Line, the major Korean entry that deals with the
war, Yoon Je-kyoon’s Ode to My Father (2014), begins with the Korean War but ends
with the present (Figure 11). Although it has siblings separated by the war, the
missing child left in the North is the protagonist’s sister, who re-emerges not as a
North Korean but as an American adoptee. Deok-soo, the main male character, also
has a best friend, but this character is rendered not as a rival but as a sidekick. The
“enemy” in the narrative, with whom Deok-soo has to compete and then come to
terms, is Korean history, with his trajectory observing the tides of globalization that
deluge the less-privileged citizens and wash them up wherever opportunity calls
them, sometimes on foreign shores.

Figure 11. Jang Hoon’s The Front Line (2011), left; and Yoon Je-kyoon’s Ode to My
Father (2014), right. Publicity stills from TPS Co. and A-Po Films; and JK Films resp.
While we may argue that this portrayal of a benevolent patriarch cannot be
tagged as feminist, it may also be noted that Deok-soo is maintained as feminized,
or insufficiently patriarchalized, all the way to the end of his story. This open
ending to the reading of Korea’s Korean War films may yet lead to further
breakthroughs in the country’s evolution of popular imagery; or it may be
overtaken by reunification and result in a further, perhaps transfigured, series of
films, based on the final and long-overdue resolution of the war.
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BRIDGING THE TECHNOLOGICAL GAP: THE PHILIPPINES-KOREA
EXPERIENCE AND THE ROLE OF THE ACADEME IN ASEAN
INTEGRATION
GLOBAL economic and strategic trends compel states to re-examine their existing
economic and foreign relations. For one, technological development has created a
dramatic impact on the shaping of the global economy today, wherein “the owners
become the developers of technology 1.”
History proves that innovative products and processes empower people and
boost their productivity. Aside from creating new economic opportunities,
technology improves the living standard of societies.
“Following the introduction of the light bulb, the car and the radio, the average
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)s per capita of their developers Britain and the
United States increased by more than one and 1.5 percent per year, respectively 2.”
Even so, the immeasurable impacts of these technologies brought human
civilization to greater heights.
Since it has become all too clear that the global economy works
interdependently, technological development calls on states—both developed and
developing—to work together to become more dynamic and responsive to it.
Such is especially true for the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
which embarks on its Community Integration by 31 December 2015, and for the
Republic of Korea, one of ASEAN’s Dialogue Partners and a world leader in
science and technology.
Enablers of economic development
Science and technology (S&T), including through bolstered research and
development (R&D) are powerful enablers of economic development. This view is
shared by ASEAN, recognizing S&T as a key factor in sustaining economic growth,
enhancing community well-being and promoting ASEAN integration.
ASEAN has envisioned that by 2020 it will be “technology competitive,
competent in strategic and enabling technologies, with an adequate pool of
technologically qualified and trained manpower, and strong networks of scientific
and technological institution and centers of excellence.”3

1

The Mabini Dialogue Series. Global Economic and Strategic Trends: Some Consideration for the PH
Economic and Foreign Policy. Lecture by Vicente Paolo B. Yu, Programme Coordinator of the
South Centre’s Global Governance for Development Programme. 31 July 2015, Foreign Service
Institute, Department of Foreign Affairs.
2
Human Resource Generation in the Philippine Scientific Enterprise System by Caesar Saloma.
3
ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Science and Technology. www.asean.org. Accessed 3 August 2015.
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This grand task, however, is not easy as ASEAN, a grouping of 10 developing
countries including the Philippines, with great variance in the level of science and
technology capability, has to move the cooperation forward more vigorously.
To note, the biggest benefit that will be gained by the Philippines from
ASEAN integration is that it becomes an integral part of a very large
political-security and economic bloc that can better collaborate with the
world’s largest economies. The expanded market of the ASEAN Community
has more than 600 million consumers, representing a US$ 2.3 trillion
economy (GDP), the seventh largest in the world.
Nevertheless, it is critical to consider key findings on specific areas of
development prior to charting region-wide trends. The Philippines offers a
compelling example.
PH R&D investment among lowest in Asia
The National Economic Development Authority (NEDA), the socioeconomic
planning arm of the Philippines, emphasized the need for the country to invest
more in R&D to boost the competitiveness of local industries, particularly
manufacturing, which is deemed crucial in achieving inclusive growth.4
A country’s gross expenditure for R&D is closely associated with its GDP per
capita, and thus implying the crucial role played by R&D in national progress. Yet,
Philippine investment in R&D has stayed at a level of around 0.11 to 0.14 percent of
GDP 5 , which is among the lowest in Asia 6 , according to the country’s chief
economic planner Secretary Arsenio Balisacan himself. Such figure is way below
the one percent GDP average for R&D among developing countries, as determined
by UNESCO.7
Further, NEDA highlighted that the industry sector has great potential to boost
inclusive growth, which will create enough jobs and reduce poverty for the
majority of Filipinos. Potential contributors towards growth include manufactures
of food, household appliances, communication equipment and apparatus, chemical
products, basic metals, machinery and other equipment, and transport equipment. 8
More PH investment in R&D, ‘suprastructure’

4

Phl urged to invest more in R&D, Philexport News and Features, The Philippine Star, 22 July 2013.
According to 2014 World Bank data, the 2014 GDP of the Philippines is USD 284.6 billion; 0.14
percent of which is approximately USD 398 million (or approximately 18 billion pesos; $1=P45.00).
6
Ibid.
7
Memorandum for the Secretary dated 28 August 2012 from the Embassy of the Philippines in Korea.
International Cooperation for Science and Technology.
8
Phl urged to invest more in R&D, Philexport News and Features, The Philippine Star, 22 July 2013.
5
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Given the material condition, it is high time that PH leaders and policy planners
recognize the benefits derived from advances in S&T and develop strategies to
harness the explosion in new knowledge made possible by R&D. In general, the
state of R&D in the Philippines can be described through the following areas of
concern9:









Insufficient R&D funds provided to the science community (R&D agencies;
Department of Budget and Management);
Inadequate number of trained R&D personnel (Commission on Higher
Education [CHED] /Universities/Technical Education and Skills
Development Authority);
Inadequate infrastructure for R&D (Department of Science and
Technology/NEDA);
Need for better R&D and extension program coordination (Department of
Interior and Local Government/CHED); and
Outdated financial management for R&D, and high taxes on importation
of research tools and equipment (Congress/Customs).
Need for a more focused strategy on how to commercialize and market
new S & T innovations (Department of Trade and Industry); and
Coherent strategy to tap overseas development assistance based on the S
& T strength of the donor country (Department of Foreign Affairs).

Science, technology and innovation hold significant weight on the Philippines’
ability to address basic problems and sustain economic growth. Scientific research
can be useful to enhance the quality, marketability, and productivity of the product
to which it is applied, be it for agricultural products or for elaboratelymanufactured products and processes.
The 23rd Regional World Economic Forum (WEF) held in Manila in May 2015
revealed that “research on the link between R&D and economic growth indicates
that the key to lock in the growth momentum is massive and judicious public
investment in knowledge in human and intellectual capital” 10 or the so-called
supra-structure. A resilient supra-structure is something that is absolutely needed
(sine qua non) for the Philippines to be globally competitive.
WEF cited technological readiness, business sophistication and innovation as
among the pillars of competitiveness. These are elements, which are also the core
strengths of Korea in its successful industrialization and growth as a global
economic power.
9

Memorandum for the Secretary dated 28 August 2012 from the Embassy of the Philippines in Korea.
International Cooperation for Science and Technology.
10
Locking in high growth with required investment in knowledge suprastructure by Padilla-Concepcion,
Clarete, et.al., The Philippine Star, 26 June 2014.
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The Korean R&D model
In 2011, Korean R&D expenditure as a percentage of GDP was recorded at 3.7,
which is significantly higher than major countries like Germany and the United
States. In January 2015, it was reported than Korea plans to spend five percent 11 of
its GDP on R&D.12
The long list of organizations involved in R&D in Korea presents a wide
selection of sources of scientific and technological knowhow available from Korea.
Most of these agencies have programs for international cooperation which come in
the form of:
 Provision of services of professionals, experts and research workers;
 Grant of fellowships for graduate and post-graduate studies, training, or study
tours in scientific and technological fields;
 Exchange of professionals, experts and research workers;
 Undertaking of joint studies and researches in the scientific and technological
fields; and
 Exchange of scientific and technological information.
R&D in Korea is performed by both government and non-government entities
covering various fields of expertise. This Korean approach may be emulated in the
Philippines, even at the level of policy-making, as long as priority areas prescribed
by R&D are consistent with national priorities.
An institution-to-institution initiative may thus be undertaken between a
proposed Philippine Science and Technology Board and Korea’s Ministry of
Knowledge Economy that oversees the operation of Korean research institutes. The
idea is to involve other agencies from both sides to efficiently tap S&T and R&D
potentials towards economic growth.
For the Philippines, the S & T board may be composed of the Department of
Foreign Affairs, the Department of Science and Technology, Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI), CHED, and the Public-Private Partnership Center of the
Philippines (PPPCP), among others; for Korea, the Ministry of Knowledge
Economy, the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, and the Small and Medium
Business Administration, Productivity and Technology Bureau, among others.
PH-ROK joint R&D facility

11

According to 2014 World Bank data, the 2014 GDP of the Republic of Korea is USD 1.410 trillion;
five percent of which is approximately USD 70.5 billion.
12
Cooperation in R&D with Korea. Fax from Seoul PE. ZSK-002-2015. 5 January 2015.
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As one of Korea’s major trading partners in the ASEAN region, with a wealth of
human and natural resources, and a growing pool of researchers and scientists, the
Philippines stands ready to be one of Korea’s technology R&D partners in the
region.
The Philippine government has been gradually seen to provide incentives to
R&D investments in the country to attract foreign players. At the same time, it is in
critical need of developing an inclusive social overhead capital—an area of
tremendous strength for Korean R&D institutions and Korean private sector
players.
Interestingly, the Philippines and Korea have complementary priorities in
jointly undertaking R&D in food production, processing and storage, electronics,
environment and resource protection and management, disaster mitigation,
manufacturing technologies and health maintenance.
Back in 2012, there was a proposal for a joint technology research and
development facility in the Philippines between the DOST and the Korean Ministry
of Knowledge Economy. Its establishment aims at institutionalizing technology
research and development cooperation between the PH and ROK focusing on areas
of mutual interests.
A joint R&D laboratory in the Philippines can serve the growing need for
innovation by Korean investments in the Philippines and within the ASEAN region.
In this endeavor, the academic sector definitely has the role to play. (Please refer to
ANNEX A.)
Bridging the gap
As a bastion of knowledge and a ground for specialization, the academe is at the
forefront in strengthening S&T and R&D. With the proposed joint initiative as a
practicable launching pad, technological advancement will support a robust
economy, which in turn attracts investment and sustains growth.
It has now become a tall order to invest in people—“the thinkers, the innovators,
the technical experts.” Our people, who can provide new technologies which can
help our societies liberate from various structural problems. Our people, who can
show the world that not only “competitive products but also creative ideas and
ways of doing things13” can be potent instruments of genuine development.
Korea’s impressive framework in S&T and R&D may encourage the Philippines
to go beyond its current S&T and R&D limitations. As the academe holds a special
character in the society, it also bears a unique function of bridging the strength of
one with the weakness of the other.

13

Locking in high growth with required investment in knowledge suprastructure by Padilla-Concepcion,
Clarete, et.al., The Philippine Star, 26 June 2014.
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In addition, the academic sector has the pertinent role to lead supra-structure
development. With the capability to produce technical experts and skilled
professionals, the Philippine education sector, along with other relevant
government bodies, is in a good position to ensure continuity and sustainability of
high-quality R&D, innovation and knowledge-based problem solving in the
Philippines.
Post-2015 Vision
In a larger context, ASEAN prioritizes nine R&D areas, namely: (i) food science and
technology (ii) biotechnology, (iii) meteorology and geophysics, (iv) marine science
and technology, (v) non-conventional energy research, (vi) microelectronics and
information technology, (vii) material science and technology, (viii) space
technology and applications, and (ix) S&T infrastructure and resources
development.14
Meanwhile, as a way forward, ASEAN’s Post-2015 Vision on Science and
Technology and Innovation is anchored on four pillars, namely (1) developing S&T
infrastructure; (2) honing technical competence; (3) promoting innovation and
entrepreneurship; and (4) establishing an enabling environment. 15
As ASEAN Member States integrate as a Community by the end of 2015, the
challenge remains for ASEAN, including the Philippines, to expand S&T and
innovation capabilities through the establishment of effective R&D institutions.
The Republic of Korea, as one of ASEAN’s reliable Dialogue Partners, can help
the Philippines and ASEAN realize the common goal of having “innovative,
competitive, vibrant, sustainable and economically integrated16” region from 2015
and beyond.

ANNEX A
PROPOSED PH-ROK JOINT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE

14

ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Science and Technology. www.asean.org. Accessed 3 August 2015.
ASEAN Plan of Action on Science, Technology and Innovation 2016-2025, Main Report, Draft Final,
16 July 2015.
16
Ibid.
15
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AN INITIATIVE KOREAN STUDIES PROGRAM AT UA&P

Introduction
The Korean studies in Europe and North America during the last centuries were
motivated first by the Christian missionaries for their evangelization of feudal
Korea and later by the Americans for their post-World War II commitment in the
Korean peninsula. Unlike the Western cases, Korean studies are now demanded by
the Philippine society in order to seek lessons for their development model, since
the South Korean economic and cultural emergence in the recent decades,
commodities with Korean brands including Samsung or LG cell phones and
electronics occupy boutiques and stores in the shopping malls. Hyundai cars are
easily seen on the streets. K-pop song and dance are most loved by the younger
generation fans, while K-dramas in the local TV channels and several Korean
channels in cable networks are enjoyed as well by the elder generation. Moreover, a
considerable number of Koreans came and settled for various reasons in the
Philippines.
Given that today's Philippines is one of the most promising developing
countries in Southeast Asia, the educated elite in the Philippines have been
inquiring about how to develop the nation since the 1986 EDSA Revolution of
democratization. The prominent Korean catch-up development in the last decades
has demonstrated the can-do spirit that the Filipinos can opt to follow. How South
Korea, once one of the most underdeveloped countries in Asia, was transformed
into an advanced country, has been a scholarly question not only for the
economists but for the historians and all the social scientists in the Philippine
academe.
Nonetheless, the status of Korean studies in Philippine universities has been in
poor academic levels. Merely sparked by the hallyu, Korean migration, Korean
products, there has been minimal development in the Philippine academe, if any,
in the related disciplines of international relations, economics, and cultural
anthropology. Such sporadic presentations by the Filipino scholars on their
interests in Korea have not produced yet any remarkable academic paper on the
Korean studies in the social sciences as well as humanities. It is only natural for the
Philippine academe that have not started from any basic understanding of Korean
studies, i.e. Korean history and civilizations.
Compared with the Korean studies in history and social sciences, the decadesold Korean language courses at University of Philippines Diliman and Ateneo de
Manila University has contributed to produce numerous Filipino students who are
working at firms, both Philippine and Korean, teaching Korean at language
institutes, or studying further in Korea for their professional sciences including
Korean studies in a few cases though.
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Since 2009, however, the University of Asia & the Pacific started from building
an academic basic for the Korean studies through the Korean history and
civilizations for undergraduate course and later a South Korean catch-up economic
development model for graduate course. The UA&P, small in scale and late-comer
in the Korean studies opening, chose a reverse course of the usual Korean studies
programs of the universities in the developing world. The catch-up strategy of the
UA&P Korean studies is to start not from the language course but from the history
course through which the interdisciplinary studies are available.

Lecture
a. College of Arts &Sciences (CAS)
(1) APS Korea course at APS Department
- Course title: "Korean History & Civilizations" since 2009
- Lecturers: Dr. Arnel Joven, assistant professor at History Department, since 1st
semester 2015 and Ms. Regina Gonzaludo-Castillo, part-time lecturer at APS
Department since 1st semester 2012
(2) Korean language courses at Asia Pacific Language Center (APLC)
- Course title: "Korean language Level I & II" (in two semesters) since 1st sem
2014
- Course title: "Korean language Level III & IV" (in two semesters) since 1st sem
2015
- Lecturer: Mr. Marco Angulo, part-time lecturer at APLC
b. School of Law &Governance (SLG)
(1) A seminar course for Korean Development at Political Economy Program
(graduate course)
- Course title: "Catch-up Economic Development: Korea Model" since 2014
- Lecturer: Prof. Djun Kil Kim

Research
The UA&P Seed Project for the Korean Studies beginning from 2013, therefore,
focuses on the interdisciplinary approach to the research themes under the project
name "Korea and the Philippines: Exploring Comparative and Transnational
Perspectives."
Firstly, the political economic development of South Korea and the Philippines
are suggested as good topics for the comparative studies of three political scientists:
Dr. Cleo Calimbahin's "A Comparative Study of the Philippines' Commission on
Election and Korea's National Election Commission" (2013/14), Dr. Emmanuel
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Yujuico's "Lessons for the Philippines in South Korean State Promotion in Creative
Industries (2014/15), Dr. Monica Ang's "Korea and the Philippines: A Comparative
Study of Political Leadership in Development" (2015/16).
Secondly, as one of recent topics on transnational migration between Korea and
the Philippines, Dr. Clement Camposano's "Digital Lives: Facebook and the
Production of Migrant Selves by Ilonggo Migrants in South Korea" (2013/14)
explores a cultural anthropological approach to the Overseas Filipino Workers in
South Korea.
Thirdly, the respective international relations of Korea and the Philippines with
Japan and China, given their bitter history trauma and territorial disputes, is
comparatively reviewed in Dr. Abigail De Leon's "Forming Identities: A
Comparative Study of Perspectives in Teaching International Relations in the
Philippines and South Korea" (2014/15).
Fourthly, Dr. Arnel Joven, a medical historian, explores historical influences
and anthropological similarities between Philippine indigenous medicine and
Korean herb medicine in his "Comparing Philippine Indigenous Medicine and
Korean Oriental Medicine: Understanding Parallels and Trajectories in Medical
Anthropology and Historiography" (2014/15).
Lastly, two research projects on the Korean literature are suggested: Dr.
Leodivico Lacsamana's "Philippine and Korean Popular Literature of the 20s, 30s,
and 40s: Comparative and Transnational Perspectives" (2015/16) with a help of
Korean scholar; and Mr. Arthur Joseph Vito Cruz's "Comparative Content Analyses
of the Korean TV Drama and the Philippine Telenovela" (2015/16).

Academic activities
Besides those research subprojects mentioned above, the UA&P Samsung Korean
studies Program includes Lectures of Prominence from Korea and abroad,
networking in international conferences, a series of the Korean studies seminars
among Filipino scholars, and various outreach programs.
Lecture of Prominence
Lecture of Prominence of the UA&P Seed Project is designed to invite prominent
Korean and foreign Korean studies scholars in humanities and social sciences for
scholarly lecture colloquium in order to promote the Korean studies in the
Philippine academe and opinion circles.
- 2014 speaker: Dr. Jin Hyun Kim (Chairman of World Peace Forum and former
Minister of Science & Technology), entitled "The Global Problematiques in the
Himalayan Zone—Seeking Korea Model" on February 10, 2014
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- 2015 speaker: Dr. Jin Park (Chair professor of Hankook University of Foreign
Studies and former chairman of Committee of Foreign Affairs and Unification at
National Assembly), entitled "Korea's Strategy in Asia" on July 8, 2015
- 2016 speaker: Amb. Yung Woo Chun (former South Korea's representative of the
Six-Party Talk and former ambassador of the Republic of Korea to the United
Kingdom), entitled "Korean Reunification" (to be confirmed)

Networking in International Conferences
- 2011 ADB Regional Workshop (June 21-22) on Community-Driven Development
and Institutional Sustainability in Asia in Jakarta, Prof. Djun Kil Kim presented
a paper entitled "Saemaul Undong (SU): A Case Study on South Korean
Community-Driven Development in the 1970s."
- 2011 Korean Association for Public Administration International Conference on
Korean Model of Development (June 27-28) in Jakarta, entitled "Lessons and
Challenges of Development Strategies in Asia: Korean, Indonesian, and ASEAN
Experiences": Dr. Bernardo Villegas, Professor Emeritus of University of Asia &
the Pacific, presented a subject paper, entitled "Avoiding the Middle Income
Trap: Lessons from South Korea for ASEAN" in Panel 4 Income & Labor Policies;
Prof. Djun Kil Kim participated as a reactor to presenters at Panel 3 Rural
Development, Disaster Management & Civil Society; Jonathan Latuja, UA&P
graduate student in School of Management, presented "Cultural Understanding
as a Key to Development and Cooperation: The Case of The Philippines and
The Republic of Korea" at Panel 7 Culture and Cooperation: Young Asians'
Perspectives.
- 2012 ADB Regional Conference (January 31) on Community-Driven
Development at ADB Headquarters in Manila, Prof. Djun Kil Kim presented a
paper entitled "Promoting Participatory Approach through Saemaul Undong
(SU) Education."
- 2012 Korean Studies Association of Southeast Asia in Hanoi (August 28-31), Prof.
Djun Kil Kim presented a paper "A Cross-Cultural Communication Approach
to the Korean Studies: Transliterating Korean History and Culture into English."
- 2012 International symposium of the National Museum of Korean
Contemporary History (November 23-24), Dr. Bernardo Villegas, Professor
Emeritus of UA&P, was invited and presented a paper entitled "Role of
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Leadership and Institution Building in the Development of South Korea" in
Session Part I Contemporary History and the Education of Next Generations.
- 2013 NAKS Hawaii Conference (July 19-20), Prof. Djun Kil Kim presented a
paper in Korean "Understanding Global Korea through Civilization Doctrines
in History."
- 2014 Association of Asian Studies in Philadelphia (March 27-30), Prof. Djun Kil
Kim contacted Korean studies scholars Prof. Charles Armstrong (Columbia
University), Prof. Michael Robinson (Indiana University), Prof. John Duncan
(UC Los Angeles), Prof. Mark Peterson (Brigham Young University), Prof.
Anders Karlsson (School of Oriental and African Studies at University of
London).
- 2014 AAS-in-Asia conference in Singapore (July 16-19), Prof. Djun Kil Kim
contacted Korean studies-related scholars: Prof. Prsenjit Duara, director of Asia
Research Institute, National University of Singapore; Prof. Junmo Son, Dept of
Sociology, National University of Singapore.
- 2015 International Conference on Korean Studies at University of Kelanyia in
Columbo (February 12-14), Prof. Djun Kil Kim presented "Initiation Program of
Korean Studies for South and Southeast Asia."
- 2015 Association of Asian Studies in Chicago (March 26-29), Prof. Djun Kil Kim
contacted Korean studies scholars Prof. Charles Holcombe (Iowa University),
Prof. Mark Peterson (Brigham Young University), Donald Baker (University of
British Columbia).
- 2015 Seed Program Forum of Korean Studies in Siem Reap (April 1-3), Prof.
Djun Kil Kim presented "The UA&P Seed Program."
- 2015 AAS-in-Asia conference in Taipei (June 22-24), Prof. Djun Kil Kim and Dr.
Abigail De Leon participated in Roundtable "History War in East Asia" chaired
by Dr. Charles Armstrong (Columbia University), as panelists with other
panelists Dr. Yukiko Koshira (Nihon University) and Dr. Jordan Sand
(Georgetown University).
- 2015 World Association of the Hallyu Studies in November 3-4 in Dubai,
participant: Dr. Arnel Joven, "Hansik (Korean food) as a Hallyu" (to be confirmed)
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- 2015 Seoul Journal of Economics Conference "Firms and Innovation in Asia" in
October 30-31 in Seoul, participant: Prof. Djun Kil Kim as a discussant to
Lakhwinder Singh (Prof., Punjabi University, India) "Emergence of Innovative
Manufacturing Firms across Asian Countries"
- 2016 AAS-in-Asia conference in Kyoto (June 24-27), Prof. Djun Kil Kim is
organizing a Roundtable Talk entitled "Rethinking East Asian World Order:
Comparative Perspectives between the 19th and 21st Century." (to be confirmed)
Samsung Korean Studies Seminar
- The 1st Samsung Korean Studies Seminar on Jan 22, 2014, 2 presenters:
(1) Dr. Archie Resos (assistant professor of history department at University of
Santo Thomas), entitled "The Emerging Role of Women in South Korean
Democratic Consolidation";
(2) Mr. Reymund Arthur G. Abejo (PhD candidate of Korean history at AKS
Graduate School and assistant professor of history at UP Diliman), entitled
"Images on the Philippines in Korea: Reports from the Korean newspaper
Dongripsinmun, 1897-1899" (his dissertation)
- The 2nd Samsung Korean Studies Seminar on Aug 27, 2014, 2 presenters:
(1) Dr. Arnel Joven (assistant professor of history at UA&P), entitled "Medicine,
Health, and Disease in Peninsula East Asia: Understanding the Cosmology of
Wellness and Illness in Korea" (interim report of his SPKS research);
(2) Dr. Clement Camposano (assistant professor of history at UA&P), entitled
"Digital lives: Facebook and the Production of the Migrant Selves by Ilonggospeaking Migrants in South Korea" (report of his SPKS research)
- The 3rd Samsung Korean Studies Seminar on Nov 21, 2014, Roundtable Talk
with Dr. Cleo Calimbahin (Philippine executive director of International
Transparency) on "A Comparative Study of the Philippines' Commission on
Election and the South Korea's National Election Committee after 1986" (report
of her SPKS research)
- The 4th Samsung Korean Studies Seminar on Feb 23, 2015, presenter: Dr.
Bernardo Villegas (UA&P professor emeritus), entitled "Avoiding the Middle
Income Trap: Lessons from South Korea," and 2 discussants: (1) Dr. Victor Abola
(professor of School of Economics) and (2) Dr. Emmanuel Yujuico (lecturer of
SLG Political Economy Program)
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- The 5th Samsung Korean Studies Seminar on August 29, 2015, presenter: Dr. DoHyun Han (professor of the Academy of Korean Studies), entitled "A
Sociological Approach to the Saemaul Undong Movement"
- The 6th Samsung Korean Studies Seminar on September 29, 2015, presenter: Ms.
Do-hye Kim, (PhD candidate for cultural anthropology at University of Illinois
Urbana Champaign), entitled "From t'ant'ara to teenage wannabe: K-pop idols
and its industry in the 21st century"
Outreach programs
Samsung Korean Studies Program supported and participated in colloquia, lectures,
and meetings for various programs related to the Korean studies in and out of the
UA&P.
a. 2011
- University of Santo Tomas seminar (March 7), Prof. Djun Kil Kim was invited as
a panel on "Security Issue in the Korean Peninsula and its Implication to the
Political Stability of Asia."
- 2011 Global Korea Award Ceremony (October 8) at Michigan State University in
Michigan, U.S.A., Prof. Djun Kil Kim, the awardee, presented a special seminar
speech, entitled "South Korea, the Transformer."
b. 2012
- ADB "Insight Thursday" Talk (March 27) at ADB Headquarters, Manila, Prof.
Djun Kil Kim Presented a talk entitled "SNS: Transformer or Killer."
- KCC (Korean Cultural Center in the Philippines) Forum "Hallyu sa Pinas: A
Forum on the Impact of the Korean Wave in the Philippines" (September 14) at
Intercontinental Hotel in Manila, Prof. Djun Kil Kim participated as a reactor in
the First Panel "Hallyu and the Philippine Society."
c. 2013
- 2013 OKTA (Overseas Korean Traders' Association) workshop (August 2), Prof.
Djun Kil Kim delivered a lecture in Korean entitled "Toward Global Leadership
in Asia "
d. 2014
- Book Talk at Ateneo de Manila University (January 29), Prof. Djun Kil Kim
presented a talk on Korean history books in English, entitled “Korean History
for International Readers."
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- 2014 East Asia Week (February 21), Prof. Djun Kil Kim delivered two lectures: 1)
"Dokto Story" and 2) "The State of Korean Studies at the University of Asia and
the Pacific."
- 2014 Korea Study Tour (May 19-29), 6 UA&P students selected by their
performances in the APS 102C (Joanne Esquerra, Kiara Matos, Jessica Chiuco,
William Galvez, Kenneth Garcia, and Eloise Peñaflor) visited South Korea
under the guidance of Dr. Leodivico Lacsamana and Ms. Regina GonzaludoCastillo.
- Political Economy Program Special Lecture at School of Law & Governance (July
30), Dr. Tae Yong Jung, professor of KDI School of Public Policy & Management,
delivered a lecture on "Climate Change and Sustainable Development."
- 2014 Korea Study Tour Student Colloquium "Flight 5J194: Encountering
Civilizations in Korea" (August 1), six students who participated the KST
program presented their experiences on encountering different Korean
civilizations.
- A field trip to Canaan Farmers Training Center in Pampanga (August 9), 8
students at SLG IPE521 class "Catch-up Development: Seeking Korea Model"
visited the camp and experienced the training course.
- Mabini Dialogue Series of Foreign Service Institute of Department of Foreign
Affairs (August 12), Prof. Djun Kil Kim was invited to present a lecture entitled
"Cross-Alliance Diplomacy in East Asia."
- ASEAN Tourism Human Resources Development Workshop in Davao City
(November 17-18), Prof. Djun Kil Kim was invited to present two lectures:
"Korean Ways of Life: Past and Present" and "Korean Ways of Life in K-pop and
K-drama."
e. 2015
- East Asian Studies Group of UA&P Colloquium (Jan 22), Dr. Arnel Joven
(assistant professor of history) presented "Hansik and Hallyu: An Analysis of
Filipino Appropriation of Korean Cuisine as a Function of Imagining of Korean
Culture."
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- UA&P East Asia Week Lecture Series (Feb 5), Ms. Dohye Kim (PhD candidate
for anthropology at University of Illinois Urbana Champaign) presented a
lecture entitled "Anthropological Approaches to Changing Gender Relations in
Contemporary South Korean Society."
- Korean History Lecture Tour in the United States (Mar 20-29) sponsored by the
Korea Foundation: Prof. Djun Kil Kim toured New York, Washington, DC, and
Chicago and delivered total 6 lectures (2 in Korean for Korean community in
Washington, DC, and Chicago) in New York (Columbia University; Queens
Public Library), Washington, D.C. [Johns Hopkins SAIS (School of Advanced
International Studies); Washington Korean community cultural center], and
Chicago Illinois (Purdue University; Chicago Korean community cultural
center), entitled "From Nationalism to Globalism: A Korean History Narrative
beyond Ideological Contention."
- 2015 Korea Study Tour (May 22-28), 8 UA&P students selected by their
performances in the APS 102C and KOR 101 classes (Nogin Bunda, Lorry Awi
Cada, Michael Allen Fernandez, Marco Felizardo, John Vince Gamboa, Jazzelyn
Lauron, Katrina Olan, and Nicole Villavicencio) visited Korea under the
guidance of Dr. Arnel Joven and Ms. Regina Gonzaludo-Castillo.
- Saemaul Undong Workshop for High-Level Appreciation Course held by
Yeungnam University & Enderun College in Manila (July 30-31), Prof. Djun Kil
Kim was invited to present a subject paper "Can Saemaul Undong Movement
work in other times and places?” at the panel "Localization of Saemaul
Undong."
- 2015 Korea Study Tour Student Colloquium "Korean Civilizations: A Journey
through History" (September 4), 8 students who participated the KST presented
their on-the-spots Korean studies in Korea.

New programs
Distinguished Lecture Series
- The 1st Distinguished Lecture Series in December 2015; lecturer, Dr. Mark
Peterson, professor of Korean history and literature at Brigham Young
University, Provo, Utah, U.S.A. (committed)
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- The 2nd Distinguished Lecture Series in the late week of January 2016; lecturer,
Dr. Anders Karlsson, senior lecturer in Korean Studies, School of Oriental &
African Studies, University of London (committed)
- The 3rd Distinguished Lecture Series in the mid-March 2016; lecturer, Dr. John
Duncan, professor of Korean history at University of California Los Angeles
and director of the Center for Korean Studies (committed)

Publications, Library, Scholarship
Publications
a. 2011-2012
- A monograph on Saemaul Undong by Prof. Djun Kil Kim: ADB Report "The
Saemaul Undong Movement in the Republic of Korea: Sharing Knowledge on
Community-Driven Development" under the ADB regional capacity
development technical assistance project, Sharing Knowledge on CDD in Asia
and the Pacific (RETA 7543)
b. 2013-2014
- A book on a comprehensive Korean history in English entitled "The History of
Korea Second Edition" as a part of The Greenwood Histories of the Modern Nations
Series was revised in 2013 and 2014 by its author Djun Kil Kim and published in
June 2014 by the Greenwood Press as an Imprint of ABC-CLIO, LLC: Santa
Barbara, California • Denver, Colorado • Oxford, England, 2014.
c. 2014-2015
- A paper on Saemaul Undong in English entitled "A Schumpeterian Analysis of
the Saemaul Undong Movement in 1970s South Korea within the CDD Frame
Work" authored by Djun Kil Kim and Albertine June Din has been peerreviewed to be published at the coming issue of Seoul Journal of Economics, an
internationally-known peer-reviewed journal, in 2015.
Library
- Establishment of Korean Studies Collection (separate space in the UA&P library),
seed collections of Korean studies books in English, French, Japanese, and
Korean, were donated by Prof. Djun Kil Kim.
- Updating newly published books on Korean studies by purchasing with the
Korea Foundation grant
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Scholarship
a. Global Korea Scholarship
- Long-term Korean government scholarship for BA courses (application in
October) and Master & PhD courses (application in March) in Korean
universities
- 2015 GKS: Ms. Albertine June D. Din, UA&P SLG graduate, was selected as 2015
Graduate Level GKS and accepted in MA course of Department of Economics at
Seoul National University. (She is now in the intensive Korean language courses
at Dongseo University in Busan, Korea.)
b. Short-term grants from Korean institutions
- 2013 the Korean Government Invitation Program for Undergraduate Students
from Major Partner Countries 2013: Albertine June D. Din, then 4th year UA&P
Institute of Political Economy
- The same program for 2015 above mentioned: Ms. Camille Rellosa, 5th year of
CAS Humanities graduate course

Conclusion
The UA&P Samsung Korean Studies Program hopes that the young Filipino
students and scholars would prepare the future of Korean studies in the
Philippines.
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HALMEONI, LOLA:
THE MILITARY COMFORT WOMEN OF KOREA AND THE PHILIPPINES

Introduction
As imperial Japan invaded parts of Asia such as China, Korea, Indonesia including
the Philippines, they brought not only weapons of war and imposed provisions but
also left memories of females who were used as sex slaves. These women who
provided sexual services for the benefit of the Japanese Imperial army members
were euphemistically referred to as as “ianfu/慰安婦” (Japanese) or
“wianbu/위안부” (Korean) which literally means Comfort Women. This unfortunate
incident of the comfort women has become a symbol of colonial Japan’s war crimes.
According to previous investigations on the case of the comfort women, around
80,000 to 200,000 women were drafted, deceived, captured and/or abducted by the
Japanese military soldiers during the World War II. Researchers studying comfort
women collectively agree that majority or 80% of the women came from Korea
(North and South) and the remaining percentage were women from countries such
as China, Taiwan, Japan, Indonesia and the Philippines. These women were
imprisoned in military brothels, also known as military comfort stations, and were
tasked to serve the soldiers in the morning and forced to engage in sexual activities
in the evening.
This study looks back on Korea and the Philippines’ experience under the
Japanese rule, the stories of the comfort women as well as the nationalist and
gender discourses related to the issue of the comfort women through a review of
related books, articles, and write-ups as well as media files. Korea and the
Philippines share a similarity of being a Japanese colony and having the women of
both countries enslaved as comfort women. However, the author noted some
differences on each countries’ ‘comfort systems’ as well as on how Korean and the
Philippine government and society dealt with and accepted the ordeals of the
comfort women. The paper begins by briefly discussing the Japanese Imperial Rule
in Korea and in the Philippines, followed by discussing the ‘comfort systems’ as
well as the scheme of ‘silencing’ by the Korean and the Philippine government and
finally revisiting the nationalist and gender discourses related with the issue. This
inquiry on the topic of comfort women does not aim to draw a solid line between
the cases of the two countries but rather to synthesize the similar and distinctive
features of the Korean and the Philippine comfort women experience in order to
see a bigger picture of the wartime sexual slavery and to further understand the
ordeals of the comfort women. The author also hopes to provide insights on the
future of the comfort women’s quest for justice and to contribute to the literature
on Korean and Filipino comfort women.
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Korea and the Philippines under the Japanese Imperial Rule
Japan’s pursuit of power and domination led to the colonization of different Asian
countries including Korea and the Philippines. By looking at the Korea and the
Philippines’ struggle under the hands of the Japanese imperial rule, one could
further understand the differences on the experiences of the comfort women from
the two countries. The differences include the variations on the scale and process of
female recruitment, the operation of established comfort systems as well as the
nationalist and gender sentiments which will be discussed in the latter parts of this
paper.
Korea was annexed to Japan in 1910 via the Japan-Korea Annexation Treaty and
for 35 years, the Korean peninsula is under the full control of the Japanese Imperial
rule. The Japanese government imposed various provisions in the peninsula
through the process of assimilation which was the long-term goal of the Imperial
rule. Not only was the political aspect of Korea controlled by the Japanese but also
its cultural and historical aspects. As a part of the assimilation process, the Korean
educational system was restructured wherein Koreans were taught how to be good
citizens of the Japanese empire (Eckert et.al, 1990). Furthermore, Japanese was
taught as the first language and Korean as the second language. There was also a
proposal that Koreans should change their names into Japanese names. Some of
the other “crimes” that the Japanese colonial government did to Korea were
destroying cultural heritage sites, burning of books as well as stealing important
Korean artefacts. Freedom of expression through the press was also stifled in order
to prevent anti-colonial sentiments from surfacing. Korea’s experience under the
Japanese rule intensified the hatred of the Koreans towards the Japanese and
provoked deeper Korean nationalist sentiments.
On the other hand, the Philippines was attacked by the Japanese on December 8,
1941, ten hours after the attack of the Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. The country was then
under the Commonwealth government, a preparatory government before the
Americans grant absolute freedom to the Philippines. As a colony of the United
States during that period, the Japanese military attacked the Philippine shores. Not
only Filipinos suffered under the Japanese rule but also Americans as they were
subjected to slavery. One of the most notable experiences of Filipino and American
prisoners of war was the “Death March” where they walked for almost 105
kilometers and many died because of hunger, thirst and exhaustion. Japan
occupied the Philippines for more than 4 years until the country’s liberation when
Japan surrendered after the war.
By looking at the Korean and the Philippine experience under the Japanese rule,
one can infer the differences to what extent did the Japanese penetrated the two
countries and what does this imply in the case of the comfort women. Korea has a
longer experience under the hands of the imperial army and they were almost
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assimilated to Japan. This gives evidence why majority of the military comfort
women came from Korea as they were considered a property of Japan. Here,
Korean women were treated as “offerings” to the imperial government. The
penetration of the Japanese in the Korean society also says something about the
nationalist sentiments of the Korean people. As a nation whose culture, history and
society were “destroyed”, many Koreans had deep anger towards the Japanese.
This anger was even intensified when the news about the Korean comfort women
broke out. In the case of the Philippines, even though 4 years of Japanese
occupation is much shorter compared to the 35 years of colonial rule in Korea, this
has still something to say about the experience of the Filipino comfort women.
Unlike the Korean comfort women who were treated as properties of the Japanese
Imperial army, the Filipino comfort women were seen as targets of abduction and
rape. In order to further understand this matter, the next section explains the
comfort systems that were established by Japan in Korea and the Philippines.
The Japanese Military Comfort System
There is a need to revisit the whole concept of the Japanese military comfort system
which led to the emergence of comfort women in order to comprehend the issue.
Various scholarly articles have discussed the history of the comfort system which
was established for reasons in favor of the Japanese military army. This section of
the paper presents the general information about the Japanese military comfort
system followed by a specified discussion of the comfort systems established in
Korea and in the Philippines.
Rationale behind the Comfort System
Thomas (2008) defined the comfort system as the systematically established
military brothel units built in different parts of Asia which were then occupied by
the Japanese. The author listed four major reasons behind the decision of the
Japanese Imperial army to build comfort station systems: 1) to prevent mass rape, 2)
to prevent the spread of venereal diseases, 3) to provide comfort or sexual pleasure
and 4) to “discipline” the soldiers.
Prevention of mass rape is seen as one of the reasons why the Japanese military
officials ordered to build comfort stations to provide the sexual needs of the
soldiers. In 1937, an eventful Nanjing Massacre caught the attention of the people
worldwide. The unfortunate event refers to the mass rape of Chinese women by
Japanese soldiers. It was reported that during that time, Japanese soldiers lurk
around different areas to look for women who they could set as targets for sexual
assault. In order to prevent further rape cases to take place, the Japanese officials
ordered to put up comfort stations. Mendoza (2003) referred to these comfort
stations as appropriate and controlled venues for soldiers where they could release
their pent-up sexual desires. Ironically, the Japanese built comfort stations to
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prevent rape but then what the soldiers do in those venues could still be considered
as violation of women.
Another motive behind the comfort stations is to prevent the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases which was considered as the most common medical problem
encountered by the Japanese soldiers during war time period. Venereal diseases
were seen as a serious threat to the ability of the soldiers to fight for the Imperial
army therefore a solution should be given to keep the fighting ability of the soldiers.
Moreover, the recovery period after contracting venereal diseases does not only
take a long time but also costs a lot of money that is why the efficiency of the
military troops is greatly affected by the disease. Information regarding the
recovery period from venereal diseases was found in an article published in 1940
entitled “Procedures for the Hygiene Education of Key Officers”. Yoshimi Yoshiaki
reported the contents of the article which cited that it takes 91 days to cure
gonorrhea, 58 days to cure soft chancres, 76 days for syphilis, and 1,012 days for
lymphogranuloma inguinale (Thomas, 2008). Precautionary measures were given
to the soldiers in order to prevent them getting the infections and women in the
brothels were also subjected to weekly check-ups and given vaccines to prevent the
further spreading of venereal diseases. It was reported that through the
establishment of comfort stations, the number of venereal disease cases decreased
but was not fully eliminated.
Comfort stations were also said to be built in order to keep the soldiers happy.
No leisure facilities were built in military camps and bases for the benefit of the
soldiers even though it was proposed by military doctors (Thomas, 2008). Sex was
believed to be the only comfort that was given to the soldiers since they also did
not have vacations and could not get any leaves during their stay in brothels
abroad (Mendoza, 2003).
Lastly, providing the soldiers with outlets of their sexual desires was also seen
as an effective tool to discipline them and to enforce their male power. Violation of
women was seen as a way to glorify and empower the manhood and the soldierhood
of the Japanese military men. Furthermore, emasculation of men through provision
of sexual comfort was deemed as a tool to discipline the soldiers, to keep them
loyal to the Japanese Imperial Army, and to prevent any uprising that may be
triggered by dissatisfaction of the soldiers with the services provided by the
Imperial Army.
Comfort Systems in Korea and in the Philippines
Basically, the Japanese comfort systems established in both countries had the same
purpose which is to provide the sexual needs of the Japanese soldiers and troop
leaders. Sexual services were provided in what they call military comfort stations
or ianjo. Soh (2008) categorized the comfort facilities based on their organizational
motives which ranged from the pursuit of commercial profit by entrepreneurs
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(concessionary ianjo), to paternalistic accommodation by the state and military
leaders (paramilitary ianjo) and to criminal self-gratification by the soldiers
(criminal ianjo). These categories are seen to be significant in understanding the
underlying reasons how and why these military comfort facilities operated.
According to previous studies, most of the surviving Korean comfort women
have worked in the concessionary comfort stations. Entertainment houses were
built by the Japanese in partnership with Korean entrepreneurs. Some of the
Korean women who worked in these entertainment houses were sold as kisaengs by
their parents but most of them were victims of deceit. Korean military comfort
women were tagged as either Jeongshindae (정신대) or Wianbu (위안부).
Jeongshindae refers to women who were treated as “voluntarily offered body
corps”. Jeongshindae women were generally divided into two groups- the labor
group and the sexual comfort group (Yang, 1998). The labor group provided
manual work to Japanese families and factories situated in Korea and in Japan. On
the other hand, the sexual comfort group provided Japanese soldiers with sexual
services. Korean girls with ages between 12 to 17 years old were drafted in school
or recruited by Japanese or Korean middlemen to “work” for the Japanese people.
Some of the women were deceived by the recruiters who offered them work in
Japanese factories. Since these women wanted to earn money to support their
families, they accepted the offers of the recruiters. However instead of sending
those women to the factories, they were sent to military comfort stations located in
China, Japan and in Southeast Asia to work as sex slaves.
In the case of the Philippines, there were also concessionary comfort stations
that were built to serve the military personnel. In 1942, it was reported that several
comfort stations were built in the Philippines where several Korean, Chinese and
Filipino women worked. Official documents revealed that there were seventeen (17)
comfort stations built in Manila in 1943 (Thomas, 2008). Other comfort stations
were established in the provinces of Bayonbong, Masbate, Iloilo, Cebu, Tacloban,
Burauen, Butuan, Cagayan, Daransan and Davao (Asian Women’s Fund, n.d).
Many of the Filipino comfort women who gave their testimonies were girls
between ages 16 to 20 years old during the time they were abused. If deceit is seen
as the prevailing method of recruitment of Korean comfort women, it was
abduction in the case of Filipino comfort women. The Filipino girls were abducted
from their houses or streets and were kept inside a garrison which served as a rape
center for the soldiers. It is in the Philippines where many criminal ianjo were
established. These criminal ianjo are improvised comfort stations in the battlefront
and referred to in this paper as garrisons. Pampanga is one of the significant
locations wherein Japanese soldiers bombed several of its cities and raped several
locals in the garrisons (Gajudo, 2000). And probably the most popular garrison that
is standing firm up to the present is the Bahay na Pula (Red House) located in San
Ildefonso, Bulacan.
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Aside from the types of comfort stations which were established in Korea and
the Philippines as well as the methods of recruitment of the girls, life at the comfort
stations is also included in the discourses related to the Japanese military comfort
system. After reading the testimonies of the Korean and Filipino comfort women
who survived after the war, a generic pattern of the women’s lives inside the
comfort stations and garrisons could be observed. In the morning, the girls will
take a bath, eat breakfast if they are allowed to, and clean their rooms. After doing
the morning routine, the girls will proceed to doing other chores such as washing
the soldiers’ uniforms and clean the soldiers’ quarters. Some girls were allowed to
go out for sunshine and for exercise but some were just kept locked inside the
garrisons. In the case of the comfort women in military brothels abroad, they were
scheduled to visit the doctor once a week for a check-up on venereal diseases and
to get vaccines not to spread infections to soldiers. However in the case of garrisons
in the Philippines, they did not have that practice of medical check-ups. In the
afternoon, soldiers start to come batch by batch and start lining up in front of the
rooms to “avail” the service of the comfort women. From the testimonies of the
surviving comfort women, an average of 20 to 30 soldiers abuse them starting in
the afternoon until midnight.
Silencing: Korean and Philippine Government, Media and Society
The issue of the Japanese military comfort women was kept in silence both in Korea
and in the Philippines due to a variety of factors perpetuated by the government,
media groups and the society. This section of the paper deals with the process of
silencing the comfort women as well as a discussion on how did Korean and
Philippine comfort women broke their silence.
Silencing: The Korean Experience
The issue on military comfort women emerged in South Korea during the late
1980s (Yang, 1998). However, the Korean government insisted on saying that the
Korean colonial history is irrelevant to the present as they were all matters of the
past or gwageosa (과거사) and were insignificant to the present relations of Korea
and Japan. However, after the explosive confession of Ikeda Masae, a former
Japanese teacher, about the recruitment of Korean school girls to work as
Jeongshindae, Koreans were raged after knowing the bitter episodes of the past.
The Korean government, however, perpetuated the silencing of the issue on
comfort women by releasing a memorandum via the Education Council to not
disclose school records related to the Jeongshindae (Yang, 1998.). It is clear that the
Korean government does not want to produce more issues and diplomatic conflicts
because of the memories of the comfort women.
The Korean media was also an active agent in silencing the issue of the
Korean comfort women. Hyuna Yang (1998) pointed out that Korean media
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focused only on reiterating the inhumanity in what the Japanese did, but they did
not question why the Korean government and involved Korean officials has
ignored the issue on comfort women for several years. The Korean society also
emphasized only the fault of the Japanese but not the fault of the Korean society
itself. All the blames were directed towards Japan even though Korean officials and
individuals such as entrepreneurs who operated comfort houses were also
involved in the drafting and recruiting of Korean girls as sexual slaves for the
Japanese military soldiers.
Former Korean comfort women were also kept silent by the Korean society
because of shame and guilt. Shame because their innocence and chastity were
already taken away by the Japanese and guilt, since they think they don’t have the
face to show to their family or to their present/future husband because of their
bitter and stained past as a comfort woman.
Silencing: The Philippine Experience
Despite the availability of evidences which proves the existence of comfort
stations in various cities and provinces in the Philippines, the Philippine
government denied not only that there were such venues but also denied the
existence of the comfort women. On March 10, 1992, a Philippine newspaper
reported that there were Filipino comfort women during World War II and they
also included a sketch of a comfort station established in Iloilo (Thomas, 2008).
Following the denial of the comfort women, women’s rights movements made a
strong call to the government to conduct an investigation regarding the issue.
Consequently, on May 4, 1992, the Philippine government declared that they will
conduct an investigation about the Filipino comfort women with the help of the
Presidential Commission on Human Rights and a distinguished professor from the
University of the Philippines, Professor Ricardo Jose. The said professor was
reported to have submitted an inquiry report using official documents of the
Philippines and Japan on World War II. However, he concluded in his report that
there was “no major forced prostitution in the Philippines” and that there were “no
comfort women in the Philippines”, therefore there is no need to ask for apology
and compensation from the Japanese government (Sancho, 1998).
After suspecting a whitewash, the non-governmental organizations conducted
their own investigations about the whereabouts of the comfort women. They had
personal visits to the provinces where the alleged comfort women reside. Sancho
(1998) wrote that one Filipino spy who worked for the Japanese admitted that there
were comfort houses built by the Japanese army. The spy furthered mentioned that
he knew a former comfort woman. On July 6, 1992, the Japanese government also
admitted the direct involvement of the Japanese Imperial Army in the
establishment of the comfort systems. They also admitted that there were comfort
women who came from Korea, Philippines, Taiwan, Indonesia, China and Japan.
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The results of the investigation done by the organizations and the confession of the
Japanese government proved that the claim of the Philippine government
regarding the non-existence of comfort stations and Filipino comfort women was
indeed false and a whitewash. This silencing perpetuated by the Philippine
government clearly showed their fear of creating any misunderstanding and
conflict with the Japanese government as well as their fear if ever Japan would
withdraw their investments.
In contrast with the case of the Korean media, the Philippine media was seen as
a channel for Filipino comfort women to find justice and healing (Borromeo, 2010).
Through radio and television, former comfort women from different parts of the
Philippines came out of their closets and shared their bitter war-time stories of
struggle and survival. Regarding the silencing perpetuated by the Philippine
society, some testimonies of Filipino comfort women showed how Filipino people
see and judge them. Surviving comfort women narrated that they remained silent
because they were afraid to speak out and to be named as japayuki.
Comfort Women Speak
Despite the pressure from the government and from the society as well as the
bitterness of recalling the past, former Korean and Filipino comfort women broke
their silences and came forward to share their stories to the public. Two former
comfort women, Kim Hak-sun and Maria Rosa Luna Henson, from Korea and the
Philippines respectively, started unearthing the past and initiated the battle of the
thousands of war-time military comfort women.
Kim Hak-sun (1924-1997) was the first Korean comfort woman who gave her
testimony regarding the issue on comfort women and demanded that Japan should
take responsibility for the crime. She was also the first complainant who used her
own name in a lawsuit demanding compensation for the victims (Asian Women’s
Fund, n.d). Kim Hak-sun was sold as a kisaeng in Pyeongyang when she was 14
years old. In Pyeongyang, she was abducted by the Japanese soldiers to work as a
prostitute in Northern China where she was violated by the Japanese soldiers for 20
to 30 times a day (Comfort Women: Japan, n.d). Kim Hak-sun has inspired many
other former comfort women to come forward and speak and that includes the
Filipina comfort woman named Maria Rosa Luna Henson.
Popularly known as “Lola Rosa”, Maria Rosa Luna Henson (1927-1997) was
inspired by Kim Hak-sun’s testimony. In September 1992, Lola Rosa came forward
and spoke about her ordeal as a sex slave in Angeles, Pampanga (Borromeo, 2010).
She was the first Filipino who shared her experience as a comfort woman.
According to her testimony, she was raped twice by some Japanese soldiers
while she went to fetch firewood. After the unfortunate incident, her mother
brought her to Pampanga to keep her in a place away from the Japanese. Due to
Lola Rosa’s anger towards the Japanese, she joined the HUKBALAHAP (Hukbong
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Bayan Laban sa mga Hapon), an anti-Japanese guerrilla group. She worked for the
group as an emissary and helped them by running errands. However, she was
caught by the Japanese soldiers and was kept inside a garrison where she was
forced to have intercourse with the soldiers and latter on was tortured. Later on,
her autobiography entitled “Comfort Woman: Slaves of Destiny” wherein she
described her life as a comfort woman was published.
Nationalism and Gender Discourse
Studies on comfort women are frequently analyzed in the lens of nationalism and
gender. This section narrates the nationalist and gender sentiments of Koreans and
Filipinos to shed more light on the issue of military comfort women. By revisiting
these discourses, it would also be possible to further understand similarities and
differences in the thoughts and beliefs of the Korean and Philippine cultures.
Korean Ethnic Nationalism and Gender Discourse
In Hyuna Yang’s (1998) article on comfort women, she stated that the Koreans’
sentiments towards the issue of comfort women were driven by the Koreans’
“national pride” (민족의 자존심). The word minjok refers to “people who belong to
a common ethnic group, such that all Koreans are assumed to constitute one
homogenous self” (Yang 1998, p.128). This thought about minjok revolves around
the idea of Korean ethnic nationalism which refers to the nationalism which is
based on the sense of a shared bloodline, ancestry and ethnically homogenous
nation (Shin, 2006).
Koreans have the mentality of being one, therefore, when Korean women were
violated by the Japanese, Koreans sentimentalized it as a violation of the Korean
race. Yang (1998) called this as a collective victimhood which also created the
dichotomy between Koreans and Japanese being “us and them”, “the victim and
the offender” and “the good and the bad”, respectively. Instead of looking at the
issue of Korean comfort women in a non-prejudiced way, Korea’s ethnic
nationalism discounts the fact that not only the Japanese government and society
should be held responsible on the issue of the comfort women but also the Korean
government and society. Moreover, these Korean nationalist sentiments could also
be observed in the Koreans’ preference of using the term Jeongshindae to refer to
comfort women. As the anthropologist Sarah Soh (2008) mentioned in her book on
comfort women, “the term chongshindae functions as a South Korean “nationalist
euphemism” born out of cultural sensitivity for the survivors: it helps to avoid the
negative image of prostitutes evoked by the term wianbu” (p.62).
In the gender discourse, Korean women were seen as Korean men’s property.
Hence, when the Japanese soldiers attached the Korean women, the Korean men’s
pride or jajonshim (자존심) was also attacked (Yang, 1998). On the other hand, the
significance of chastity comes to play. Chastity is very important concept in Asian
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nations including Korea and the foreign contamination of the Korean body is
deemed unforgiveable. In the case of Korean comfort women, their chastity was
taken away by foreigners such as the Japanese and it was a huge slap-in-the-face of
Korean men who believe that they own the Korean women’s chastity. As what was
mentioned in the previous sections, former Korean comfort women were silenced
because of the shame and guilt caused by the Japanese soldiers staining their
chastity.
Filipino Nationalism and Gender Discourse
It is a real challenge to define what Filipino nationalism is. Unlike Korea, it can be
said that the Philippine society has no belief regarding ethnic nationalism. As a
country suffering from a weak sense of identity due to the long years of Spanish
colonization, including the American and Japanese occupation, it could be said that
the Philippines still struggles to discuss nationalism.
The issue on Filipino comfort women was publicized during the 1990s, a time
when the “Filipino nationalism” was intensifying. In this case, the so-called
“Filipino nationalism” that the books were referring to the nationalist ideas
brought forth by the independence of the Filipino people from the Marcos regime.
After 21 years of being under the dictatorial rule of Marcos, Filipinos fought for redemocratization of the country and relived the nationalist sentiments of being a
“Filipino” who is free from all the colonizers and free from dictatorial rule. Another
challenge on the subject matter of Filipino nationalism and Filipino comfort women
was the historical amnesia that prevailed during the investigation and the
treatment of the case. The initial whitewash of the Philippine government proved
that they do not want to go against Japan who was then one of the investors in the
Philippine economy. Being a third world country, the Philippines have nothing
compared to Japan which is a superpower. With this response from the
government, the fight of Filipino comfort women remained as the women’s
personal battle against Japan.
Filipino gender sentiments regarding the issue of comfort women stands on the
same light with Korean gender sentiments. Filipino women were seen as properties
of Filipino men as the patriarchal system dominates the Filipino thought. Thomas
(2008) argued that in Philippine history, the guerrillas who fought for the
independence of the country from the Japanese were seen as heroic figures but the
Filipino comfort women were denied and treated as minor actors of war. Women
were subjected to the social mechanism of hiya, while men were glorified (Thomas,
2008). Women’s chastity was also an important element of the Filipino thought and
it is also seen as a property of men. In this line of thought, the case of Filipino
comfort women was seen in the lens of a patriarchal country wherein men
dominates.
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Another issue that shocked the Filipino society was the emergence of the socalled comfort gays. Comfort gays played the same role as the comfort women- they
provided sexual comfort for the Japanese soldiers. Walter Dempster Jr., famously
known as Walterina Markova was a Filipino-Jamaican wartime comfort gay. After
hearing the testimonies of the former comfort women, Markova decided to come
forward and tell their story that they were also victims of the Japanese. His life
story was even made into an award-winning film released in the year 2000. The
confession of Markova was not fully accepted by the Filipino people. People raised
their eyebrows and doubted the authenticity of Dempster’s stories since he was the
sole surviving comfort gay. If comfort women are still struggling to fight for justice,
this proves that it would be more difficult for comfort gays to seek for acceptance
and justice because they are marginalized and discriminated.
Final Thoughts
This research presented the cases of the Korean and Philippine military comfort
women by looking at the two countries’ experience under the Japanese rule, as well
as the nationalist and gender sentiments which surrounded the issue. There are
differences on the historical background of the case as well as the implementation
of the comfort systems in Korea and in the Philippines but it could not be denied
that both countries had a bitter wartime memory under the Japanese Imperial rule.
Through the review of the history, one could further understand how the comfort
system in Korea differs from what was established in the Philippines as well on
how the girls were recruited. Furthermore, the nationalist and gender sentiments of
the Korean and the Filipino people implied how the issue of the comfort women
was handled and dealt with by each country’s government and societies. The
author also believes that these sentiments could provide insights on the future of
the comfort women’s quest for justice. Korea had deep wounds caused by the 35year Japanese colonization intensified by the current dispute over
Dokdo/Takeshima Island. The issue of the comfort women was treated not only as
a crime to Korean women but to the whole Korean nation. The current South
Korean president Park Geunhye was reported to be reluctant in meeting the
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe unless he admits Japan’s colonial and wartime
atrocities including the ordeals of the military sex slaves. Meanwhile in the
Philippines, the ordeal of the comfort women is seen as a crime done to those
women involved but not to the whole nation. Recently, the current Philippine
president Benigno Aquino Jr. met Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and declared a
stronger partnership between the two countries but there was still no discussion
about the issue of the comfort women. The future for this case is still uncertain as
Japan continues to emphasize that they have already apologized and have already
paid their dues to the victims of war.
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Former comfort women were named as grandmothers, halmeoni in Korean
and lola in the Filipino language. Many of the survivors are now at the age of 80
and above and they are afraid they would not be able to witness justice being
served while they are still alive. As of this writing, the author have read that even
the North Korean government claims that there were also North Korean victims of
the military sexual slavery and calls for justice. In the South, surviving comfort
women have been continuously conducting protests in front of the Japanese
embassy in Seoul every Wednesday. Surviving Filipino comfort women have also
conducted a recent protest in front of the Japanese embassy in Manila last August
2015. These women are still asking for an official apology from the Japanese
government, acknowledgment of Japan for their wartime crimes against women,
proper compensation and inclusion of the story of comfort women in textbooks to
prevent it from happening again. Several decades after the war and several years
after the comfort women issue came to light, survivors still claim that they have not
yet gained justice from Japan’s wartime atrocities. The experiences of the Korean
and the Philippine comfort women could be different but they still share many
common things-a bitter past, the goal to receive justice, compensation and
recognition as well as the call to people that they really existed and should not be
forgotten.
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KOREAN WOMEN ABROAD LOOKING FOR IDENTITY:
KOREAN HOSEWIVES IN JAKARTA

Abstract
Under the influence of the Confucian values, Korea 1 has been a strongly
segregated society in terms of sex. The main role of Korean women according to the
values was being the mother (homemaker) who was supposed to perpetuate the
traditional family clan by giving birth to sons. Meanwhile, the work of a housewife
usually considered not as an occupation and being a housewife means to have
some free time; this covers housewives in general, with no exception of Korean
housewives. Using qualitative method, this research focused on the role of South
Korean women abroad as homemakers with case study of Korean housewives in
Jakarta, Indonesia. No matter where they are or how important their economic and
political roles may be, Korean women remain committed to the Confucian tradition
that places the welfare of the family above all else. Korean women rarely speak up
for themselves and just silently endure all of their hardships. Qualitative approach
would be the basis to adopt interview as primary method in collecting data.
Interview is a sort of way to understand the world or a phenomenon from the
interviewees’ point of view that have aim to uncover the meaning of their
experiences. The interviewees were Korean housewives with range of age mid
thirties to mid fifties who had lived in Jakarta for more than one year. Through this
research, it would like to analyze whether the Korean family values changed
within the changes of the location they lived and how was the role of Korean
housewife adapting with those changes. These questions also have led to pay
attention to the multicultural situations in which they are currently located, namely
in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Keyword: Korean women, housewife, Confucianism, feminism, multiculturalism.
Background
There is no doubt that in study of Korean women, we must acknowledge the
Confucian view of women as the traditionally dominant view in Korea. In the
Confucian tradition, the idea that cares for the home and family belongs
exclusively to women and even though the society has changed, women keep
maintaining domestic responsibilities. The main role of Korean women according
to the Confucian values was being the homemaker who was supposed to
perpetuate the traditional family clan by giving birth to sons. No matter where they
are or how important their economic and political roles may be, Korean women
1

Korea here refer to South Korea.
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remain committed to the Confucian tradition that places the welfare of the family
above all else. For that reason, Korean women rarely speak up for themselves and
just silently endure all of their hardships. Moreover, in the Confucian tradition, all
women were to be obedient and the obedience of women was absolute to her
parents in childhood, to her husband in marriage and to her son in old age.
Meanwhile, it is generally known that Koreans are strongly rooted in their
homeland. It could be seen that before Japanese colonization in 1910, there were
only few Korean had left their country and during the colonization period, many of
Korean left their homeland because they were forced under the colonial rule.
However, from 1960s, when the Korean economy began to develop and the Korean
government adopted an active emigration policy as part of domestic population
control, many Koreans left their homeland to find better economic opportunities in
other country. Indonesia was one of destination countries for Koreans to seek better
economic live chances. In 2014, there were around 50 thousand Koreans and about
2500 Korean companies (in all sizes) in Indonesia. In the same year, according the
data from Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in Seoul, Korea, Koreans were the
most foreigners in Indonesia. During the year 2012 to 2014, Korean investment in
Indonesia was increasing so rapidly that Korean investors became the third biggest
investors in Indonesia after Singapore and Japan.2
Indonesia is the largest archipelagic state in the world that has 17,508 islands,
situated between 6 degrees’ northern latitude and 11 degrees’ southern latitude
and spreading from 97 degrees to 141 degrees’ eastern longitude and it is located
between two continents – Asia and Australia/Oceania. The population of Indonesia
can be divided into two major groups: in the western region most of the people are
from the Malay ethnicity while in the eastern region there are the Papuans
originating from the Melanesian Islands. Indonesia also recognizes specific ethnic
groups that come from a certain province/area and have specific language. In
addition, there are also minority ethnicities derived from Chinese, Indian and
Arabic descendants. These people travelled as merchants through trade exchange
since the 8th century BC and migrated to Indonesia. Overall in terms of
demography, Indonesia has more than 240 ethnic groups with more than 300
languages. The government of Indonesia officially recognizes only six religions,
namely Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Protestantism, Catholicism, and
Confucianism. The largest religious group in Indonesia is Islam with almost 86% of
Indonesians being Muslims that makes Indonesia as the most populous Muslimmajority nation in the world.3 Meanwhile, Jakarta is the Capital of the Republic of
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“Bilateral RI-Korsel,” http://kbriseoul.kr/kbriseoul/index.php/id/indokor. (Search date: 28
August 2015)
3
“Indonesia at a glance,” http://kbriseoul.kr/kbriseoul/index.php/en/2013-01-07-14-1336/indonesia-at-a-glance. (Search date: 28 August 2015)
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Indonesia, which granted its official title in 1966. Since then, Jakarta has steadily
grown into a modern and dynamic metropolis.4
Looking at the appealing circumstances above, this research would like to focus
on the role of South Korean women abroad as homemakers with case study of
Korean housewives in Jakarta, Indonesia. Through this research, it would like to
analyze whether the Korean family values changed within the changes of the
location they lived and how was the role of Korean housewife adapting with those
changes. These questions also have led to pay attention to the multicultural
situations in which they are currently located, namely in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Korean Housewives and Confucianism
A housewife is generally seen as a woman who is supported by her husband, who
earns the money, and she herself, while she spends each day in reproductive labor,
is not seen as “working”. In Marxism economics, “labor” is seen as a human
activity that creates an exchange value and thus as a result, housework (domestic
work), which does not produce commodities, is normally not seen as “labor”. The
concept of housewife characterized by the division of production and reproduction,
the combination of reproductive roles and gender roles, the establishment of the
family as a private space centered on the husband and wife, and the ideology of
labor within the family arising from love rather than from a need or desire for
economic security or compensation in return for this work. A “housewife” thus can
be sum as a woman who administers activities related to reproduction in the home,
maintains the private space as separate from the public space, and support the
family with uncompensated love (Ochiai, 2014). However, this term of housewife is
vary according to region, society and culture. Each society may have its own
definition concerning “housewife” based on its culture and the philosophy
affecting the society.
It is unarguable that Confucianism has been the foundation that has shaped the
way of thinking of Koreans. Even it is not inaccurate to say that Confucianism, an
ancient Chinese religion and philosophy, has had an influence more far reaching in
the minds and life of people in South Korea than any other religion or philosophy.
Confucianism based on teaching by Confucius, a great Chinese philosopher, was
imported into Korean culture long before the Choson dynasty. However, it was not
until the founding of the Choson dynasty that Confucianism was chosen as the
national orthodox teaching. Once it was adopted as the national orthodox teaching,
the influence of Confucianism in the Choson dynasty was extensive,
comprehensive and pervasive. Confucianism became a “whole way of life.” It was
an ideology; it was rituals and social customs; it was an education curriculum; it
4

“History
of
Jakarta,”
http://www.jakarta.go.id/v2eng/news/2011/03/history-ofjakarta#.VibPErQ0_dk. (Search date: 28 August 2015)
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did have spiritual dimensions; and it did have strong philosophic opinions. For
that reason, Korea prided itself on being a more (orthodox) Confucian nation than
the homeland of Confucianism, China. Confucian values have been indoctrinated
into Korean culture and have had a dominating influence on people’s assumption
about the nature of different societal relationships. In particular, permanent
inequality was the characteristic of the relationship between men and women in the
society (Son, 2006).
In pre-modern Korea, Confucian ideology had looked upon women as an
inferior existence, while men, especially upper-class males, were seen as ideal
human beings who were superior in the hierarchical principle of “yin and yang”.
Confucianism taught mainly the Way of Harmony sets forth the virtues of five
different relationships in order to maintain harmony in life. First, relationship
between father and son; Second, relationship between superior and subordinate;
Third, the relationship between husband and wife; Fourth, relationship between
older man and younger man; Fifth, relationship between friends (older and
younger/men and women) (Keum, 2002). The later mentioned should be
submissive to the earlier mentioned, while the earlier mentioned should secure the
later mentioned. For example: son should respect and obey the father, while father
should protect and make sure the son safe. Women’s lives, in particular, were
characterized by “the rule of the three-fold obedience” or samjong childo (삼종칠도).
This rules restrict woman to obey his father before she got married, then she must
obey her husband after married, and she have to obey her son after her husband
died (Park, 2006). Women’s definition of selfhood under the influence of
Confucianism was obedience in all directions of relationships.
Furthermore, women had been obligated to stay in the domestic domain and to
play specific roles in family relations, which are daughter, wife, mother-in-law, and
mother. The restriction to keep women in their places was shown in the physical
domain. Women were literally restricted to stay within the confines of the house
complex, often even limited to a certain part of the house complex and it’s fitting
that one of the names for a wife was anae (아내) which means inside person. The
regulations for divorce also pointed out how women were restricted to their
subordinate roles. While women did not have any right to initiate divorce under
any circumstances, right to a divorce for men came easily. Men only needed
parental approval and due reasons. Men had due reasons for initiating divorces
when women were judged to be guilty of one of the seven evils (ch’ilgo chiak 칠고지악). A woman was accused of the seven evils by the society when she
disobeyed her parents-in-law or failed in her filial piety toward her parents-in-law;
could not bear a son; committed adultery; expressed jealousy; carried a hereditary
disease; and engaged in burglary or robbery. “The seven evils for the divorcing
wives” put women in jeopardy positions, because it put them at the risk of facing
the ultimate shame of being divorced that were labeled as being beneath being
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women. It was obviously easy to accuse the seven evils against women and women
could be accused of the seven evils even when they were in fact not guilty (Son,
2006).
As noted previously, Confucianism held a low opinion of women, which is
reflected in the Confucius saying of ideal “wise or sacrificial mother and
submissive wife” and virtues “inherent superiority of men and inferiority of
women”. Women’s goal in life was to achieve the highest level of “feminine”
virtues. Women were to possess virtues of filial piety, loyalty, chastity, and fidelity.
Women’s filial piety was further defined as “her filial piety towards parents and
parents-in-law, assistance to her husband and education of her children.” Therefore,
women’s virtues were not for the cultivation of their women-selves but to keep the
family life in harmony for creating a background for their husbands to cultivate
their selves. Women’s roles were conveniently arranged in order to benefit men,
the dominant group and their lives. In particular, women’s primary role had been
defined as being the mother (homemaker) who was supposed to perpetuate the
traditional family clan by giving birth to sons. According to Confucian values, a
housewife was a good wife and a good mother, equipped with obedience, frugality,
mental discipline, deep compassion, peaceful interaction, and refined grace. In this
matter, education for women was required because mothers were believed to be
the best educators of children who were expected to contribute to the prosperity of
the family. “Wise mother and good wife” was viewed as the central figure of the
home for both the education of the children and management of household. All of
this system of male family headship has persisted to the present day despite of the
emerging of industrialization and of women’s movements (Ochiai, 2014).
Research Approach and Case Study
Qualitative approach is chosen for this research because the characters of the
problems in the research need qualitative approach rather than quantitativeextensive approach. The nature of qualitative approach is believed that it could be
more helpful and adequate in deepening and explaining how the role of Korean
women abroad as homemakers with case study of Korean housewives in Jakarta,
Indonesia. Moreover, it also considered the qualitative approach which is
accounted mainly for exploring intensively those kinds of issues. (Creswell, 1994).
The qualitative approach interpreted simply as collecting non-numeric data
(Denzin & Lincoln 2005). According to Marshal and Rossman (1989), the qualitative
approach also applied in finding processes and important connections. In general,
to understand social behaviors, principles and also the laws that regulate those
kind of behaviors, it is very effective for using qualitative approach to collect data
intensively and intensely. Qualitative approach usually using ‘why’ and ‘how’
questions, in accordance with the research character, and it’s not only ‘what’,
‘where’, and ‘when’ questions that usually has close-relation with quantitative
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research.
Furthermore, the selected study case believed would give entire opportunities
to understand and to explain variation of indicators that described about how
Korean housewives evolving and adapting within the changes of the location they
lived in. A deep investigation to those indicators regarded as the main goal that
commonly is part of socio-cultural studies. In essence, a case study basically aimed
to explore cause-and-affect relations or causal in order to discover significant
principles or assumptions. However, the qualitative approach has a deficiency,
namely its inability to make generalization. Therefore, theoretical knowledge
(context-independent) is more valuable than concrete and practical knowledge
(context dependent). Besides, someone could not make generalization based only
one case study; and various case studies are only noteworthy to draw a couple of
hypothesis or only on the beginning level of the entire research process (Flyvbjerg,
2006).
Collecting Data Method
The qualitative approach becomes the basis in adopting interview as primary
method of collecting data. According to Charmaz (2006), interview has been used a
lot and for long time in collecting data of various qualitative researches. Interview
is one way to understand a world or a phenomenon from the point of view the
subjects research that have aim to expose the meaning of their experience. In other
word, an interview is done to reveal the facts and the meaning. An interview is
very useful to get access to a story or information behind the experiences of the
participants, either by strategy of directly focus on the issue (funneling) or by story
telling.
The character of an in-depth interview has a particular advantage for
intensifying the interpretation of the research subject to their own experiences.
Therefore, the connection between the interviewer and the interviewee could be
illustrated as reciprocal connection (inter-view). Moreover, the semi-structure of
collecting data method was adopted in this research. Since the semi-structure
interview is relatively more flexible and extensive than the structure-interview, so
that it can stimulate new questions to be raised at the time interview held as the
result from what the interviewee disclosed (Lindlof & Taylor 2002). This semistructure interview would distinctively give an opportunity for research to get rich
information over experience and perspective of Korean housewife in living abroad.
Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) explained that knowledge constructed through the
interaction between the interviewer and the interviewee. An interview thus means
a production of social knowledge based on study context, that in this research was
a production of socio-culture knowledge of Korean housewives’ point of view and
response in living abroad, namely in Jakarta, Indonesia. However, it needs to be
aware that sometimes an interview is a contextual and a negotiation because the
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story or the explanation inside the interview is not to reproduce the previous
reality. Nevertheless, the story or the explanation gives a description of certain
perspective that contains certain purpose. For that reason, the result is a
construction or reconstruction of a reality. In other words, the result of the
interview is a construction of a reality, not the reality itself.
The other important thing to be noticed is that an interviewer should realize
about the criteria and the status of the interviewee that often has huge influence
during the interview. In this matter, Charmaz (2006) highlighted that professionals
or people who has power might be controlling or directing the interview, either by
changing the question so that it fits with their intention or by scheduling the time,
the place and the duration of the interview. In that case, the researcher should
prepare any possibilities to overcome the situation. Moreover, suspicion might
arise from the interviewee, so that they can refuse or not be enthusiastic in
answering the interview questions.
Besides the primary data obtained from the result of the interview, in this
research it would also use secondary data’s, including journal articles, academic
reports and publication. Furthermore, it would also explore other information’s or
data’s that discussed issues about Korean housewives either in Korea or abroad.
The secondary data could be used as cross-validation to support the analysis of the
primary data.
Study Overview
In this study, housewives in Jakarta, Indonesia were interviewed between June and
August 2015. Semi-structured and personal (in-depth interviews) interviews were
conducted with thirteen Korean housewives who had lived in Jakarta for more
than one year and spent one to two hours each with the housewives. The
interviewed housewives were at the range of age from mid thirties to mid fifties.
With that quite long range of age, it had aimed to get the information character
and/or varied viewpoints. The broad purpose of this research, which is to explore
the perception of Korean housewives regarding their role and lives outside their
homeland, was explained to each interviewee. They were told that the topics to be
discussed included the lives of Korean housewives abroad and the adaption of
family values to currently new living situation. Finally, they were asked directly
questions such as how their feeling was in living outside country than Korea; and
could they tell their ups and downs in living in a country that has entirely different
culture than Korea.
The major questions in the interview research included: (1) the reason they’re
coming to Jakarta; (2) the duration of staying in Jakarta (has lived and further plan);
(3) husband’s occupation; (4) the number of children; (5) the completion of
household chores; (6) activities during free time; and (7) ups and down living
abroad.
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All housewives interviewed in this study were coming to Jakarta because
they were following their husbands whether to work or to open a business here.
Almost all of the housewives have maids to help them with the housework. There
were only two housewives, namely Mrs. J and Mrs. L who don’t have a maid. Even
though they have maid, all of the housewives were cooking for the family and
preparing meal and other school equipment for their children (if has any or if their
children were in Indonesia).
To make the analysis of the result more effective, the housewives were
divided into two categories, namely based on the age and based on how long have
them lived in Jakarta, Indonesia. In the age category, the housewives were divided
into two groups, which were the housewives in the range of age from mid thirties
to mid forties (Group I) and the housewives in the range of age from mid forties to
mid fifties (Group II). In the duration of lived in Jakarta category, the housewives
were divided into three groups, which were the housewives who have lived in
Jakarta for 1 – 5 years (Group Short-Period), the housewives who have lived in
Jakarta for 6 – 10 years (Group Mid-Period) and the housewives who have lived in
Jakarta for more than 10 years (Group Long-Period).
This research focuses on interpreting the living of Korean housewives in
other than their home country, namely in Jakarta, Indonesia, which has a whole
different culture than Korean, and how these Korean housewives abroad identified
themselves by considering Confucian values related to women. It should be noted
that only a small number of Korean housewives were interviewed due to the indepth nature of the research and they were not compared with Korean housewives
who live in Korea. In strict sense, the purpose of the research is for exploratory,
namely to raise issues in the field of housewife research, rather than to generalize
from extensive research.
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Table 2. Groups of interviewees in age category
Housewife

Group I

Group II

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Age
(in years)
36
40
42
42
43
43
43
44
44
50
51
52
55

Table 3. Groups of interviewees in category of period of time have stayed in Jakarta,
Indonesia
Time Duration
Housewife
(have lived in Jakarta)
(in years)
D
1
I
1
G
2
H
2
Group
Short-Period
A
3
B
3
E
3
C
4
M
7
Group MidF
8
Period
K
10
J
18
Group
Long-Period
L
23
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Analysis of the Result
As a housewife, Korean women have obligation to take care of housework
including raising children. Since there was a helper (most of the interviewees have
maids) who help with the household chores, Korean housewives in Jakarta had
more “me time” to do anything as they pleased, especially while their husband at
work and their children in school (if has any or if their children are in Korea).
“… because I have a maid and a driver, while my husband at work and my
children in school, I can do my hobby, I can do sports such golf, I can join some
clubs, I have more time to go to church and participate more in church’s
activities…” (Mrs. C)
“…I have plenty of time comparing when I was in Korea because I have a maid
and a driver. When my husband at work and my children in school, I usually
do sports or study…” (Mrs. D)
“… I feel really comfortable here, because there’s a helper, I’m not busy. I can
learn foreign language, eat outside, and watch movies…” (Mrs. E)
“…I’m so happy I have a maid and a driver, it makes my life more comfortable.
Because of them, I can learn foreign language, I can play golf, and I can do my
hobby…” (Mrs. G)
Most of these housewives confessed they felt more relaxed and freer in Jakarta,
Indonesia than in Korea, because here they had a maid who helped them with the
housework, so that they could focus more on themselves. Many of them used this
free time to do anything that they love to do such as hobbies or anything to
develop themselves for example studying foreign language or even doing some
religious things. There were also some housewives who used their free time to
work.
“… My children are now in Korea. They have graduated from universities and
now they’re working. Since there’s a maid who helps me with the housework,
while my husband at work, I’m also working. Here I could do some teaching
job. I teach Korean to Indonesian…” (Mrs. M)
“… I don’t have children yet and I have a maid to help me with the housework
and I have a driver who can drive me everywhere. Thus when my husband is
working, I’m also working. I found a job as a lecturer. Therefore, couple times a
week I teach in one of the private university in Jakarta…” (Mrs. A)
However, even though they had a maid who helped them with the household
chores, they were still cooking for the family and preparing stuff for their children
to go to school such as packed meal for lunch and school equipment. This was in
accordance with what Confucius highlighted about women responsibility, namely
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to be a “wise mother and good wife”.
“… I always cook for my family even though I have a maid. The maid just
helps me to clean the house, do laundry, etc., but she doesn’t cook. I also
always accompany and help my children when they’re doing homework from
school…” (Mrs. C)
“… Since there is a maid, I don’t have to clean up my house, washing dishes
or do laundry. But I cook for my family and I prepare lunch (packed meal) or
other school needs for my children bring to school…” (Mrs. F)
From the statement above, it could be seen that no matter where they are,
Korean housewives keep hold firm the Confucian values, namely to put family first
above all of things. Even though in Jakarta, most of them had a housework helper,
they’re still cooking for their family and took responsibility in raising and
educating their children.
Among these interviewed housewives, there were two housewives who don’t
have a maid in the house, namely Mrs. J and Mrs. L. Both of them felt they don’t
need help from a maid. Mrs. L lived here only together with their husband. Their
children were currently studying in the universities in Korea. Before went to the
university, the children were attending school in Jakarta Indonesia. Then, Mrs. J
has two sons, but the older son at the moment was in Korea. He’s taking bachelor
degree in one of the universities in Korea. Meanwhile, the younger son was still in
3rd grade and was studying in a private school in Jakarta, Indonesia.
“… I don’t have a maid because I just lived here together with my husband.
All my kid already grown up and now study in Korea. That’s why, I don’t
think I need help from a maid…” (Mrs. L)
“… I only have one son to take care of here. My other son is currently
studying in a university in Korea. Thus I don’t think to employ a maid…”
(Mrs. J)
There are two big festive days in Korea, namely Lunar New Year (Solnal - 설날)
and Thanksgiving Day or Harvest Festival Day (Chuseok - 추석) . Lunar New Year
is usually celebrated on January or February and Thanksgiving Day is usually
celebrated on the end of September or on the beginning of October. During these
holidays, Korean women have a lot of works or duties to do. Besides going with
family to husband’s ancestral hometown and meeting relatives, they have to
prepare some traditional foods and drinks and other festive preparations. Many
Korean women admit they feel loaded in doing all of these festive needs, but they
have no their choice than do it anyway. For that reason, it’s interesting in knowing
how the Korean women abroad feel about celebrating those festive days in other
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country than Korea.
Korean housewives in Group I and Group Short-Period had quite same opinion
over celebrating Korean festive days in Jakarta, Indonesia. They said they felt more
relaxed than when they were in Korea. Here they didn’t have to do the obligations
during festive days, instead they could just eat outside with husband and children
or they could go traveling with the family.
“… During Chuseok or Solnal, I don’t need to do a thing like in Korea. It
was a relieved. At that time, usually I just eat in a restaurant with my
husband…” (Mrs. A)
“… Usually during Chuseok or Solnal, I just celebrate it together with
family or sometimes also together with other Korean family who live in the
same building with us (in the apartment complex). I don’t need to do a lot
preparation such as in Korea…” (Mrs. C)
“… During Chuseok or Solnal, I don’t have go to our relative, so that I don’t
to prepare a lot of foods. It’s so comfortable for me…” (Mrs. D)
Meanwhile, the housewives in Group II and Group Mid-Period had different
opinion that the previous group. They said they felt kind of lost the meaning of
those festive days here or they already felt those days not have any more
meaningful.
“… Chuseok or Solnal doesn’t mean anything for my family and me. Thus I
don’t need to do anything special…” (Mrs. F)
“… I don’t need to do any particular thing. I feel Chuseok or Solnal kind of
lost its meaning here…” (Mrs. K)
On the contrary, the housewives in Group II and Group Long-Period said they
felt no difference in celebrating Solnal or Chuseok either in Jakarta, Indonesia or in
Korea. Here they kept doing the same obligation during the festive days such as in
Korea.
“… For me, there is no difference celebrating Chuseok or Solnal either here
or in Korea. I keep cooking many traditional foods and drinks for my
husband and friends. The difference is only we don’t have our children here
and I miss them very much especially during those festive days…” (Mrs. L)
“…There is no difference for me during Chuseok or Solnal. I’m still doing a
lot of preparation for those festive days…” (Mrs. J)
Furthermore, most Korean housewives confessed they were happy living in
Jakarta, Indonesia, in terms of here they had more time for themselves. However,
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for housewives in Group Mid-Period said they preferred to live in Korea, because
they sometimes had hard times here as they had to deal with local people who had
different culture background and different language. Moreover, they missed their
family in Korea and felt often miss the important moment with the family in Korea.
In this matter, the rest of housewives in the other groups also felt the same thing.
The one that make them felt sad here was they separated with their family in Korea,
then they could not do anything when their family in Korea were in pains or vice
versa.
Conclusions
All housewives interviewed in this study were coming to Jakarta because they
were following their husbands whether to work or to open a business here. It is in
accordance with “the rule of the three-fold obedience”, namely the rule in
Confucianism for women. The housewives didn’t have other option than to obey
their husband in coming along wherever their husband go, that in this matter to
Jakarta, Indonesia and as the wife, the Korean women has duty to put the family
matter first.
Moreover, the analysis result indicates the older the housewife and the longer
they’ve stayed abroad, the more visible the influence of Confucian values on them.
At the younger age and first years living in other country than Korea, the Korean
housewives seemed to enjoy what the new country had offer, especially the one
that made life easier. In this matter, it looks like the new country, namely Indonesia,
had an influence on them and made them overwhelmed for a moment. The Korean
housewives enjoyed the live here especially with the presents of a maid and a
driver that gave them opportunity to appreciate time for themselves. Even though
there were cultural differences between Indonesia and Korea, then it meant there
were different holiday and tradition; most of the housewives didn’t have to do
their obligation during the Korean festive days while they’re staying in Indonesia.
However, the longer they stayed outside Korea and the older they’ve become, they
realized more and more they could not detach themselves with their home country.
Then at this phase, they felt uneasy with the cultural and language barrier in the
current location they live. It was in line with the statement mentioned earlier that
Koreans are strongly rooted in their homeland.
Finally, no matter where they are, Korean women remain committed to the
Confucian tradition that places the welfare of the family above all else and they
keep making effort to achieve the ‘feminine’ virtue in Confucianism, which is to be
“wise mother and good wife”. It is could be seen that even though there was a
maid, they keep cooking for their family and took care of the children.
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DECONSTRUCTING DRAMA ‘MISAENG’: A CONTEMPORARY LOOK AT
CHANGING ROLE OF HIERARCHY IN KOREAN WORKPLACE
Abstract
Korea is transforming, so as their conformity to their traditional values, and one of
these is their strict adherence to office hierarchy. This paper presents a changing
facet of hierarchy in contemporary Korean workplace and its role in attaining
harmonious relationship between superior and inferior office workers. This is
observed in the award-winning Korean office drama “Misaeng” which is hailed by
viewers as the “salaryman’s bible” (Ahn, 2014). My conceptual framework involves
a significant deconstruction of “Misaeng” and an analysis. To do so, I selected
scenes and dialogues depicting the changing facet of hierarchy with a high regard
to the characteristics of each office workers portrayed. Then, I compared and
analyzed these materials to the Korean norm of reverence to hierarchy emphasizing
on the differences represented in the drama. I found out that hierarchy is playing
less important role especially in attaining the uri (we) among hierarchically-divided
office workers and that they are still conforming to the traditional Korean values
like kibun (feeling) and chemyon (face). However, as they start to boost their human
value, individual skills over educational background, and morality, traditional
reverence to hierarchy is challenged. This entails a fundamental paradigm shift on
how corporate world sees the negatives of Korean workers’ attitude that is despite
being hard workers, are passive and incompetent when facing their superiors.
Moreover, it is an indication of how Koreans are transforming their norms to
attend the demands of globalization.
Introduction
A view into the hierarchical system in Korean society can be seen in various
settings and as often as possible in offices, schools, politics, or simply among street
vendors. Respecting one’s social status can either result into harmonic relationship
or trouble. Fascinatingly enough, such trouble can bring in disaster just like what
occurred in the famous airline crash in Guam of Korean Air in 1997 that killed
almost all its passengers. So what does hierarchy have to do with it? The
authoritarian culture in the cockpit has been considered as one of the reasons to
blame. Gladwell (2008), in his best-selling book “Outliers” discusses the “The
Ethnic Theory of Plane Crashes” wherein he critically explains the correlation
between Korean culture and airplane crashes, prominently referencing to the 1997
crash. He analyzes that the crash occurred due to the miscommunication between
the pilot, co-pilot and crew. He pinpoints that the co-pilot was very deferent to the
senior pilot that he wasn’t able to correct his senior’s mistake and address the
danger warnings directly. In regards to hierarchy, it led to the failure of using
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direct and imperative statement which hurdled the grasping of instructions
because a junior pilot is conscious of his speech towards his senior. This particular
circumstance proves that Korean authoritative culture is very strict and adhering to
this hierarchical cockpit culture is very serious. The issue presented here is whether
it’s likely to break such rule when it comes to emergency situations and to what
extent. Further study focusing in this issue could answer such question.
Nevertheless, authoritarian cockpit culture is par with the office workplace
culture and thus this paper focuses on an in-depth understanding of hierarchical
system of Korean working culture by deconstructing the drama Misaeng. While
various academic papers have already describe and expound the importance of
adhering to hierarchy in Korean workplace, either by conducting interviews and
gathering Korean workers’ accounts, it could still appear vague for foreigners
without any actual representation of events. Therefore, by presenting the wideranging depiction of complex issues surrounding the hierarchy in Korean
workplace through the gradual events in the drama, one could generate his/her
own insights, since the cultural significance of hierarchy is never objective.
Why Misaeng?
Hallyu has been a significant factor in attracting worldwide attention to Korean
culture and it’s evident that Korean drama is one medium. Nowadays, the trend in
these dramas is changing. From the crowd’s favorites such as tear-jerking romance
like “Winter Sonata” to romantic comedy like “Boys Over Flowers”, Korean
dramas are now presenting a much in-depth look into their culture and society
through a much- focused genres that depict the lives of chefs, doctors, police and
prosecutors, teachers and students, producers, office workers, etc. The most recent
drama “Producer” in particular, exposes the lives of key people working behind
the scenes of variety and music broadcast programs. It doesn’t imply that this is a
unique case but these dramas serve as a critical instrument for those interested in
understanding Korean culture. The 2014 Korean drama Misaeng or Incomplete Life,
directed by Kim Won Seok may not be the first-ever drama to depict Korean
working culture, but it is by far the most popular and critically favored. In fact,
Misaeng and its actors have bagged various awards and the drama is hailed the best
drama of the year by different prestigious award-giving bodies. Considering the
fact that it is a webtoon-based drama aired in a cable channel tvN, high ratings
proved that it is a big hit to its target audience -- office workers in Korea. Why is it
a hit? The drama is originally based from a very popular webtoon (Korean online
comic) with the same title published in 2012 that has already created buzz in the
country before its drama adaptation. Many office workers in South Korea,
especially those in their 20s, expressed varying sentiments that they could
absolutely relate to some events that took place in the drama and even to the fate of
the characters. This gives a picture of how young generation is anxious on what
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awaits them in the working environment. If I am to describe the holistic factor that
contributed to the success of Misaeng in depicting an ordinary yet vivid office life
with the presence of hierarchy, I quote Chungkang College of Cultural Industries
Professor Lee Jong-Gyu's statement, “Misaeng shows the things that go on in the office
just as they are, without any embellishment.” Moreover, what sets the drama apart is it
doesn’t invent, but rather reflects what real office life is in South Korea. There are
some factors gathered from statistics that are strongly depicted in the drama like
the long working hours, the values of stability and certainty and realization of right
path regardless of success. (Park & Kim, 2014). Although the drama has ended, the
webtoon is gradually enjoying success based from its increasing sales since the
print version is much detailed compared to the drama.
Contemporary status of hierarchy
Misaeng is not predominantly themed on hierarchy. The drama depicts work ethics,
office routines, social relationship, human values, and it mostly engages audience
in evoking empathy towards the characters. However, for this paper, I focus on the
various age groups of office workers and their backgrounds which represented in
the drama that plays a significant factor in inflicting office and internal group
conflicts inside a hierarchy-driven workplace.
The drama centers on the main character Jang Geu Rae, a frustrated baduk or go
player who has no experience about the real world and only holds a GED test. He
enters a trading company, One International, as an intern through a connection and
without any particular skills. However, he is competent, honest, and hardworking,
the values he holds throughout his struggle for acceptance and survival in the
office. Another main role is Mr. Oh Sang-shik, a workaholic manager of Jang Geu
Rae's sales team whose promotion has been long overdue because of his personal
conflict with the senior manager. Although sometimes strict, he has an
approachable and warm personality. Mr. Dong Shik, a very reliable, outgoing, and
hardworking assistant manager who is very loyal to Mr. Oh. He also serves as Geu
Rae’s guide to the know-how of office politics and has been looking after him ever
since. Outside the sales team, Jang Geu Rae's fellow interns are the only-female
‘ace’, intelligent, and bilingual Ahn Young-yi, the geeky, presentation master,
strong-willed but overly anxious Jang Baek-gi, and lastly the factory-biased, goofy,
sharp and aggressive Han Seok-yool.
By laying out their differing backgrounds, I observed that even among
colleagues, hierarchy is constructed. A scene wherein the interns eat together is a
typical ‘getting to know’ stage where a sense of superiority is established as they
learn of each other’s age, educational attainment, personal achievements, and social
status. This divides the parallel relationship between interns. Upon knowing Gue
Rae’s case, majority of the interns bear ill-impression towards him for getting in
through nepotism and openly argue that every one of them has suffered roughly to
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avoid getting kicked-out. The fact that Geu Rae doesn’t have particular office skills
and competent educational background in the workplace subjected him to be a
target of bully and the implication resulted in an in-group rejection.
Tiandris (1994) defined in-group as, “…a group of individuals with whom a
person feels ‘similar’ because of a common fate” (as cited in Rhee, Uleman, and Lee,
1996). I chose this particular definition as it is pertinent to the kind of the interns’
in-group presented in Misaeng, whose potential members have collective prejudice
towards the issue of nepotism. However, this case contradicts how Geu Rae is
treated in his team. He is often reprimanded by Mr. Oh that, “You must not work
alone,” a statement justifying the strong conviction to the collectivistic nature of
Korean workers. However, Geu Rae shouts on the rooftop, “You told me I must not
work alone but you all are forcing me to work by myself” implying that he’s getting
opposite consequence as he is becoming an outcast and being discriminated
instead. The implication of this scene contradicts the concept of Korean collectivism
and a dynamic issue of in-group’s derogation of an out-group member, in which
both principles are relatively important in a workplace hierarchy.
The value of collectivism centers on the principle of Uri (we or our). When Mr.
Oh referred to him as uri ae (our kid) in a confrontation with other manager
regarding something he was being accused of, Geu-Rae gets the very first sense of
belonging to his team. The concept of Uri according to the Korean workers
interviewed by Dr. Ozaki (as cited in Y.Shim, et.al 2008) could be summarized as: (1)
one being considered a family, relative, friend, and colleague; (2) someone who has
concern over an individual; (3) a human form of relationship that helps each other;
and (4) a group which someone belongs. (p.70). All mentioned could be attributed
to Geu Rae’s Uri. Ironically, these are all absent in the in-group of his colleagues,
where hierarchy and authority are not completely situated. It should have been
less-troublesome for him to belong but it is where Geu Rae is actually much
detested. I analyzed and compared the presence and function of hierarchy in
Mr.Oh’s team to the group of interns in attaining Uri. It’s transparent that the latter
has a much weaker established superiority among its members but it can refute
stability and harmony if an individual is overly unqualified. I also considered the
sense of being degraded of one’s skills as a factor and it’s most sensitive when
involving an individual to whom one is sharing equal position with but have huge
difference in personal attainments and educational background just like the case of
the interns in Misaeng. This supports a dynamic perception that hierarchy is
playing a less important role as we’ism is being replaced by more of a nationalistic
collectivism. (Y.Shim et al., 2008, p.68)
Worker’s self-value is a challenge to hierarchy?
I observed that the hierarchical issues depicted in Misaeng are mostly deep-seated
from the conflicts arise due to personal and past incidents and hierarchy here is a
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convenient factor between two parties. A major example is Mr. Oh’s personal
relationship with the executive director Choi. A certain event that took place in the
past between Mr. Oh and Mr. Choi has escalated to the conflict strained throughout
the drama. The results are: putting Geu Rae under Mr. Oh with a sly motive of
inflicting disorder to his team, and the five-year long overdue promotion of Mr. Oh.
Deferential to the hierarchy between them, Mr. Oh has faced office concerns which
target to harass him. However, Mr. Oh long realized that he has to tolerate such
matters to secure job stability for his family. Lee and McNulty (2003) illustrated this
case on how hierarchy dictates an individual’s self-control:
…hierarchy is not inherently fixed and people naturally advance to a
higher position as they advance in years. High ranked persons have a high
moral duty to those less highly ranked. In practice, the doctrine
emphasized hierarchy in human relations and self-control for the
individual. The practices of lifetime employment and the senioritypriority system reflected these principles in the workplace. (as cited in
Y.Shim et al., 2008, p.65)
Another consequence of deference to hierarchy is a forced self-degradation. This
is illustrated when interns became contractual workers and assigned to their
respective teams as in the case of interns portrayed in Misaeng. Degradation in this
context is neither self-inflicted nor voluntary. I assumed that this is where the
workers are ‘subconsciously’ routed to in order to maintain harmonious
relationship with their new bosses and it cost them having their worth and skills
undervalued. If hierarchy is laid, the inferior workers are limited of their actions.
This is the case when new workers assigned to their respective new teams in
Misaeng, (Young-yi in Resource Team, Baek-ki in Steel Team, and Suk-yool in
Fabric team). All three share tedious tasks such as photocopying, preparing coffee,
delivering snacks, etc. alongside other encompassing office duty-related issues
towards their teams’ superiors which lead to their passive role, as far as hierarchy
is concerned.
For Baek-ki’s case, who initially wanted to be in the resource team, is welcomed
by a cold treatment from their assistant manager, Mr. Kang, and gives him almost
no task. This suppresses his nature of being strong-willed and overly competent to
show his impressive skills to his bosses. On the other hand, Young-yi, who was the
‘ace’ when she was an intern, suffers female-hostility from Mr. Ha and Mr. Ma,
who openly and verbally expresses his resentment and sexist sentiment towards
female workers because of a past incident. Thus, Young-yi is often subjected to
scolding and reprimand over petty problems and gradually become incompetent.
Lastly, the factory-biased Suk Yool struggles to adapt on clerical duties and
eventually becomes the scapegoat of Mr. Sung’s irresponsibility.
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One needs to consider that self-esteem and prestige are important factors to
confidently execute tasks in order to get recognition in a workplace, but if a worker
is enduring harsh treatment from his/her superiors, or not even given chance to
showcase their abilities to grow, those values could be degraded against their will.
Nevertheless, workers in lower status are compelled to endure such treatments in
order to maintain harmony or hwa. Traditional Korean Confucian teachings have
laid the concept of kibun and chemyon as two among other significant tools to
preserve a harmonious relationship in collectivistic setting like a workplace. Oak &
Martin (2000) described kibun (literally means ‘feeling’ or ‘mood’) as the effort in
holding one’s composure to keep his/her dignity. It is socially important in a
workplace not to let your true feelings show either by facial expressions or gesture.
(as cited in Y.Shim et al., 2008, p.78). For instance, Young-yi goes to the restroom to
cry after receiving ridicule from Mr. Ma, who commented that woman like her has
no sense of sacrifice after she prioritized a certain task over his order insisting that
she should’ve taken overtime instead. I supposed that the depiction of this value in
Misaeng, wherein respecting a superior’s kibun destructs inferior worker’s kibun,
contradicts the description of Oak and Martin. This brings up a concealed
perception that the kibun of those in higher hierarchy is to be given significant
priority than those in lower level regardless of having their dignity dishonored.
Another Confucian value lies in chemyon or Korean face. I also perceived this
unique Korean concept as ‘one’s image’. Saving chemyon is essential in maintaining
social stability and unity within a group but it doesn’t mean saving only yours.
Reiterating the interdependence nature of Koreans, saving yours and other’s
chemyon is avoiding collective guilt and shame. The clearest and recent
demonstration of this is the recent ‘nut rage incident’ of the former vice president
of Korean Air Cho Hyun-ah that took place on December 5, 2014. The controversial
incident was caused by Heather Cho after her heated scolding towards a flight
attendant for serving her bagged nuts instead of putting them on a plate. Because
of her outraged, she also ordered the chief to get off the plane, taking them back to
the terminal and delaying the flight by 20 minutes. After resigning from her
position, Heather Cho went on a ‘walk of shame’ to apologize publicly surrounded
by media. The incident expresses shared humiliation and portrays how one’s
failure of saving chemyon affects not only her family, (her father and Korean Air
CEO Cho Yan Ho also made his bow to the public), the Korean Air crew, but also
her country, after it became viral in global sphere.
In relation to that, I posed a different condition wherein one can save
somebody’s chemyon to avoid shared humiliation in reverence to hierarchy, either
by being a scapegoat or concealing a misdeed by dishonesty. For instance, a
worker, who happens to witness a misconduct of his/her superior, can lie when
asked about the matter and stand in-defense towards accusation to protect his boss
or take the blame instead. However, depending on the established relationship
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between the worker and his/her boss, this could be voluntary or involuntary in the
part of the worker. A particular scene in Misaeng presents the latter.
A conflict arises when Mr. Ma accused Mr. Oh of not submitting an important
document, leaving Mr. Oh a target of ill-suspicion in the office. However, Baek-ki
and Young-yi are aware that Mr. Oh already handed it over to Mr. Ma’s team twomonths ago and actually find the document in question. The two workers could’ve
just kept quiet and not gotten themselves involved to prevent disgrace to their
respective teams, but they hold strong to their morals. Taking the risk of being
treated even more harshly by their superiors, the two workers act in contradiction
to the traditional principle of saving chemyon and reveal the truth.
The importance of one’s privilege to decide what’s right or wrong, regardless of
the consequences, can definitely threaten the harmony inside a group. Thus,
adhering to hierarchy is absolutely in question when an individual’s morality is
involved.
Conclusion
After deconstructing the drama Misaeng, I found out some conditions and cases
that challenge the traditional principle of Koreans' adherence and reverence to their
strict hierarchy in a workplace. First, the attainment of sense of belonging or Uri
inside a workplace is not hindered by hierarchy. Korean workers tend to perceive
that it’s harder and takes too long to belong in a group where escalating level of
authority is established. I supposed that the workers’ character, passion, skills, and
hard work equally matter to get acceptance and acknowledgement like the case of
Jang Gue Rae towards his team. In fact, it’s more challenging to deal with
colleagues who share equal status but divided by differing background since they
tend to be more competitive in seeking superiority. Second, an inferior worker has
to practice self-control, self-degradation, and the Korean values of kibun and
chemyon in order to preserve harmony and stability within their group although
performing these cost them to devalue oneself. However, just like what presented
in Misaeng, a worker can stand for himself/herself and has a right to decide if
his/her moral is involved. This absolutely breaks the long-going passive role of an
inferior worker. In relation to it, one can look into the collectivistic mindset of
Korean society. I believe that the principle of collectivism in Korea is gradually
changing, though majority of the society still holds firm to the value of building
harmonious relationship with others. Nevertheless, presented on how a worker in
Misaeng is standing on his/her feet is an influential factor to infer that collectivist
and individualist would soon co-exist, and perhaps equally, in Korean society.
As for Misaeng, I believe that the material has laid wide-ranging issues, topics,
and discussions relating to topics, not limited to the office hierarchy in South Korea,
such as the status of women in corporate world, office corruption, discrimination,
and more that could encourage further specialized studies. Through these studies,
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it is feasible to see improvements in the value of office workers in South Korea. In
addition to that, the image of Korean workers, although hardworking but passive
towards their superior, as perceived by the Western corporate world will also
change. Thus, those who are interested in seeking job opportunities in South Korea
can easily adapt to their working ethic and culture. If I, by chance, intrigue you to
watch the drama and inspire one to conduct a study, then I believe that I’ve
fulfilled one of this paper’s objectives.
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A STUDY ON HONORIFICS IN KOREAN
ABSTRACT
Honorification is a conspicuous feature of the Korean language. It is very important
to use the appropriate form of hororifics depending on the social environment such
a formal situation as a work place, school, conference, community and the like. One
is supposed to keep social harmony among the community members by using the
courteous words to the older and the higher level. In Korean society such factors as
age, degree of intimacy of the relationship, social position and the specific personal
relationship between the speaker and the target of honorification play an important
role in determining which honorific expressions in everyday life. It would be quite
difficult for a foreigner to acquire the usage of socio-linguistic honorific expressions.
According to whom to respect, there are Subject Honorifics (주체 높임), Object
Honorifics (객체 높임), and Listener Honorifics (상대 높임). Depending on how to
express honorification, there are Grammatical Expressions (문법적 높임) and the
Lexical Expressions (어휘적 높임). The representative way to show honorification
in Korean is to attach the honorific suffix ‘-(으)시’ to the predicate stem and then
there is an agreement between the target of honorification and its predicate. In
lexical expressions, one should recognize the semantic difference of 부인, 당신, and
말씀. In grammatical expressions, honorific sentences show the relative
relationships between the two or more definite arguments. To conclude,
honorification plays an important role in establishing harmonious human relations
in the community.
Introduction
A living language is the mirror to reflect the culture and custom of a society. One of
the most characteristic features of the Korean language is honorifics which are
more highly developed than any other language. It is thought to be caused by the
social environment of Korea in which we are supposed to keep social harmony
among the community members by using the appropriate words of respectful
treatment. In Korean society such factors as age, degree of intimacy of the
relationship, social position and the specific personal relationship between the
speaker and the target of honorification play an important role in determining
which honorific expressions in everyday life.
Types and Usage of Honorification
Honorific expressions vary depending on the target of respect and the method.
According to the target of respect, there are three categories of honorific
expressions such as Subject Honorifics (주체 높임), Object Honorifics (객체 높임),
and Listener Honorifics (상대 높임). On the basis of the method of expressing
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honorification there are two categories; one is Grammatical Expressions (문법적
높임) and the other Lexical Expressions (어휘적 높임).
A. Subject Honorifics (주체 높임법)
In showing respect to the subject of the sentence which is an agent of the
action or a patient in a passive sentence, we attach the honorific suffix
‘(으)시’ to the predicate stem. In this case the subject of the sentence can
be either the listener or a third person. There is no showing respect to the
speaker.
<Examples>
Verb
Vst + (으)시
가시
가다 to go
보시
보다 to see
읽으시
읽다 to read
좋으시
좋다 to be good
예쁘시
예쁘다 to be pretty
이시
이다 to be
있다 to have
있으시 [-animate]
to stay
계시 [+animate]

Vst(으)시 +-ㅂ니다
가십니다
보십니다
읽으십니다
좋으십니다
예쁘십니다
이십니다
있으십니다
계십니다

We need to take notice here that the verb ‘있다’ has two different forms of
honorification depending on the property of the subject. When the target of respect
is a subject with an inanimate feature [-animate], ‘있으시-‘ is used whereas
‘계시‘ with an animate feature [+animate].
(1) a. 김과장님, 특별한 휴가 계획이 있으십니까?
Do you have any special plan for the vacation, manager Kim?
b. 아버님께서 지금 서울에 계십니다.
My father is now in Seoul.
However, there are semantic constraints to be taken into consideration in the
usage of the honorific suffix ‘(으)시’ as in the following examples. In the first place,
the honorific suffix ‘(으)시’ cannot be used in the sentence where the listener is of
higher status than the subject of the sentence even though the subject is of higher
status than the speaker. To put it in another way, in cases where the listener is the
highest position among the listener, sentence subject, and the speaker (listener >
sentence subject > speaker), the honorific suffix cannot be attached to the verb stem
related to the subject of the sentence.
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(2) a. 할머니, 삼촌이 지금 왔습니다.
b. ?할머니, 삼촌이 지금 오셨습니다.
Grandmother, uncle has just come back.
(3) a. 김 박사님, 제 선배는 교수예요.
b. ?김 박사님, 제 선배님은 교수님이세요.
Dr. Kim, my school senior is a professor.
Secondly, we do not use the honorific suffix ‘(으)시’ even if the subject is of the
highest status, especially in news reporting, the media or textbooks where one is
formally conveying news or knowledge. Let us look at the examples (4) to (6).
(4) a. 박근혜 대통령이 다음 달 필리핀을 방문한다.
b. ?박근혜 대통령이 다음 달 필리핀을 방문하십니다.
The president Park Geun-Hye will visit the Philippines next month.
(5) a. 김유신 장군은 삼국을 통일했습니다.
b. ?김유신 장군은 삼국을 통일하셨습니다.
General Kim Yusin unified the three kingdoms.
(6) a. 그 사고의 책임을 학교장이 졌다.
b. ?그 사고의 책임을 학교장님이 지셨습니다.
The school principal took responsibility for that accident.
Thirdly, we can add the honorific suffix ‘(으)시’ to exert an indirect honorific
effect of the target of respect while referring to the target’s body part or a personal
possession as shown from (7) to (9).
(7)
(8)
(9)

선생님께서는 기침을 하셨습니다.
The teacher has had a cough.
우리 사장님께서는 돈이 많으십니다.
Our company president has lots of money.
차가 없으셔서 많이 불편하시겠어요.
It must be inconvenient a lot for you without a car.

Lastly, in cases where the target of respect is related to the listener, and that the
same target of respect is much higher in social status than the listener (speaker >
sentence subject > listener), we can use the honorific suffix ‘(으)시’ even though the
speaker is higher in status than the subject of the sentence as in the following
examples from (10) to (12).
(10) 철수야, 아버지 진지 잡수시라고 해라.
Cheolsu, tell your father to eat dinner.
(11) 부모님께 내일 9 시까지 학교에 오시라고 일러라.
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Tell your parents to come to school tomorrow by 9 am.
(12) 할아버지께 시간 맞춰 약을 드시라고 해라.
Tell your grandfather to take his medicine at the right time intervals.
To use the proper expressions of honorification, one is obliged to know who is
in higher status in the given situation or context. As seen in the examples, we
should give the priority of respect to the person according to the social hierarchy in
Korean society in any group as in the family members, company, governmental
offices, and the country.
Let us look at the example (13). It is worthy of notice that the subject of the
sentence with an honorific suffix should match the verb in honorific expression as
in (13c).
(13) a. 아버지는 회사에 다니신다.
b. 아버지께서는 회사에 다니신다.
c. 아버지께서는 회사에 다닙니다. (X)
My father works for a company.
B. Object Honorifics = Speech Levels (객체 높임=상대 높임법)
In showing respect to the object or adverb in a sentence, the Korean language
has two types of speech levels with specific verb final endings on the basis of such
factors reflecting social environment as the listener’s age, social position, family
relationships and the degree of intimacy of the speaker’s relationship with the
listener. They are Formal Speech Level (격식체) and the Informal Speech Level
(비격식체). Formal Speech level has four subcategories: the Formal-High
(하십시오체), Formal-Neutral (하오체), Formal-Low style (하게체) and FormalLowest style (해라체). And the Informal Speech level is composed of the InformalHigh (해요체) and the Informal-Low style (해체).
(1) Formal Speech Level (격식체)
It is considered to be more ceremonial, direct and objective speech level fit to
usage in formal situations when the relationship between speaker and listener is
either not particularly close or reserved. There are four subcategories about the
Formal Speech Level such as the Formal-High, Formal-Neutral, Formal-Low, and
Formal-Lowest forms.
(a) The Formal-Highest form (하십시오체): It shows mutual respect, modesty and
reserve between the speaker and the listener. It is used in situations where
speaker and listener meet for the first time or they are not well acquainted.
Therefore, one should not say ‘-(으)ㅂ시다’ form to his boss or elders as in the
example 1). One can use any expression among the various propositive
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sentences in 2).
1)
2)

?사장님, 식사하러 {갑시다/가십시다}.
President, let’s go to eat.
a. 사장님, 식사하러 가시지요.
b. 사장님, 식사하러 가시겠어요?
c. 사장님, 식사하러 가시지 않으시겠어요?
d. 사장님, 식사하러 가시지 않으실래요?

(b) The Formal-Neutral form (하오체): It shows a certain amount of respect
without any great sense of ‘talking down’ to the listener, even though the
listener has a lower social position. This form is used mostly elderly people of
the same generation. This form is frequently used in the questions in an
examination or in the notice.
1)

2)
3)

a. 어디 가시오?
Where are you going?
b. 약방에 잠시 나가오. 함께 가겠소?
I will go out to the pharmacy for the moment. Will you go with me?
다음 물음에 답하시오.
Please answer the question.
잔디밭에 들어가지 마시오.
Keep off the grass.

(c) The Formal-Low form (하게체): It is usually used by an older or socially higher
speaker to a younger or socially lower listener, but can be also used mutually
between speakers of the same age if they are onintimate terms with each other.
But in case of two speakers of the same or similar age, especially when they are
of middle age and higher, the Formal-Neutral form is more preferable. This
Formal-Low form is also used in the contexts where the message is not aimed
at a specific individual as in newspapers and magazines. Herein this FormalLow sentence has no implication of ‘talking down’ to the reader.
1)
2)
3)

나는 괜찮네.
I am okay.
자네는 별일 없나?
How are you doing?
이리 앉게.
Please sit here.

(d) Formal-Lowest form (해라체): In spoken language, this form is said to the
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younger person or a person of similar rank, but in written language, it is said
to many and unspecified persons.
1) 철수는 학교에 간다.
Cheolsu goes to school.
2) 철수가 학교에 가느냐?
Does Cheolsu go to school?
3) 철수야, 학교에 가자.
Cheolsu, let’s go to school.
4) 학교에 가거라.
Please go to school.
5) 학교에 가마.
I promise to go to school.
6) 학교에 가렴.
I allow you to go to school.
7) 철수가 학교에 가는구나.
Cheolsu goes to school!
(2) Informal Speech Level (비격식체)
The Informal Speech level is used in cases of less ceremonial, more subjective
and a very close bond relationship. There are two types of the Informal Speech
Level: Informal-High and Informal-Low form.
(a) Informal-High Form (해요체)
The Informal-High form is made by adding ‘-아/어/여요’ to the InformalLow forms.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

제주도는 참 아름답지요?
Jeju Island is really beautiful, isn’t it?
예, 그래요.
Yes, that’s right.
지금 오후 2시예요.
It’s 2 pm now.
같이 먹어요.
Let’s eat together.
시간이 정말 빠르군요!
My, how time flies!

In everyday life, it is normal to mix forms from the Formal Speech level with the
form ‘-아/어/여요’ from the Informal Speech level. However, it is the best policy to
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use the Formal-High Speech form exclusively in official and formal settings which
require attention to protocol and etiquette.
6)
7)
8)
9)

좀 서두르세요. 곧 차가 올 겁니다.
Please hurry up. The car will be here any minute.
빨리 먹읍시다. 배가 너무 고파요.
Let’s eat soon. I’m so hungry.
어서 드세요. 음식은 또 있습니다.
Help yourself. There’s plenty more food.
그만 말씀하십시오. 다 알아요.
That’s enough--- I know all about it.

In ‘-아/어/여요’ forms, it is worthy of notice that it follows the rule of vowel
harmony when it attaches to the verb stem as in the following <Figure 1>.
<Table 1 Adapted from Korean Grammar for International Learners, p. 209 >
Preceding vowel
Following vowel
Contraction and
Example
Deletion
아
가요
아(요)
아(요)
오
봐요
와(요)
어
서요
어(요)
어(요)
우
배워요
워(요)
으
써요
*어(요)
이
가르쳐요
여(요)
하
사랑해요
여(요)
해(요)
However, there are some exceptional cases to contraction and deletion when a
consonant intervenes between the preceding and following vowel as follows:
<Table 2 Adapted from Korean Grammar for International Learners, p. 209 >
Verb
Vst + -아/어/여요
잡다
잡아요
좁다
좁아요
먹다
먹어요
죽다
죽어요
늙다
늙어요
싫다
싫어요
주워요
*줍다
추워요, 더워요, 쉬워요, 어려워요,
*춥다, 덥다, 쉽다, 어렵다,
무서워요, 무거워요
무섭다, 무겁다
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(b) Informal-Low Form (해체)
The Informal-Low form without ‘-아/어/여요’ is frequently used in everyday
life.
이건 내 우산이야.
This is my umbrella.
2) 오늘 저녁엔 뭐 먹어?
What are we having for dinner tonight?
3) 일어나, 어서 학교에 가.
Get up! Hurry up and go to school.
4) 그럼 내 차로 가지.
In that case, let’s go in my car.
5) 딸기가 참 맛이 있군!
Say, the strawberries are really tasty!
1)

C. Lexical Expressions of Honorification (어휘 존대표현)
There are abundant words of honorifics in Korean which are inherently
respectful or humble in their meaning, and correspond to a non-honorific form of
the same meaning. Even though it is not the case that all forms have an honorific
counterpart, it is necessary to learn the honorific/non-honorific pairs for the proper
honorific forms in Korean.
<Table 3 Honorification by Means of Lexical Expressions
Adapted from Korean Grammar for International Learner, pp. 210-211s>
Part of Speech Plain Form
Honorific Form
Deferential Form
말씀
말씀
Noun
말 words
연세/춘추
나이 age
진지
밥 meal
병환
병 illness
댁
집 house
성함/존함
이름 name
생신
생일 birthday
치아
이 teeth
약주
술 alcohol
자제(son)/
자식 child(ren)
자녀(daughter)
그분
Pronoun
그 사람 the person
저
나I
저희
우리 We
드리다
Verb
주다 to give
여쭈다/여쭙다
묻다 to ask
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Particle
Suffix

말하다 to speak
보다 to see
자다 to sleep
먹다 to eat
마시다 to drink
있다 to stay
죽다 to die
데리다 to bring
-이/가 am/are/is
-에게 to

말씀하시다
뵙다
주무시다
드시다/잡수시다
드시다
계시다
돌아가시다
모시다
-께서
-께
*-님/씨

N. B. (1) *-님: <가족관계 family relations>따님 daughter, 이모님 aunt, 시누님 sisterin-law, 형님 elder brother, 형수님 elder brother’s wife, 누님 elder
sister, 며느님 daughter-in-law, 할머님 grandmother, 할아버님
grandfather, 아주버님 elder brother-in-law
<직장 work>교수님 professor, 선생님 teacher, 귀교 your school, 귀사
your esteemed company, 원장님 director, 사장님 president,
과장님 manager, 사모님 boss’s wife, 손님 customer
<종교계 religious circles> 신부님 Father, 목사님 pastor, 스님 Buddhist
monk, 수녀님 nun
*-분: 자제분 son , 친구분 friend, 동료분 colleague
(2) Adjective: 아프다 to be sick  편찮으시다
(3) Adverb: 직접 in person  손수
(4) Exclamation: 응 yes 예, 아니 no  아니요
In the examples from 1) to 4), it is noticeable that the target of honorification can
be not only the subject of the sentence but also the object or adverb using specific
lexical expressions. The sentences 4a) and 4b) are in contrast with 4c) because 4c)
does not correspond with the words of honorifics between the target of respect and
the related predicate.
1)

2)

a. 동생에게 선물을 주었다.
I gave my younger sibling a gift.
b. 아버지께 선물을 드렸다.
I gave my father a gift.
a. 이 신문 좀 아버지께 가져다 드려.
Please give this newspaper to your father.
b. 오후에 할머니를 모시고 병원에 갈 거예요.
I will take my grandmother to the hospital this afternoon.
c. 내일 뵙고 말씀드리겠습니다.
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3)

I will see you and tell you something tomorrow.
d. 사장님께 한 말씀 여쭙겠습니다.
I will ask the president a question.
a. 선생님께 선물을 드렸습니다.
b. 선생님에게 선물을 드렸습니다.
c. 선생님께 선물을 줬습니다. (x)
I gave my teacher a gift.

As the object suffix of honorification ‘-께’ is optional in 4) and 6), the subject
suffix of honorification is also optional in 5).
4)

5)

a. 형이 나를 찾아왔다.
b. 형님께서 나를 찾아오셨다.
My elder brother came to see me.
a. 조는 친구에게 인사를 했다.
Joe greeted his friends.
b. 조는 할머니께 절을 올렸다.
Joe bowed politely to his grandmother.

There are some cases we need to pay attention to the honorific expressions
showing difference in a direct question as in 7a) and an indirect question to ask for
someone’s information as in 7b). And as shown in 8a), we can express humbleness
by lowering the speaker or raising the target of respect. Especially 말씀(‘words’)
has two meanings in Korean. In 8b) it has a higher meaning of teacher’s words,
whereas 8c) has a lower meaning of my words.
6)

7)

a. 이름이 무엇입니까?
What is your name?
b. 할머니, 성함이 어떻게 되십니까?
Grandmother, what is your name?
a. 그 일은 제가 하겠습니다.
I will do the work.
b. 선생님 말씀대로 열심히 공부하겠습니다.
I will study hard as my teacher says.
c. 제가 말씀을 드릴게요.
I will tell you something.

It is noteworthy that the honorific word 부인 is the counterpart of 아내, but it
can be used only for the other person’s wife not for the speaker’s as in 9b).
8)

a. 부인께서는 무슨 일을 하십니까?
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What kind of work is your wife doing?
b. 제 부인은 회사에 다닙니다. (X).
My wife works for a company.
c. 제 아내는 회사에 다닙니다.
My wife works for a company.
Another word to take notice of is the second personal pronoun 당신. It is used
as the honorific expression of 너, but it sets a limit on the meaning to refer to each
person of a married couple in 10a) or the other party while having an argument in
10b). That is why the sentences 10a) and 10b) are not acceptable because of
incorrect usage of the word.
9)

a. 선생님, 당신은 어느 나라 사람입니까? (X)
Teacher, where are you from?
b. 마리아 씨, 당신은 한국어를 잘하네요. (X)
Maria, you can speak Korean well.
c. 여보, 당신은 일요일에 뭐 할 거예요?
Honey, what are you going to do this Sunday?
d. 당신이 뭔데 남의 일에 끼어들고 그래?
Who in the world are you to cut in our conversation?

Last but not the least, it is worthwhile mentioning that definiteness is an
implicit feature in honorification. In case that Interrogatives or quantifiers are used
as a subject or an object, it cannot be matched with honorification in agreement as
in 11)-13) and 14)-16).
10) a. 누구께서 오십니까? (X)
b. 누가/어떤 분이 오십니까?
Who is coming?
12) a. 모두가 오셨습니다
b. 모두께서 오셨습니다. (X)
All were present.
13) a. 아무도 안 오셨습니다.
b. 아무께서도 안 오셨습니다. (X)
Nobody came.
14) a. 누구에게 이 편지를 드릴까요?
b. 누구께 이 편지를 드릴까요? (X)
To whom should I give this letter?
15) a. 이 소식을 모두에게 알리세요.
b. 이 소식을 모두께 알리세요. (X)
Please inform this news to everybody.
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16) a. 이 사실을 아무에게도 말하지 마세요.
b. 이 사실을 아무께도 말하지 마세요. (X)
Please don’t tell this fact to anybody.
However, the following examples are acceptable with the definite expressions.
17) a. 두 분이 오셨습니다.
b. 두 분께서 오셨습니다.
Two persons came.
Conclusion
It would be quite difficult for a foreigner to acquire the usage of socio-linguistic
honorific expressions. Korean society puts emphasis on the social harmony by
observing good manners and saying proper honorific expressions. That is why one
should be aware of the counterpart’s age, degree of intimacy of the relationship,
social position and the specific personal relationship between the speaker and the
target of honorification which play an important role in determining which
honorific expressions in everyday life. However, these factors are obviously
relative in honorific expressions in cases that there are multiple targets of respect in
a sentence.
The Korean language has a distinctive mode to show respect to others.
According to the target of respect, there are Subject Honorifics (주체 높임), Object
Honorifics (객체 높임), and Listener Honorifics (상대 높임). Depending on the
mode of expressing honorification, there are Grammatical Expressions (문법적 높임)
and the Lexical Expressions (어휘적 높임). As obviously seen in the examples, the
representative way to show honorification in Korean is to attach the honorific suffix
‘-(으)시’ to the predicate stem and then there is an agreement between the target of
honorification and its predicate. Through the sentences with indefinite target of
honorifics, one can make a deduction that honorific sentences keep the relative
relationships between the two or more definite arguments. In lexical expressions,
one should recognize the semantic difference of 부인, 당신, and 말씀.
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A REVIEW OF THE PHILIPPINE PPP FRAMEWORK:
SHARING AND LEARNING (FROM) KOREA’S 20 YEARS OF PPP XPERIENCE

Background and Context of the Study
The New Public Management (NPM) paradigm has placed significant emphasis on
‘the combination of market mechanisms and private sector management ideas and
techniques in the public sector, for institutional and administrative reforms so that
the government improves its efficiency.”1 In this regard, governments in the world
over employ and utilize Public-Private Partnership(s), as this scheme is viewed to
deliver an asset or service more efficiently, without the government bearing the
significant risk and management responsibility.
Public-Private Partnership, otherwise known as PPP, is a broad term to describe
a “special feature of governance today”2 wherein the government partners with the
private sector to provide (goods and/or) services, particularly in the infrastructure
aspect, geared towards achieving progress. It is an alternative means of the public
sector to achieve sustainable development and be efficient in its delivery of quality
public service with managerial and technical capabilities (Rashed et.al. 2011, 57).
Since the risk and management of construction down to the maintenance and
operation could be shared with the private in part or as a whole, PPP has gained
not only international attention, but also significant value and consideration
amongst National Governments (NG) and Local Government Units (LGUs) across
the world.
Conceivably, this attention on PPPs could be ascribed to the World Bank’s
diagnostic study of infrastructure necessities in different parts of the World such as
Sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, that showed how it needed USD93 billion for
infrastructure development; another is Latin America that indispensably spend
USD58 billion a year or 3% of its GDP for infrastructure; and, in the 2007 OECD
report called ‘Infrastructure to 2030,’ more importantly, findings showed that there
is a continuous trend amongst developing countries about how they exceedingly
need additional infrastructure facilities, but how the public sector falls short of
meeting this need.3 This gap roots from the problem of insufficiency of funds, graft
and corruption, red tape, and inefficiency, amongst others, especially when it’s
done through traditional procurement method. Thus, it is now within PPP and its
framework to be able to serve as a resolution to the problem of insufficiency of
funds, coupled with corruption and political immaturity. Accordingly, it is then a
1

Mitchell, Weaver and Manning, 1991, as quoted by Isolana in PPP at the Local Level: An Assessment
of PPP/BOT Public Market in the Philippines
2
Villamejor-Mendoza, Maria Fe (in her article “Equity and Fairness in Public-Private Partnerships:
The Case of Airport Infrastructure Development in the Philippines”)
3
p. 19, Public-Private Partnerships: A Reference Guide (Version 1.0) as prepared by the World Bank
Institute and PPIAF
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viable opportunity for governments to use PPP as an option to continue projects,
particularly in infrastructure and public utilities; hence, more and more
governments in the world over, as aforementioned, redefine public management
and prefer PPP to address the infrastructure needs of their country.
In Asia alone, according to the analysis of a benchmark index and learning tool
that assesses the readiness and capacity of countries to carry out long term and
sustainable PPPs, there has been a significant increase in the overall index of the
most PPP-ready countries in the world as shown on Table 1.4

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Table 1 Most PPP-Ready Countries5
Country
Score
Australia
92.3
UK
89.7
Korea
71.3
Gujarat State
67.6
India
64.8
Japan
63.7
China
49.8
Philippines
47.1
Indonesia
46.1
Thailand
45.3
Bangladesh
39.2
Pakistan
38.8
Kazakhstan
34.3
Vietnam
26.3
Mongolia
23.3
Papua New Guinea
20.8

The ranking criteria included the legal and regulatory framework (25%),
institutional framework (20$%), operational maturity (15%), investment climate
(15%), financial facilities (15%), sub-national adjustment factor (10%) boosted and
amplified as the indispensable role of the private sector is recognized in many
countries. Apparently, Korea and the Philippines are two of the leading Asian
countries to make it to the top 10. Korea is the leading country in East Asia whilst
the Philippines bags the top notch amongst all countries in Southeast Asia.
Therefore, with the criteria used in ranking the countries, these two countries are
expected to have dedicated PPP regulatory and institutional frameworks. The
PPP Center, PPP Manual Philippines, as cited from ADB’s “Evaluating the Economy for PublicPrivate Partnership”
5
“The Infascope” ADB, 2011
4
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question remains, though, if the overall institutional frameworks of these countries
operate effectively, especially during the project implementation phase of PPP.
Korea, as it shifted into an “era of motorization” where the number of
registered vehicles skyrocketed in the 1990s6, needed extra funding sources for an
expansion of its transportation infrastructure to address congestion problems. To
fill the infrastructure gap, Korea enacted two national laws namely the
Transportation Tax in 1993 and the Act on Promotion of Private Capital into Social
Overhead Capital Investment in 1994. These were ensued by various legislative
acts such as that establishing the Public and Private Infrastructure Investment
Management Center (PIMAC), improving the Korean Infrastructure Credit
Guarantee fund (ICGF) system, and the Act on Private Participation in
Infrastructure. With these institutional and regulatory frameworks, it is no wonder
why Korea now ranks the highest in Asia in terms of PPP readiness. This rank
benchmarked from developing excellent percentage weight on legal and regulatory
framework, operational maturity, and investment climate of the country.
On the other hand, the Philippines, endowed with laws and regulatory
frameworks, since the early and mid of 1980s, still faces issues nowadays with
regard to the elements of fairness and efficiency in its PPP-schemed projects. In fact,
Figure 17 shows that the country is confronted with a 40-50% cost and time overrun
that weakens its public investment management and results to fluctuations and
sometimes stagnation on economic growth.

Figure 1 Optimism Bias
6

from 249,000 in 1980 to 2,075,000 in 1990 according to the The Korea Transport Institute
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:GjSBF9T52JgJ:siteresources.worldbank.org/
BRAZILINPOREXTN/Resources/38171661308677747960/Sessao2_apresentacao_BM_JamesBrumby.pptx+&cd=1&hl=fil&ct=clnk&gl=ph
7
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It is within this context that this research investigates the Korean PPP success
factors to redefine and reform the Philippine PPP Procurement practice, in order to
achieve a PPP program that would be efficacious and accelerate infrastructure
development. Subsequently, it is regarded that this infrastructure development
would, in turn, lead toward an inclusive and sustainable growth of the country.

Goals and Objectives
This paper aims to study the Korean PPP framework and experiences to explore
recommendations on how to strengthen the PPP policies for procurement practices
in the Philippines. In particular, this study aims to do the following: (a) present an
overview of the Philippine PPP program and policies; (b) examine the potential
benefits of a strengthened institutional framework and project implementation
process of PPP in Korea; (c) identify the key issues and areas of improvement in the
system for PPP projects in the Philippines; (d) propose suitable improvements to
identified gaps in the Philippine PPP practice based on the lessons derived from
Korean experience.

Significance of the Study
The Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Center, under the National Economic
Development Authority (NEDA), once noted that governments should consider
about the incentives that they could provide to stimulate private resources for
financing development project normally taken by the government. In line with this,
it could be deduced that an upright and strong public-private partnership should
be established and institutionalized. Hence, this study that focuses on investigating
the success factors of Korean PPP can give the Philippine PPP Procurement System
ideas to improve the areas of concern in the system and recommend solutions to
address the issues.

Scope and Limitations
The study centers on the institutional framework of PPPs and PPP
implementation procedures in Korea and the Philippines. The two countries are the
chosen case study as they are two of the most notable Asian countries, which
established institutional frameworks and stirred private sector participation ever
since the mid of 1980s; also, these two obtained high standings in the PPP Most
Ready Countries in the world. Currently, Korea and the Philippines are two of the
most active countries to undertake PPP-schemed project implementation.

Framework of the Study
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Figure 2 Framework of the Study
Figure 2 presents the framework of this study. Tackling the PPP process means
that it is imperative to discuss the two aspects of its Procurement – the institutional
framework and the implementation procedure. The institutional framework
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comprises of the PPP policy, its objectives, program scope, and implementing
principle; also included herein are the process of PPP, the institution’s
responsibility in handling the implementation, approval, regulation, and control of
the entire process, the program oversight, public financial management, and the
legal and regulatory framework of the dedicated PPP legislation. On the other
hand, the implementation facet is that which is composed of the identification,
appraisal, and structuring of the PPP projects, as well as, the design and
management of PPP transactions and contracts.
Evaluating both aspects of PPP is crucial in identifying the best practices of
Korea. Consequently, the lessons learned from the Korean PPP would be ensue
recommendations to address the issues on areas that needed improvement in the
Philippine PPP system.

The Philippine PPP: Overview, Programs, and Policies
The basic PPP Process in the Philippines starts with the Philippine National
Government actively engaging on this new mode of reform mechanism within the
framework of the New Public Management (NPM). As Isolana (2011) pointed out,
NPM has placed importance in management and production engineering in public
service delivery. 8 In the Philippines, as part of production and management
engineering, PPP has ventured into various types of eligible projects, particularly at
the grassroots level or the LGUs thus, it is imperative to ensure effective NG-LGU
collaboration in using PPP procurement method.
Understanding the PPP situation in the Philippines is empathetic to cognizing
the public sector management and investment climate of the country. For this
reason, the author presents and examines the public investment management and
the sectoral assessment on the investment climate of the country. This shall give a
brief overview on why is it important to promote alternative mode of procurement
that is, PPP.
The Asian Development Bank’s (ADB) published report on the “Country
Operations Business Plan, Philippines (2013-2015)” includes an assessment of the
investment climate of the country that identifies the subsector’s performance,
problems, and opportunities. According to the said study, the Philippines faces the
problems of having weak investment climate due to excessive red tape in the
bureaucracy, limited state-owned enterprise presence in the economy, lack of
domestic market competition and competitiveness, high cost of regulation in LGUs,
weakness in the design and structure of tax policies and incentives, inconsistencies
in the application of some policies and regulations, and the labor force issues in
employment generation and the workers’ gender. Besides the presentation of the
problems, however, the study also introduced the government’s subsector policies
8

Cited from Hood, 1989 and Poliit, 1993 by Isolana in his paper “PPP At the Local Level”
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and planning framework to address these perceived problems – turning the
problems into opportunities.
Another noteworthy research as well, by the ADB, called “The Increasing
Competitiveness for Inclusive Growth Program, Subprogram 2”, demonstrates the
updated assessment on the context and strategic issues on the competitiveness level
of attracting investors to invest in the Philippines. The context of the sectoral
problems such as employment problem, lack of economic structural changes that
might increase the annual growth rate, the need to increase the low investment rate
especially in infrastructure, and lack of competitive policies for economy-wide and
sector-by-sector approach, are in correspondence with the strategic issues of
competitive policy (in general and sector-by-sector) and regulatory inefficiency,
inefficient tax policies, and lack of regulatory framework to strengthen the market
for infrastructure. Just as the aforementioned report has proposed, the
government’s sector policy and planning framework plays a crucial role in
addressing these critical strategic issues and the context behind these issues.
The “Sector Assessment: Public-Private Partnerships in Infrastructure” as part
of the report regarding the Inclusive Growth Program of the ADB, on the other
hand, examined the Philippines’ PPP policies and legal and regulatory framework,
institutional set-up, technical capacity, and the success experience with PPPs in the
power sector. This discussion led to the consideration of what the government can
do to show strong commitment to moving its PPP agenda and improve the
regulatory framework.
The provided overview on the milieu of investment climate in the Philippines,
presented the issues, and characterized the perceived challenges by these three
articles published by the ADB have been significant in justifying why PPP should
really be considered by the Philippines as an alternative procurement method, and,
why is it important to review the current Philippine PPP system to further
strenghten and reinforce it.

1. Institutional Framework
The Philippines is endowed with policies that constitutes the legal framework for
PPP in the country. The Philippine Government (PhilGov), in particular, perceives
the need for a rapid and sustainable economic growth; one of the various means to
apprehend this goal is for the PhilGov to increase the number of public investment.
However, this increase (in public investment) is expected to lead to a dramatic rise
in infrastructure spending, as well, which could be an affliction due to a possible
lack of resources to finance these projects. As a result, the PhilGov “recognizes the
essential role of the private sector as the main engine for national growth and
development for the purpose of financing the construction, operation, and
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maintenance of development projects normally undertaken by the Government”. 9
In point of fact, the evolution of private sector engagement in the Philippines traces
its roots since 1986 (after Martial Law), generating the first wave of PPP, then the
next decades dubbed as the second and third waves thereafter from late 80s to
early 90s and 90s to present.10
Consequently, this evolution bore the legal framework conceptualized by the
government. There were various laws, which clarifies the concept of public-private
partnership, provides the regulations to the monitor and evaluate of the project,
and emphasizes the private sectors’ role in sustainable and comprehensive
development.
In 1987, after the ratification of the Constitution of the Philippines, Sec. 20,
Article II of the constitution, stipulated that the State recognizes the indispensable
role of the private sector as the main engine for national development.
Subsequently, Republic Act (RA) 6957 otherwise known as the “Built-OperateTransfer (BOT) Law” was approved, which was later expanded and repealed by
RA 7718 otherwise known as an “Act Authorizing the Financing, Construction,
Operation and Maintenance of Infrastructure Projects by the Private Sector, and for
Other Purposes, otherwise known as the Build to Operate Transfer (BOT) Law”.
Whereas, Section 1 (Declaration of Policy) of RA 7718, verily, provides that,
“It is the policy of the State to recognize the indispensable
role of the private sector as the main engine for national
growth and development and provides the most appropriate
incentives to mobilize private resources for the purpose of
financing the construction, operation and maintenance of
infrastructure and development projects normally financed
and undertaken by the Government.”11
In addition to this, the current Medium-Term Development Plan (MTPDP) also
specifies that,
“the government will increasingly mobilize the private sector
to accelerate the financing, constructing, rehabilitation, and
operation of major infrastructure facilities, obtain the required
infrastructure through competitive markets with minimum

p.7, “The Philippines and The Public-Private Partnership” A manual prepared and published by the
PPP Center
10
This will be tackled further in the second chapter of this study
11
http://ppp.gov.ph/?page_id=5779
9
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fiscal burden and government contingent liabilities while
protecting the public interest…”12
Through citing these licit guarantees, it could be observed, therefore, how
dedicated the PhilGov has been in striving for sustainable development and good
governance, with the consideration of the role of the private sector in this pursuit.
Nowadays, PPP transcends traditional infrastructure projects; it also undertakes
some urban sectorial projects such as public market and public transportation, as
well as, the so-called non-traditional (infrastructure) projects such as in health and
education. Thus, careful monitoring, evaluation, and impact assessment should be
carefully commissioned for the success of the PPP implemented projects.
The initial national law stipulated the guidelines and processes of project
management using PPP as the procurement method. The act is known as Republic
Act (RA) 6957 or the “Authority Act Concerning Funding Building, Operation and
Maintenance for Infrastructure Projects by the Private Sector” enacted in 1991. This
is the “first legislation of the BOT scheme in Asia” meant to promote private sector
participation.13 RA 6957 was later amended, in 1994, and expanded the BOT law to
include variant projects and the roles of the private proponent and the government
in these contractual arrangements. The 1994 BOT law was then known as RA 7718
or “The Amended Build-Operate-Transfer [BOT] Law.”
RA 7718 specifies the process of the public bidding process such as the approval
of the project, publication of notice to prequalify and bid, issuance of tender
documents, pre-qualification process, submission of proposals and evaluation of
these proposals, and the actual execution of contract. The criteria for contract
award and contract termination are also stated in the amended BOT law. Thus,
these national laws stipulated the guidelines and processes of project management
using PPP as the procurement method.
These regulatory frameworks have been the basis of the current structure of
project appraisal and approval, as shown on Figure 314 and the level of approval of
projects, depending on the project cost, as specified on Table 2.15

12

Ibid; in the next chapters, the institutional framework shall be discussed in full details, that is, all
pertinent laws relevant to the subject of research shall be presented herein and deliberated upon
13
“Fiscal 2014 Overseas Development Planning Research Project for Establishing Business Bases and
Capturing the Overseas Infrastrcture Market”, a final report published on March 2015, by Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry (commissioned to Ernst&Young ShinNihon LLC)
14
p. 38, A presentation entitled “The Philippine PPP Program” by Mr. Julan Junio for the PPP Center
15
p. 40, A presentation entitled “The Philippine PPP Program” by Mr. Julan Junio for the PPP Center
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Figure 3 The PPP Process
LEVELS OF APPROVAL UNDER THE BOT LAW
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
INVESTMENT
NEDA BOARD
COUNCIL (LDC)
COORDINATION
COMMITTEE
Regional
Development National Projects costing
Council
(local
projects below P300M
National Projects costing
costing > P50M-P200M)
more than P300M (upon ICC
City Development Council National Projects costing
recommendation)
(local projects costing up to above P300M (for NEDA
P50M)
Board Approval)
Provincial
Development Negotiated
Projects
Council
(local
projects regardless of amount (for
National Negotiated Projects
costing > P20M-P50M)
NEDA Board Approval)
regardless of amount (upon
Municipal
Development Local Projects costing above
ICC recommendation)
Council (local projects up to P200M
P20M)

Table 2 Level of Project Approval
And, apart from RA 6957 and 7718, there are also related laws that recognized
private sector as part of the national development, as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

RA 7160: The Local Government Code of the Philippines 1991
Charters of Government Owned and Controlled Corporations
Legal Mandates of Implementing Agencies
Legal Mandates of SectoralRegulatory Agencies
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e.
f.

Other Republic Acts and Executive Issuances
CA 146, as amended (Public Service Act)
1.

g.

Limits foreign equity to 40% for operation of public utilities

RA 8179 (Foreign Investments Act of 1991)
1. Provides regulations on foreign exchange transactions

h.

RA 4860 (Foreign Borrowings Act of 1966)

i.

EO 226, as amended (Omnibus Investments Code of 1987)

j.

Provides fiscal incentives
1. RA 8974 (Acquisition of ROW)
2. DILG MC 2011-16 (PPP Sub-Committee in the LDC)

The abovementioned national policies and regulations would not have been
possible if it were not for a long history of private sector participation in the
country. This is known as the “Three Waves”16 of Private Sector Participation in the
Philippines:
(a) 1986 - Disposition/Sale of Assets through the Asset Privatization Trust (APT) and
the Committee on Privatization;
(b) Late 80s to Early 90s – Energy Act (Power Purchase Agreements);
(c) 1990 Philippine BOT Law (RA 6957); 1994 Amended BOT Law (RA 7718);
(d) Present and Onwards – The Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) Phase.
The PPP Phase
- Expanded range of private sector engagements – Management Contracts, Lease,
BOTs, JVs, Concessions, other variants
- PPPs in traditional (transportation, water, etc) and non-traditional
infrastructure (ICT, health, education, etc) sectors
- Mixed financing structure; project bundling/unbundling, etc.
This history of private sector participation benchmarked the current PPP
Program and triggered a much-heightened interest in public-private partnership.
Table 3 17 presents a comparison of the awarded and signed PPP Projects per
Administration. Although, evidently, there has been a decrease of the estimated
cost of PPP projects under the Arroyo Administration, the amount given per
project, from 1992 to 2001 (under Ramos’ and Estrada’s Administration) 'til the
“The Philippine Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Program”, a presentation at the International
Infrastructure Investment & Cooperation Forum at the China Int’l Contractors Association (CHINCA),
Beijing, china on the 25th to 29th of May 2011
17
Special thanks to Mr. Julan Junio, from the PPP Center of the Philippines, for providing such
substantial data regarding the PPP Agenda in the Philippines. This table is part of the presentation made
by Mr. Junio, on behalf of the PPP Center.
16
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Aquino Administration, shows an increasing development, thus showing how
remarkably attracted the government is in PPP, as an alternative procurement
method.
Table 3 PPP Projects Per Administration
AWARDED AND SIGNED PPP PROJECTS PER ADMINISTRATION
1992-1998
1998-2001
2001-2010
2010-PRESENT
(RAMOS
(ESTRADA
(ARROYO
(AQUINO
ADMIN)
ADMIN)
ADMIN)
ADMIN)
1. Database
1. Civil Registry
1. Tarlac-La
1. Daang Hari –
Infrastructure &
System (NSO ICT)
Union Toll
SLEX Link Road
Information
Expressway
Project
Technology
(TPLEX)
System (LTO ICT)
2. Southern
2. Land Titling
2. PPP for School
Tagalog Arterial
Computerization
Infrastructure
Road (STAR)
(LRA ICT)
Project (PSIP)
Phase I
3. Clark Water
3. NAIA
Supply & Sewerage
Expressway
Project

USD 128
MILLION
Estimated Cost

USD 202 MILLION
Estimated Cost

USD 35
MILLION
Estimated Cost

4. PPP for School
Infrastructure
Project (PSIP)
Phase II
5. Modernization
of the Philippine
Orthopedic Center
(MPOC)
6. Automatic Fare
Collection System
(AFCS)
7. Mactan-Cebu
International
Airport Passenger
Terminal Building
(MCIA)
USD 1.39
BILLION
Estimated Cost
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Along these governmental efforts to actively involve the private sector in
building infrastructure facilities, is an ever-evolving institutional role of what is
known today as the PPP Center, as shown on Figure 418.
Figure 4 Institutional Evolution of the PPP Center

2. The Phases of PPP Project Implementation
Various sources would divide the entire PPP project implementation differently
(i.e. four, five, or six phases). However, it is important to note that the number of
phases only varies but the content and the process and framework involved in the
implementation process using PPP, is substantially the same across sources.
The United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(UNESCAP), in particular, apportioned the process into five (5) phases. First, is the
identification of the project itself and the private sector involvement. In this phase,
the conceptual project structure and the institutional and regulatory framework,
along with the overall implementation strategy, are hereby selected, decided on,
and arranged. Second, includes project planning and feasibility; it is in this phase
that risk analysis and value for money test is undertaken. 19 In this phase, as well,
financial planning and discussion of the basic terms of the contract are initially set
out. However, it is not within the third phase, where the implementation
arrangement is prepared, that the bidding documents and draft contract are
evaluated and laid out.20 It is also within the third phase that special issues, such as
land acquisition, are anticipated, planned, and resolved. Conclusively, the last
three phases of the entire process are comprised of the procurement pre-

“The Philippine Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Program”, a presentation at the International
Infrastructure Investment & Cooperation Forum at the China Int’l Contractors Association (CHINCA),
Beijing, china on the 25th to 29th of May 2011
19
ibid
20
ibid
18
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qualification of bidders, contract award and management (where contract signing
is delivered), and establishment of the process to resolve possible dispute.
The Philippine procurement system using PPP follows the said phases of project
implementation. To make this point clearer, Figure 521 shows an illustration of such
process. As indicated herein, all projects procured under PPP approach takes every
path.

21

http://ppp.gov.ph/?page_id=50
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Figure 5 Generic PPP Project Sequence
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Nonetheless, although the country is considered to be one of the first
developing countries with dedicated PPP regulatory and institutional frameworks,
‘with some successful experience with PPPs in the power sector,’22 the Philippines
has had experienced considerable issues on project implementation, even with a
PPP arrangement. These issues and notable shortcomings were apparent especially
during the initial PPP projects.
In fact, as seen on Table 3, there is an apparent fluctuation of awarded and
signed PPP projects in each administration, since 1992. It was not until Pres.
Benigno Aquino III’s administration did the assertive and progressive move to
promote PPP investment in the Philippines was instigated. The current PPP agenda
gave the private sector the priority and consideration in a consultative view. The
private sector’s ‘indispensable role’ as ‘partner’ in development has, since then,
been rationalized. In fact, because of this, the once used to be BOT Center, and
considered to be an attached agency only of the Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI), became an integral part of the National Economic Development Authority
(NEDA), in 2010. Figure 623 presented the various roles of PPP center after the 2010
Executive Order No. 136 attaching PPP Center to NEDA and expanding its duties
and responsibilities.

Figure 6 Various Roles of PPP Center

22
23

Philippine PPP Manual
p. 37, A presentation entitled “The Philippine PPP Program” by Mr. Julan Junio for the PPP Center
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However, despite this significant improvement of PPP center’s role as an
institutionalized body regulating and managing the projects under PPP, it is still
important for the center to be institutionalized and be given a proper national
identity. Also, it is also very important that the process, appraisal, approval and
modes of procurement are provided a unified and streamlined framework. These
two could only be provided if a PPP Act would be enacted to satisfy the lacks in the
BOT Law.

3. The Case of the Southwest Integrated Transport System (ITS) Project:
Issues and Challenges
In the 2015 report of the popular navigation app ‘Waze’, Manila was reported to be
having the worst traffic on Earth; back in 2012, Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA) declared that this traffic situation in the country cost the Philippine
economy a surmounting amount of P2.4billion pesos.24 With this cost of traffic, the
government would have to put forward its best effort to find solution to the
country’s problematic transportation condition.
As the Aquino Administration laid out in its development plan with PPP as one
of its flagship program, rolling out projects using this mode of procurement,
particularly in the transport sector, embarked. One of the most distinguished is a
project that aims to integrate the mass transportation modes, especially in the
metro, thus, the integrated and multimodal transport system as the centerpiece
strategy for infrastructure was included in the 2011-2016 Philippine Development
Plan (PDP). This aims to establish an efficient and reliable transport system, where
the vehicle volume would be reduced, for the economic progress of the country. 25
The project’s development began with passing Executive Order (EO) No. 67 on
the 21st of February 2012. EO 67 divided the ITS project into three segments: (a) the
Southwest Terminal ITS which will serve passengers of Cavite-Manila and vice
versa; (b) the South Terminal ITS which will serve passengers of Laguna/BatangasManila and vice versa; and (c) the North Terminal ITS which will serve the
northern part of Luzon and Edsa. The first segment of this ITS project – that is the
Southwest Terminal - was originally targeted to be approved by the ICC by
October of 2012 to start the construction by March 2013. This means that within 12
months, the entire process of project approval until contract signing should have
been accomplished. However, it was not until 2014 that the Southwest ITS
Terminal’s approval and contract signing were completed, which means that the
project suffered backlogs and roadblocks.
The details of this said project are herein provided on Table 4.

24
25

http://www.rappler.com/move-ph/issues/107719-manila-worst-traffic-waze
p.2, DOTC’s Project Primer on the “Southwest Integrated Transport System Project”
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Table 426 Project Details of ITS-South Terminal
SOUTHWEST INTEGRATED TRANSPORT SYSTEM PROJECT
IMPLEMENTING AGENCY
DOTC
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Southwest Terminal of the Integrated Transport System
(ITS) project will be constructed within a site area of 4.59
hectares. It will connect passengers coming from the Cavite
side to other transport systems such as the future LRT Line 1
South Extension, city bus, taxi, and other public utility
vehicles that are serving inner Metro Manila. The project
will include passenger terminal buildings, arrival and
departure bays, public information systems, ticketing and
baggage handling facilities, and park-ride facilities.

INDICATIVE COST
PPP STRUCTURE
COOPERATION PERIOD
PRIVATE PROPONENT
STATUS

The private partner will undertake the design, construction,
and financing of the ITS terminal as well as the operation
and maintenance of the whole facility. It can also undertake
commercial development and collect revenues generated
from the same.
PHP 2.50 Billion | USD 0.05556 Billion
Build-Transfer-and-Operate (BTO)
35 years inclusive of construction period
MWM Terminals, a consortium of Megawide Construction
Corp. and WM Property Management Inc.
Concession Agreement signed last 24 April 2015; and
Ongoing pre-construction activities and procurement of
independent consultant (IC)

There were various concerns that prompted the slow undertaking of this project.
First, it was not only until January 10, 2014 that the bidding process commenced.
Understandably, following the steps on Figure 7, there were delays and problems
on the development and approvals stages of implementing this project. Then
afterwards, the deadline for the submission of the bidding documents was delayed
and extended twice. The first deadline was supposedly May 15, 2014 but since
there were certain matters to be modified on the contract, as pointed out by the
prospective bidders, the bidding was rescheduled to June 16, 2014. After that, series
of one-on-one meetings transpired between the DOTC and the prospective bidders
but instead of being able to finalize anything, the deadline was again reset to
August 30, 2014. These delays, though, were not only due to the change on some
provisions but also because of some technical problem with regard to titling issues
of the 2.9-hectare of land to be utilized in this project. This technical problem then
26

the details are from https://ppp.gov.ph/?ppp_projects=integrated-transport-system-project-itssouthwest-terminal-project-2
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became a major obstruction to the entire progress of the project that on February
2015, this titling issue hit the news; and, on March 2015, the said issue was
confirmed to be a major blockade to get the concessionaire’s signature on the
concession agreement.
These issues such as slow project approval, titling difficulties, delayed
submission of bidding and project requirements, and even delayed release of funds
were the unanticipated problems faced by the implementing agency (DOTC), that
caused the delay for the project to be implemented immediately resulted to an even
bigger problem of traffic congestion in this area of metro and mega Manila. These
(challenges and difficulties), despite the established legal framework and a PPP
center dedicated for PFIs alone; proving that there are several gaps and areas of
concerns to be improved in the Philippine PPP system.

The Korean PPP: Framework and Experiences
In Korea, the narrative of PPP followed the decades of rapid economic growth
of the Republic in the 1990s. As it entered the era of motorization, the number of
vehicles increased by more than eight times. With this comes a serious shortage of
infrastructure facilities that prompted the government to actively involve the
private sector in filling this infrastructure gap, and build the needed roads,
railways, seaports, and the airports. 27 Two legislative acts were legislated to fill this
infrastructure gaps – one was the Transportation Tax In 1993 [subsequently
changed to the Tax on Transportation, Energy, and Environment in 2007] and the
Act on Promotion of Private Capital into Social Overhead Capital Investment in
1994 [subsequently changed to the Act on Public-Private Partnerships in
Infrastructure in 1999]. The latter act showed that because of the serious congestion
problem and lack of infrastructure to address this issue, the government was urged
to undertake a partnership between the public and the private. This shows how the
institutional framework is important as it provides the foreseeable thing to happen.
In addition to the legislative actions undertaken by the Korean government, it
also streamlined its implementation procedure to put into practice the institutional
framework that it has established. In the next part of this paper, the process by
which the solicited and unsolicited proposals are administered are discussed in
detail, to show how Korea induced private investments thru PPP.

1. Institutional Framework of PPPs in Korea
The phases of the PPP framework by PPP Act could be divided into four – starting
from 1968 until today. The first phase (1968-1994) was characterized by the PPP
projects based on individual laws such as the Road and Port Acts; this was
27

Kim, Jay-Hyung. 2011. Public-Private Partnership Infrastructure Projects: Case from the Republic of
Korea (Volume 1). Philippines: KDI and ADB, p. 7
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followed by the second phase from 1994-1998 when the 1994 Act on Promotion of
Private Capital Investment in Social Overhead Capital was amended; after the
amendment on December of 1998, it became known as the Act on Private
Participation in Infrastructure – meant to offset the financial crisis that hit Korea in
the late 1997 that affected the promotion of PPP.28 Thereafter, the third phase began
on 1999 until the year 2004. It was during this time when the Public and Private
Infrastructure Investment Management Center (PIMAC) (formerly known as the
Private Infrastructure Investment Center of Korea) was established, and improved
the Korea Infrastructure Credit Guarantee fund (ICGF) system that granted buy out
rights; also, it was during this period when positive government support was
mostly practiced and experienced. Then, on 2005, the fourth phase began as the
“Act on Private Participation in Infrastructure” was revised and expanded the
scope of infrastructure projects from economic to social infrastructures. 29
Furthermore, it was then that the Build-Transfer-Lease (BLT) scheme was
introduced as a new method, and the VfM test for project appraisal of PPP was also
initiated. The latter was the result of having to conduct (pre and post) feasibility
studies of projects, mandatory.
The Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF) provides details of the
chronological changes and characteristics of PPP in Korea.
In discussing the institutional framework, the legal backbone for the PPP
system is the most crucial part as it gives a sense of confidence and security, as well
as, permanence to the laid-out plans and future programs and projects. The
Korean legal framework works out because of the clear-cut hierarchy of the legal
and administrative framework of its PPP System. From the 1994 law to the revised
PPP Act in 1998, the MRG and buyout rights were strengthened and new methods
were introduced that were all crucial to achieving the potential benefits of PPP.
After its revision in 1998, the PPP Act was once again amended in 2005 to
introduce BTL method and expanded the eligible facilities from economic to social
(infrastructures); then the act mandated the establishment of PIMAC, as part of the
Korea Development Institute (KDI), to provide technical assistance to the Ministry
of Strategy and Finance (MOSF) and procurement authorities. 30 Also include in this
2005 revised PPP Act are the PPP Enforcement Decrees comprised of the Annual
PPP Basic Plan and the PPP Implementation Guidelines.

28

ibid, p.9
op.cit.
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Kim, Jay-Hyung. 2011. Public-Private Partnership Infrastructure Projects: Case from the Republic of
Korea (Volume 1). Philippines: KDI and ADB, p. 42
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Figure 7 Hierarchy of the Korean PPP Legal Framework
Figure 7 31 presents the features of each of the components of the PPP Act.
Clearly the act in itself leads the direction to which PPP projects should go about
every year and how the government should prepare and assume the project. As it
is, even administrative issues, such as documentation, are carefully directed in the

31

the details herein indicated are also from a lecture in the World Bank Theme Session II by Prof.
Hyeon Park at Incheon, Korea
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basic plan. The implementation guidelines were developed and have been updated
by PIMAC to respond to the changing market conditions.
It is rather clear then that under the PPP Act, the basic plan and the
implementation guidelines address the policy directions, procurement steps and
government support system; the basic plan gives the direction on how the
implementation should be undertaken, the payment scheme of the government
subsidy, and such other details; PIMAC develops the guidelines to a more objective
implementation and provides the details on how to conduct VfM test, Request for
Proposal (RFP) preparation, tender evaluation, concession agreement, and
refinancing; and all these are constantly reviewed, evaluated, and modified
according to changing times and market conditions. 32
The MOSF is mainly responsible for directing and coordinating major economic
policies and formulating fiscal policies including budget formulation, treasury
management, and the tax system. As the central body in charge of national PPP
programs, major roles of the ministry include the development of PPP policies and
the establishment of comprehensive investment plans. MOSF is responsible for
administering the PPP Act and its Enforcement Decree, as well as the Basic Plan for
the PPP. It also chairs the PPP Review Committee, which deliberates on matters
concerning the establishment of major PPP policies and makes key decisions about
the implementation of large‐scale PPP projects.
Besides the MOSF, other procuring ministries are also responsible for
establishing and coordinating sector‐specific PPP investment plans and policies, as
well as, implement and monitor PPP projects.
Another important body is the Public and Private Infrastructure Investment
Management Center (PIMAC). PIMAC was established under the PPP Act in order
to provide comprehensive and professional support for the implementation of PPP
projects. Its main duties are include: (a) support the government in developing PPP
policies and guidelines;
(b) provide technical assistance throughout the
procurement process of PPP projects including VFM tests, formulation of request
for proposals (RFPs), evaluation of project proposals, and negotiations with
potential concessionaires; and, (c) organize capacity‐building programs and
provide support for foreign investors through investment consultation; and
promote international cooperation for knowledge sharing. It (PIMAC) is also in
charge of the ex-ante evaluation of public investment projects and, contributes to
enhancing efficiency and transparency in national infrastructure planning through
comprehensive and systematic management of both public and PPP investment for
infrastructure.
The figure below shows that the PPP Act provided a clear legal framework with
the supporting agency established under the government think tanks such as
32

op.cit, p. 9
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PIMAC and KDI. A unified, transparent, and simple legal framework ensures longterm credibility of PPP contracts by reducing confusion, risks & uncertainties of
the investors and an independent and competent PPP unit (such as PIMAC) and
dispute settlement process both play a pivotal role at all stages of PPP projects. An
open channel of cooperation between public & private partners is essential in
utilizing creativity of private sector.

Figure 8 Summary of the Korean PPP Institutional Framework

2. Project Implementation: Performance and Procurement Schemes
Apparently, not only did a defined policy direction was provided for by the revised
PPP Act, it also stipulated a yet another crucial provision, that is, the introduction
of the BTL method which gives another horizon to how the private partner
recovers its investment and that which expanded the facility types to cater social
infrastructures.
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Table 533 BTO and BTL Schemes
BTO
BTL
INVESTMENT RETURN
User Fee
Government Payment
FACILITIES
Road, Railway, Seaport,
School, military
Freight Terminal,
housing, sewage pipe,
Environment Facility
welfare facility
PROJECT RISK
High
Low
RETURN
High
Low
Clearly, Table 6 shows that the BTO scheme is one where the private gets its
return of investment by charging user fees so both the project risk and return are
relatively high; on the other hand, the BTL scheme is where the government pays
the private partner; however, in BTL, since the facilities are mostly social
infrastructure, the risk and return are both relatively low.
In Korea, the most sought‐after PPP implementation methods were
Build‐Transfer‐Operate (or BTO) and Build‐Transfer‐Lease (or BTL). In the
beginning, PPP projects were centered on transportation infrastructure using BTO.
After the revision of the PPP Act in 2005, the PPP projects also used the BTL
method to cover social infrastructure projects such as schools, healthcare facilities,
culture and sports centers, and public rental housing. In BTO projects, the private
partner realized a reasonable return on its investment by charging a user fee; while
in BTL projects the private partner recovered its investment through payments
made by the central or local government.

Figure 9 BTO Projects in Korea
as part of the presentation of (Dr.) Park, Hyeon entitled “Korean Experience of PPPs” as presented in
the World Bank Theme Session II: PPP at Incheon, Korea
33
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Figure 9 here illustrates how BTO projects are centered on transportation
services including roads, railways, and seaports. Road projects account for more
than half of all investment, and environmental facilities top the list for the highest
number of projects.
On the other hand, Figure 10 demonstrates that BTL projects, which first began
in 2005, have been actively pursued especially in building and reconstructing old
educational facilities like elementary and middle schools, vocational colleges, and
university dormitories. Furthermore, BTL projects are making a great contribution
to expanding and improving sewage systems and military residences, as well as to
building new railways.

Figure 10 BTL Projects in Korea

Examples of noteworthy BTO and BTL projects are as follows:
Table 634 BTO Sample Projects

Total Project Cost
Funding
(Equity/Debt/Subsidy)
Length

BTO (ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE)
INCHEON INT’L
SEOUL BELTWAY
AIRPORT
NORTHERN
EXPRESSWAY
SECTION
KRW 1,334 billion
KRW 1,471 billion
25%/59%/16%
23%/51%/25%
40.2km, 8 lanes

36.3km, 8 lanes

BUSAN NEW
PORT PHASE I
KRW 1,648billion
20%/55%/25%
9 berths (3.2km)

part of “Lecture 12: PPPs (1): Experiences of Korea” in Seminar on Public Investment Management
under Dr. Hyeon Park, Spring 2015
34
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Competent Authority

Construction Period

Ministry of Land,
Transport, and
Maritime Affairs
1995-2000

Operation Period

30 years

Total Project Cost
Work Scope

Competent
Authority
Construction
Period
Operation Period

(total of 128 km)
Ministry of Land,
Transport, and
Maritime Affairs
June 2001-June
2008
30 years

Ministry of Land,
Transport, and
Maritime Affairs
2001-2009
50 years

Table 735 BTL Sample Projects
BTL (SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE)
CHUNGJU
ULSAN NAT’L
MILITARY
INSTITUTE OF
APARTMENT
SCIENCE AND
HOUSING
TECHNOLOGY
KRW 18.6 billion
Approx. KRW 250
billion
200 household and 153,691sq.m. (floor
convenience
area)
facilities
Ministry of
Ministry of
Defence
Education, Science,
and Technology
2005-2007
2007-2010

Approx. KRW
962 billion
5 stories above
the ground, 13,
264.03sq.m.
Gyeonggi
Province Office
of Education
2006-2007

20 years

20 years

20 years

ANHWA HIGH
SCHOOL

Nevertheless, under the new PPP Act, other procurement methods for 15
sectors eligible for PPP are also applicable such as Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT),
Build-Own-Operate (BOO), Build-Lease-Transfer (BLT), Rehabilitate-OperateTransfer (ROT), Rehabilitate-Own-Operate (ROO), and Rehabilitate-Transfer-Lease
(RTL).

3. Case Study of the Bus Reform System in Seoul
Seoul Metropolitan Area is the capital region of Korea, composed of 25
autonomous districts called Gus, and 422 precincts called dongs. Its current
population is 10.2million is 20% of the entire 25.1million Korean populace. The area
is quite dense as its 605 sq.km. size has a density of more than 16,800 people/km2. It
has been the capital of Korea since the Joseon Dynasty and maintained its urban

“Lecture 12: PPPs (1): Experiences of Korea” in Seminar on Public Investment Management under
Dr. Hyeon Park, Spring 2015
35
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structure since 1394 until before the end of World War II. After 1945, Seoul’s
population increased and pushed it to expand its territory to the south of Han
River. Nonetheless, the current shape of Seoul shown in Figure 1136 has been as
such since the mid of 1970s. With the expansion of its territory and the continuous
establishment of new town, an aggravating chaotic traffic condition was bound to
happen.
Figure 11 The 25 Autonomous Districts of Seoul\

Category
Total no. of
vehicles
(thousand)
No. of cars
(thousand)

1979

Table 8 No. of Vehicles Plying Seoul Metro Area
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
2010

2013

201

207

446

1,194

2,043

2,441

2,809

2,981

2,973

129

131

297

883

1,595

1,797

2,094

2,283

2,339

In the 1950s, during the post-war Korea, walking is main mode of
transportation as transport facilities are still being restored; it was not until in the
1960s when trams with 40.6km distance was built, and so, the main urban transport
then was trams and buses. 37 Eventually, these trams were removed and the
transportation problem took its toll on the citizens. Korea, particularly Seoul,
experienced not only lack of public transportation, but as well as, lack of transport
36
37

english.seoul.go.kr/
Lee, S. 2014, p. 5-6
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infrastructure. 38To address this issue, Subway Line 1 was opened in 1974 and the
1980s saw how the hosting of Seoul of the 1988 Olympic Games changed, not only
the urban landscape but more so, the urban planning of and administration on
Korea and Seoul. It was on the year 1985 that the construction of Seoul Subway
lines 2, 3, and 4, with a total length of 135 km., was launched.39 These subway lines
changed the ridership of Seoul but since lines 2-4 were completed only on 1994,
congestion problem continued in the 1990s as the number of private vehicles
increased. Table 840 and Figure 1341 present the trend of increasing private vehicles,
and the number of cars on the road from 1979 to 2013, respectively.
Figure 13 Trend of Vehicle Increase in Seoul

The bus still remained as a private sector-operated mode of public
transportation. Although in the 60s until the early 70s, it was the major means of
transportation, especially when trams were removed, the revenues of these buses
decreased as the ridership shifted to subway and private cars. Due to this decrease
in number of bus riders, financial issues hit the bus companies, and in turn
deteriorated the quality of service offered to the users; as more and more users got
dissatisfied, the more that the services of these buses degraded.

38
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40
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Figure 1442 Trend of Mode Share of Bus and Subway
Figure 14 shows how the bus loses its status as a mass transportation as the
service continued to depreciate.43 Nonetheless, with the ever-increasing population,
the subway could not accommodate millions of passenger, especially at that time
only one subway was fully operational until 1994. Traffic congestion went berserk
as the average speed in the city center were 17km/hr compared to the average
30.8km in the 1980s; furthermore, the air and noise pollution also became a major
problem, as well as, the amplified number of traffic accidents in the built up areas. 44
Needless to say then that, hence, the only way to solve this urban issue was to
actually reform the mode of mass transportation in the capital region by integrating
the two major means of transportation - the bus and the subway.
At that point in time, the bus industry faced a punitive reality of insolvency.
From the 103 bus companies in the 1990s the number went down to 58 in 2002, the
passengers per day decreased from 9.55 million in 1995 to 7.23 million in 2002, 87.4%
or 7000 out of 8,000 buses were the only ones in operation, and only 335,000won
revenue over 407,000won expense per bus per day, it was no wonder why out of 58
companies that were left in 2002, 39 companies showed a large amount of deficit
and were about to declare bankruptcy.45 Now this would not only mean a problem
of an additional lack of mass transportation genre, but also, an increase in number
of unemployed people, and a sort of recoil to the booming economy of Korea.
There were several attempts to reform the bus system such as the congestion easing
measure in 1994 and bus reform plans of 1996-1997 but almost all were futile,
especially when the then mayor (in ’96-’97 plan) resigned to run for presidency.46 It
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was not until in 2002 that a serious and a major change, in the bus system of Seoul,
came to pass.
As the city government completed all nine (9) Subway lines in 2002, extensive
bus reform was the next clamor of the citizenry. When Myung Bak Lee ran for
election, his action plans were that of Cheonggyecheon restoration and bus reform.
After taking his seat, Mayor Lee ordered re-examination of plans, weekly transport
meetings, transport policies reviews and enactments, and integration of urban
planning and transport engineering.47 One of the key results to these actions was
the announced launching of the bus reform project on July of 2002. Thereafter, the
comprehensive bus reform plan ensued and was immediately completed on
December of the same year. In the reform plan, the quasi-public management of the
bus industry was crucial to the reform – with this kind of management scheme, the
government and the private companies, therefore, would work by and for each
other to make the plan work.
The quasi-public management of the bus system in Seoul resulted to two
significantly huge differences from what it was before. First, the routes became
more organized and systematic; and second, the quality of ride provided by the
driver improved by more than ten times. This time, the government does the
operational plan, provide the infrastructure necessary, and design the routes;
whilst, the bus company has to work on the operation and maintenance and labor
management. And, since the drivers get a fixed salary every month, they do not
need to compete with time and amongst one another for commuters, which
resulted to providing a better quality of service to the users.
The quasi-public management or the partnership between the public and the
private made it possible to introduce and implement the central lanes exclusive for
buses, a system of bus routes where interregional lines are different from circular
ones (designated by colors), an established bus management system where
technology is utilized by the stakeholders to access the information about the buses
on the road, and where subway and bus fares were integrated with a free or
discounted charge for every 30-minute transfer within 5 transfers.
Inevitably, the reform, however, faced controversies and oppositions –mainly
from drivers and bus company owners – and skepticism of some citizens. The first
few months of 2003 saw all these resistances and protests and the trial and errors of
the reform plan. Mayor Lee, nevertheless, still pushed through with the reform
plan and finally and formally announced to the public a revised plan on the 26th of
May 2003, with an indicated date of full implementation by the 1st of July 2004.48
For over a year since the announcement, the plan and gradual implementation
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were months full of meetings, talks, public hearings, compromises and sacrifices.
When finally, the fateful day of the first of July came, it became a day to be
remembered as an epic failure. There were citizens protesting and calling the
government with regard to the failed card reading, misinformation,
misunderstanding, and the likes. Nine days after, all the mishaps that happened
were apologized for by Mayor Lee, and from these shortfalls, the government
learned its lessons, revised, reformed, and reorganized, until the bus reform system
of Seoul became one of the best practices in Asian transport engineering and
planning. In late 2004, the world saw how the partnership of the public and the
private changed and redefined Seoul. As the government bears
Table 1049 here shows the improvement of passenger ridership from 2004, when
the reform was fully implemented until 2010.
Table 9 Increase in Passenger Ridership from 2004-2010

With the increase of number of people riding both the metro and the bus,
particularly a revitalized ridership for the bus, some aforementioned urban issues
(i.e. pollution and congestion) were hence, resolved, as the number of private
vehicles on the road is discernibly reduced.
The bus reform system of Seoul is an example of how the public can make it
possible to make the system work for both the private and public for the betterment
of the community. Although, the cited case is not of construction or road project,
the effective utilization of administrative power and authority by the government
and the cooperation of the private sector is a good example how the framework of
public-private participation in Korea is successful. Although the culture of ‘palipali’ (hurry hurry) influenced the implementation aspect and created challenges
and difficulties, the public sector learned its lesson and made the implementation
of the plan gradual yet continuing and still in line with the timeline.

Findings and Evaluation
Grounded on the ideas, facts, and principles aforementioned and discussed, Table
10 here summarizes the PPP systems of Korea and the Philippines.
p. 5, Heather, Allen. 2013. “Bus Reform in Seoul, Republic of South Korea” available at
http://www.unhabitat.org/grs/2103
49
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Table 10 Summary Table of Comparison of Korea and the Philippines

Korea

Philippines

Laws and
Regulations
for PPP

 PPP Act
- PPP Act Enforcement Decrees
- Basic Plans for PPP
- PPP implementation guidelines

Republic Act No.7718 (1994)
Republic Act No. 6957

Governmental
Organizations
for promoting
PPP

- Ministry of Strategy and Finance
(MOSF)
- Public-Private Partnership Review
Committee (PRC)
- Other Line Ministries concerned
- Public and Private Infrastructure
Investment Management Center
(PIMAC)

Public-Private-Partnership (PPP)
Center attached to
National Economic and
Development Authority (NEDA)

Project
Development
Fund (PDF)

There is no PDF institution

The Project Development and
Monitoring Facility (PDMF) was
established by government and
foreign donors. The PDMF Board
composed of oversight government
agencies sets the policy.

Government
Supports
(Guarantees
&Subsidies)

 Subsidy: construction subsidy
and compensation for base cost
 Guarantee system:
infrastructure credit guarantee
via Infrastructure Credit
Guarantee Fund
 Tax incentive: special taxation,
corporate tax, local tax,
exception from charge
 Early termination: guidelines for
early termination

Case by case approach, but no
guarantee is given for unsolicited
projects

Foreign
Ownership
of Land and
Buildings

 Foreigner’s Land Acquisition Act
 Foreign Investment Promotion
Act
 Foreign Exchange Transactions
Act

The 1987 Constitution described
the nationality limitations on land
ownership. Corporations at least
60% of whose capital is owned by
Filipino citizens may acquire private
lands. Such corporations cannot
own public land and can only hold
the same by way of lease

Land
Acquisition
(LA) \Support
by

The overall process of land
acquisition or expropriation for
public works is prescribed by the
Land Acquisition Act Under the

DPWH (Department of Public
Works and Highways) has
allocations for public infrastructure
project, including allocation for land
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Government

Land Acquisition Act, land
acquisition is carried
out by the concessionaire.

acquisition

Project
Process and
Guidelines

 The PPP Act and the PPP
Enforcement Decree regulate
general procurement procedures
for public–private partnership
(PPP) projects.
 The PPP Basic Plan formulated
under the PPP Act provides a
detailed implementation process
by project types and initiation
and defines the roles of
associated parties, such as
competent authority, private
company, the Ministry of
Strategy and Finance (MOSF),
line ministries, and the Public
and Private Infrastructure
Investment Management Center
(PIMAC) for each step in the
process.

1. Public Bidding (Solicited Mode).
The IA/LGU chooses to procure
their priority infrastructure and
development projects through
transparent and competitive public
bidding process. The IA/LGU
requests for bids for its priority
infrastructure projects, approved by
the approving body, from project
proponents that have been prequalified through the bidding
process.
2. Unsolicited Mode. The IA/LGU
may accept unsolicited proposals
from project proponents to
undertake projects on a negotiated
basis. There shall be no direct
government guarantee, subsidy or
equity for unsolicited proposals.

Project lists

-

PPP Brochure
http://ppp.gov.ph

Unsolicited
Proposal

The private sector identifies a
potential PPP project and requests
designation of the project as a PPP
from the competent authority. The
concessionaire is selected under a
bidding process

Competitors may subject the
unsolicited proposal to a challenge.
If no comparative or competitive
proposal or no complying bid is
received by the IA/LGU, the original
proponent shall immediately be
awarded the contract. In case a
challenger submits a price proposal
better than that submitted by the
original proponent, the latter shall
have the right to match such price
proposal within thirty (30) working
days.

With the said summary, it is now important to note the factors affecting the
implementation of the PPP system on both countries. Based on the overall
discussion of the institutional framework, implementation schemes, and case
studies of Korea and the Philippines, five factors are identified that are critical to
having an efficacious PPP system. These factors are shown on Figure 16. To decide
which of the following factors comes first as the most important (meaning the first
one which has to be strengthened first) and the least factor to be modified, as well
as, which country has a relatively (more) efficacious PPP system to be followed by
the other, Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is employed. Using AHP, first it is
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imperative to identify the objective, then define the criteria and finally, choose
what to appropriately do first amongst all the alternatives.
Figure 14 Hierarchical Tree

Efficacious PPP
System

Effective
Procurement

Role of the
Institute
Dedicated for PPP

Government
Guarantee

Legal Clarity and
Rule of Law

Reforming the
System

Korea

Korea

Korea

Korea

Korea

Philippines

Philippines

Philippines

Philippines

Philippines

Each factor (effective procurement, role of the institute dedicated for PPP,
government guarantee, legal clarity and rule of law, and reforming the system) on
Figure 14 are hereby placed on a table and would be given relative rankings, to
assess the relative importance of each factor; the pairwise comparison would be
used to determine this comparative significance of one criterion over another as
shown on Table 11.
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Effective Procurement
Role of the Institute Dedicated for
PPP
Government Guarantee
Legal Clarity and Rule of Law
Reforming the System

Government Guarantee
Legal Clarity and Rule of Law
Reforming the System

Role of the Institute Dedicated for
PPP

Effective Procurement

4/5
3/4
1/4

1.67
1.00
0.80
0.75
0.25

0.60
0.75
1.40
0.80

Role of the Institute Dedicated for PPP

1

1 2/3

Role of the Institute Dedicated for PPP

1.00

Effective
Procurement

3/5
3/4
1 2/5
4/5

1

Effective
Procurement

4
5-Strong
1 1/3 7-Very Strong
8
9-Extreme
1

1.25
1.00
1.25
3.00

Government
Guarantee

1.33
0.14
1.00
0.75

4.00
1.33
8.00
1.00

Legal
Reforming
Clarity and
the System
Rule of Law
1.33
0.71
1.25

1 1/4
1
1 1/4
3

1 1/3
1/7
1
3/4

Legal
Reforming
Clarity and
the System
Rule of Law
1-Equal
1 1/3
5/7
1 1/4 3-Moderate

Government
Guarantee

Table 11 Pairwise Comparison of Factors
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To get the ranking of priorities, from the pairwise matrix, the eigenvector
approach would be used. The first step is to raise the pairwise matrix powers,
which would be successfully squared each time; then, the row sums are calculated
and normalized; and, lastly, discontinue the squaring when the two consecutive
calculations are smaller than a prescribed value. Tables 12 and 13 demonstrate
these steps; Table 13 shows the priority rankings according to the second
eigenvector obtained.
Table 12 First Eigenvector
Effective
Procurem
ent
Effective
Procureme
nt
Role of
Institute
Dedicated
for PPP
Governmen
t Guarantee
Legal
Clarity and
Rule of Law
Reforming
the System

Government
Guarantee

5.0000

Role of
Institute
Dedicated
for PPP
5.2482

Reformin
g the
System

Sum

Eigenv
ector

9.3929

Legal
Clarity
and Rule
of Law
4.7788

16.6587

41.078
6

0.1752

7.2042

5.0000

16.9667

6.2738

21.0833

56.528
0

0.2411

3.2467

3.2905

7.1786

2.8881

7.9470

10.5875

6.8333

29.3042

9.1786

22.4167

24.550
8
78.320
2

0.1047
06239
0.3340

5.0500

4.7958

8.3167

2.8333

13.0000

33.995
8
234.47
35

0.1450

TOTAL

1.0000

Table 13 Second Eigenvector
Effective
Procurem
ent
Effective
Procureme
nt
Role of
Institute
Dedicated
for PPP
Governmen
t Guarantee
Legal
Clarity and
Rule of Law
Reforming
the System

Government
Guarantee

228.0263

Role of
Institute
Dedicated
for PPP
195.9365

Reformin
g the
System

Sum

Eigenv
ector

482.0193

Legal
Clarity
and Rule
of Law
175.0096

592.2763

1673.2
681

0.1812

300.0216

262.6206

633.4893

232.1182

774.9847

2203.2
343

0.2385

133.9551

114.9604

288.5817

105.9164

348.5606

0.1074

407.6891

356.3836

881.1501

325.8595

1050.494
3

991.97
43
3021.5
768

182.4493

159.5554

379.6502

141.0795

483.8454

1346.5
798
9236.6
332

0.1458

TOTAL

0.3271

1.0000
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Since the difference between the first and second eigenvectors, as shown on
Table 14, shows no significant difference, no further computation for eigenvectors
were made, as well.
Table 14 Difference of the 1st and 2nd Computation
DIFFERENCE of 1ST & 2ND
EIGENVECTOR
Effective Procurement
Role of the Institute Dedicated for
PPP
Government Guarantee
Legal Clarity and Rule of Law
Reforming the System

-0.0060
0.0026
-0.0027
0.0069
-0.0008

Table 15 shows the synthesis of this mathematical approach and the relative
rankings of each factor.
Table 15 Relative Ranking of Factors
RANKINGS

1
2
3
4
5

PPP FACTORS
Legal Clarity and Rule of Law
Role of the Institute Dedicated for PPP
Effective Procurement
Reforming the System
Government Guarantee
TOTAL

EIGENVECTOR
0.3271
0.2385
0.1812
0.1458
0.1074
1.0000

Legal clarity and rule of law came first on rank as a strengthened institutional
framework ensues strong PPP policy guidelines and defined rules and regulations,
well-defined technical feasibility study that encourages long-term investments. A
clear legal framework brings forth the coherence of the next four factors, as well.
Thereafter, ranking on second and third places are the role of the institution and
the entire procurement process. The role of the institution dedicated for PPP also
includes the legal basis and the licit permanency of the institution; this meant that a
PPP Act to which establishes a PPP center or organization that has its own
independent identity as a national government agency. This institution is closely
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related to the 3rd factor, that is, the effective procurement as the organization would
and should be at the forefront of the entire process of procurement of a PPP project.
As a committed public agency, which shall oversee and regulate the process, the
entire procurement would sure result to a transparent and competitive one with an
assurance of a shared authority between the dedicated public sector and a good
private consortium. Coming in at the fourth spot is the reform of the system, which
is also one of the four benefits of venturing in a PPP project. Since PPP is under the
auspices of New Public Management (NPM), the expertise and experience of the
private to effectively deliver services and assets would lead to a more efficient
project management of the government. With a greater cost-efficiency result for
governments, an enhanced government guarantee would then follow. This factor is
significant as it would attract interested investors, but at the same time, (it is)
ranked at fifth, as the effectivity of the other factors would be crucial to a successful
institutionalization of a government guarantee and avoid miscalculated forecast on
annual revenues.
A pairwise comparison mode was also used for the countries’ relative ranking.
The details of the computation are herein attached as Annex “A” whilst the
summary table of the ranking with the corresponding values is presented on Table
16.
Table 16 Pairwise Comparison of Korea and the Philippines

Korea
Philippines

Effective
Procure
ment

Role of
Institute
Dedicated
for PPP

Governm
ent
Guarante
e

Legal
Clarity
and Rule
of Law

Reformi
ng the
System

0.1812
0.0976
0.0836

0.2385
0.1316
0.1069

0.1074
0.0597
0.0477

0.3271
0.1705
0.1566

0.1458
0.0998
0.0459
TOTAL

0.5592
0.4409
1.0000

Korea was given a relatively high rating on effective procurement, role of
dedicated PPP institute, and legal clarity because of a unified framework for
feasibility analysis and project management of PIMAC – that which is an
established unit, under the PPP Act, doing feasibility studies for all projects of the
government - and hierarchy of laws which defines the overall institutional
framework and implementation scheme of PPP projects in Korea. However, as
good as those three factors are, Korea has also been experiencing challenges with
regard to government guarantee (MRG was abolished in 2009) and the reform of
the system, as reforms might generate differing and clashing reactions amongst
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stakeholders, especially with a top-down approach of governance where not much
of the citizens voices are heard.50
On the other hand, the Philippines, which almost has the same ranking of
factors with Korea, obtained relatively lower rankings as it still has various areas to
improve, especially with regard to an enactment of a PPP Act, which in turn would
institutionalize the PPP Center as an independent national government agency; a
unified framework and strengthened VfM Analysis; ways and means of making the
process more rapid yet efficacious; and, a clear, apolitical, and beyond
administrations kind of government guarantee (again, stipulated on a PPP Act).
Due to these identified roadblocks and the scores obtained; Korea has been
proven to have a more flourishing, substantial, and successful PPP system. These
findings evidently verifies and substantiates how the Korean PPP system has been
effective for the last twenty (20) years of doing and redoing, assessing, evaluating,
and correcting errors within its procurement method, its dedicated institutions for
PPP (in this case, PIMAC), its government guarantee, the legal clarity thru a
hierarchy of laws, and the (political will) to reform the system. These five factors
listed are ostensibly present on the Philippine PPP system; however, the
application of these on all projects seems to be the issue. With this particular
evaluation, it is imperative that the Philippines learns from the success factors of
Korea.

Conclusion and Recommendations
In conclusion, it has been marked that the Philippines was ranked 8 th amongst the
most PPP-ready countries in the world because it is well endowed with the legal
and regulatory framework needed to attract private investors and commence a
privately financed project. In addition to the laws and regulations, one sees the
visibility of what is known today as the PPP Center, since the mid of 1980s. The
center has had evolved its role as an institution, initially attached to DTI and
eventually to NEDA, dedicated solely to stir private engagement in the pursuit for
national sustainable development. Presently, the Aquino administration’s flagship
program of PPP merges the past and present vision and mission of PPP for the
country – these that make up the current PPP Agenda as a tool for infrastructure
development with the private sector as partner.
The amendments on the BOT Law of the Philippines and the issuance of
Executive Orders, expanded the PPP contractual arrangements and the eligible
types of facilities that can be constructed thru PPP, as well as, define the identity of
PPP as the institution dedicated for PPP-related matters, respectively. However,
there are still certain issues that haunt the Philippine PPP system. Such issues are
Korea, particularly Seoul, has recently been trying to change this through engaging citizens and civil
society organizations in the creation of its comprehensive development plan
50
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slow project approval, delays in the submission of project requirements and
documents for bidding, postponements in the release of funds for the
implementing agencies, no unified framework for feasibility studies, lack of three
out of four pillars of good governance (transparency, accountability, and
participation), and a high optimism bias (cost and time overrun).
On the other hand, Korea – though of course there is no perfect design for an
institutional framework - reformed its problematic structure and even autonomous
city such as Seoul, learned to resolve the detailed issues of optimism bias by
restructuring and changing the PPP framework and approaches depending on the
altering market condition. Thus, updating the entire institutional and
implementing backbone has been a constant compelling move. Other than that,
there is a built-in and in-house skill within the local and national government of
Korea to conduct necessary steps to make PFI projects successful. Therefore, the
necessary success factors of the Korean PPP are legal clarity and rule of law,
transparency and accountability in the process, substantial feasibility study by the
special institution with a binding licit existence such as PIMAC, a unified
framework for feasibility analysis, the government’s well-defined risk sharing
policy, and most importantly, the audacious restructuring and reforming of the
PPP system.
On Table 13, as it was evident that legal clarity was the most important factor;
the Philippines is herefore advised to primarily enact a PPP Act that would
strengthen its institutional framework and project implementation. Subsequently,
the strengthening of the other success factors would ensue. The slow process and
legal issues in approving and constructing the projects, which causes delays, could
then be solved. By having a comprehensive PPP Act, not only does the institution
would have an expanded role in the PPP project implementation, but also, it would
have its own national identity (this time not attached to another government
agency anymore) and this institutionalization would mean PPP would have the
same functions in project feasibility studies and implementation as PIMAC. This
would then result to a better study and review of government guarantees in
projects, a unified framework in project approval, and an effectual proposition on
the reform that the system could employ to further improve its efficiency in project
implementation.
However, all these reforms entail research and analysis, including the constant
and continuous review of all the laws and regulations, the constant identification of
gaps and ascertaining the necessary steps to resolve these gaps. Likewise, a good
way to achieve the factor ‘effective procurement’ would necessitate the
involvement of all implementing agencies of the Philippine Administrative System.
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MODIFICATION OF PLACE ON THE INTERNET:
A CASE ANALYSIS ON PHILIPPINES’ IMAGE IN KOREA

I. Introduction
Information plays a critical role in the way people perceive things and decide.
Traditional media such as television, radio, and newspapers has long served the
masses in providing information. It is however continuously faced with criticism of
biased and filtered content.
The introduction of the Internet has significantly reshaped communication
patterns. It has revolutionized the production and delivery of information. Its
development as Web 2.0 has eliminated the dividing line between source and
receiver of the message and has further emerged into a platform of communication
which enables its users to view, produce, and share contents as well.
A consequence of this is the creation of a virtual massive archive of information.
Information that is open to the public. Thus, we can describe the ideas that
emerged from the Internet as highly diverse, collaborative, and collective. It is
imminent that the Internet plays an increasingly important role in mediating
concepts being discussed online. Among these is the concept of place which is the
primary subject of the present study.
Different forms of media deliver varying images of a place. Television projects a
place through news, drama, series and other programs. On the other hand,
newspapers feature places of interest or in jeopardy while movies re-create places
for fiction and escapism. The effects of this representation of images to places may
be very distinct or obscure; however, determining its implications on the tourism
industry can be a way to verify it.
Tourism is one of the primary factors to any country’s economic growth. Not
only does it generate revenues, but by tourism’s multiplier effect, it is able to
benefit various sectors of the society like establishing local livelihoods (Dasgupta,
2011). The importance of identifying the impressions and demands towards a
destination is essential in developing the image for prospective tourists and foreign
investors.
There is a wide array of studies regarding image formation processes that has
focused at an individual level, yet very few have attempted in studying the process
at a collective phase, more so, with the aid of the Internet. This study wishes to fill
that research gap.
Recently, there's an apparent increase in the attention given by Koreans towards
the Philippines as there have been several instances where Filipinos appear on
Korean media. A few examples are K-pop Superstar 6 participants MICA, Lee
Minho’s movie trailer's Filipino background music, and the like. This development
may have provided positive reinforcement to the Philippines' image.
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Meanwhile, the Philippines had been in the receiving end of conflicted
sympathy and attention from among South Koreans. This sprung from the
country’s devastation by super typhoon Haiyan and from such untoward incident
reported in the dailies such as accidents or cases of murder where some South
Korean nationals figured as victims. Notwithstanding this issue, the most number
of tourist arrivals in the country is comprised by Koreans at 24.9% (Kim, 2014). This
phenomenon encouraged the researcher to delve into the perceptions of South
Koreans towards the Philippines.
By and large, an attention-getting information technology rages in South Korea.
This refers to the country’s phenomenal high speed internet. With over 78% of its
population going online, connectivity through the Web evolved into a necessity.
Unlike other countries which rely on Google for research, South Korea prefers to
seek information through their local portal site Naver. The site was given an
estimate of 31 million visitors per month (Rong, 2012). Interestingly, 30,000
inquiries/entries regarding Philippine tourism are listed in NaverKnowledgeIn.
With the above backdrop, the researcher has decided to determine the
Philippine Image from the perspective of South Koreans through Naver
KnowledgeIn Q&A section. Aside from that, the researcher seeks to define the role
of the Internet in the modification of (a collective) place meaning.
II. Place
Place as a concept
What is a place? What comprises a place? How is a meaning of a place determined?
What are the elements that influence the place image formation process?
Places are like texts - they possess meanings. Places occur when it is able to
identify or differentiate itself from another place.
Place is equivocal. Its meaning may range from being defined by its physical
properties to a more complex interpretation of human interaction and its societal
effects in that generation.
Place is debated as a social construct. The social sciences inject the element of
human existence and interaction to fully grasp the conceptualization of the
meaning of a place. The influence of human activity in the creation of place
therefore defines place as dynamic. Its meaning varies through time and experience.
In a more recent perspective, the technological advancement in communication
medium has produced a unified, standardized, and changing image of a place. For
a long time, traditional media has been feeding us content that has unconsciously
changed the way we view and perceive things. Jo (2006) criticized the mass media
for decreasing the value and desensitizing the concept of places by standardizing
or producing a unified 'preferred' landscape to audiences.
Formation of Place
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The question of what compromises a place is entirely different with asking how a
place meaning is formed. There is a continuous debate and review over the process
of image formation. One scholar though has introduced the notion of “destination
stereotype.” Pearce explained that although many studies have long investigated
destination image through individual impressions, he argued that there exist a
common and agreed image of a place among the public (As cited in Etchner and
Ritchie, 2003, p.42). Surprisingly, still not many scholars have grasped the idea of
collective place meaning formation.
This research aimed to explore the formation of place meaning at a collective
level as it wished to establish the implications of the Internet as an open database
where varying trends of information can be observed and accessed.
Place and the Internet
The researcher contemplates on how the overall image of a place is formed in this
highly globalized and networked generation. The idea that the internet is evolving
into a “platform of data and knowledge creation” initiated our hypothesis that the
Internet plays a critical role in the formation of place image in this century.
The planning and conduct of this study were guided by the following
Computer-Mediated Communication Theories (Media Richness Theory, Social
Presence Theory, and Electronic Word of Mouth).
1) Social Presence Theory
Short, Christie, and Williams developed this theory in 1976 with their argument
that people acquire different level of experience of communication from using
different forms of media and the degree of social presence that goes with it. Social
presence is described as the "degree of salience" or the level of how an individual's
existence is felt during communication using a particular medium (As cited in
Lowenthal, 2009, p.4).
According to Short et, al. (1976), different types of media cause different degree
of social presence. Communication media that enable video-conference are
considered having a high degree of social presence. They are described as "sociable,
warm, and personal" (As cited in Lowenthal, 2009, p.5). On the other hand,
communication media which use only texts and audio in relaying messages are
considered having lower degree of social presence. The lack of other natural cues
makes this medium feel detached and less personal. The early phase of the Internet
was regarded as a medium with low social presence.
2) Media Richness Theory
The theory aims to explain the relationship between a particular medium and its
performance values. To do so, the Media Richness theory evaluates the medium
according to its ability to transmit information and its capability of achieving a goal.
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Media Richness theory classifies various types of media into rich and lean
medium. This theory posits that the use of a richer medium enables people to
understand and render complicated information and/or tasks. It categorizes faceto-face communication as the richest form of medium. On the other hand, leaner
medium may work only well with simpler tasks. Examples of leaner medium are emails, memos, and other text-based dependent communication media (Wright,
Schwager, and Donthu, 2008). Daft and Lengel have identified four elements that
measure the richness of a medium: ability to transmit multiple cues, language
variety, immediacy of feedback, and enabling personal nature to be communicated
(As cited in Schiefbein, 2012).
To extend Media Richness theory concepts to the present study - formation of
place on the Internet – a qualitative analysis was conducted between the collective
concept of place formation and multiplicity of cues (i.e. type of response), language
variety (i.e. nature of response), and immediacy of feedback.
Multiplicity of cues refers to the extent of how certain information is being
relayed in the communication channel. Specifically, it talks about the tone of a
message. In the present study, multiplicity of cues was evaluated on the types of
response made by the end-user.
Language variety, on the other hand, is the ability of the medium to convey a
message in a natural way in comparison with those communication medium which
uses codes (i.e. morse code, sign language, etc.). This concept translates in to the
element of nature of response in this study. The responders had different manners
in providing answers; however, this study have classified these responses into
friendly, straight-forward, general and irrelevant type of responses. Finally,
immediacy of feedback is measured by identifying the urgency of acquiring
information by the inquirer.
The media richness theory argues that evaluation of the medium's performance
varies according to the situation in which the information is being used. The
situation could be uncertainty and equivocality. The present study falls into the
category of equivocality as it wished to look into how the Internet mediates the
online exchanges of information and modifies the formation of a concept (place
image).
3) Electronic Word of Mouth (e-WOM)
The proliferation of the use of the Internet has developed the 'electronic word of
mouth' (e-WOM). Hennig-Thurau et al. (2004) defined electronic word of mouth as
"any positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, or former customers
about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude of people and
institutions via the Internet" (As cited in Vilpponen et. al. 2006). E-WOM is simply
relayed in the Internet in the form of e-mails, blogs, online forum discussions and
other services which are also capable in granting feedback.
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III. Internet and Tourism
The introduction of the Internet, has affected the tourism industry. According to
Jacobsen and Munar (2012) patterns of distribution, information acquisition, and
consumption of tourism products were observed to have been reshaped by the
advancement of Information and Communication technology (ICT). The World
Wide Web (Web 1.0) is a network built with static web pages that does not provide
interactivity among users of the internet. Nonetheless, its information sharing
feature was acknowledged to be a tool for tourism marketing. However, the Web
2.0 is an enhanced version of the former which has interactive capabilities for users
to actively participate and communicate freely in any activities done in the web.
The innovative function of the Internet has developed it into a “collaborative
medium” where people can virtually gather and exchange ideas (Richardson, 2006,
as stated in Baggio et al., 2011).
Contrary to popular opinion, Koreans prefer searching information using Naver
rather than Google. What distinguishes Naver from Google is a special feature
called "KnowledgeIn" wherein internet users may ask and answer questions (Song,
2007). Guided by the preceding concepts, this study examined the interplay of the
elements of Internet community sites that would affect the formation of place
image.
IV. Methodology
This study utilized a quantitative and qualitative approach in order to accomplish
the research objectives. The units of analysis were the entries in Naver
KnowledgeIN Q&A from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2014. Inquiries
considered for data sample were limited to those who clearly specified intent to
travel to the Philippines. This study adapted the method used by Hong (2008) with
some modification in the choice of variables because of its broader scope. Table
below presents the list of variables used to determine the meaning of place.

Variables
Classification
of Questions

Table 1 Concept and Indicators
Code
Identification method
General Information Population, land area, type of government, flag,
anthem and etc.
Nature
Natural landscapes, natural tourist spots (e.g.
beach, mountains, and waterfalls)
Special Cities
Major cities (e.g. Manila, Cebu, Davao, and
Makati)
Society
Order and Security
Travel Necessities
Transportation, accommodation
People
Qualities, character impression, and values (i.e.
Filipinos’ sense of hospitality and attitude)
Culture
Food culture, religion, festivals, language, and
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Shopping

tradition
Souvenir items, Philippine economy (e.g.
exchange rate, living expense rate, and prices of
products), shopping malls

V. Results
South Koreans' Collective Perception of Philippine Image

2010 had the largest number of inquiry, while 2012 had the least number
of inquiries (based on the number of inquiry hits). The fluctuations of
yearly values were possibly consequences of both positive and negative
national issues. On 2012, the Philippines' Department of Tourism (DOT)
had successfully launched its new tourism campaign, "It's more fun in the
Philippines", through the social media platform. The numbers though
made a sudden drop in the following year 2013 when several diplomatic
and social issues beset the country (e.g. MILF attacks, typhoon Haiyan,
etc.). These foregoing events had halted and slowed down the tourism
industry in the area, which became the focus then of government
intervention for rehabilitation and recovery.

South Koreans often inquire during vacation period. The months of June
(10.7%) and November (10.1%) had the highest number of inquiries
among other dates. These months are actually the start of each semester
break in South Korea. Moreover, March (39%) had the lowest number of
inquiry demand regarding Philippines tourism. It is possible that this
drop is due to the fact that South Korea's classes starts on the month of
March.

Most frequently asked questions are about travel necessities (e.g.
accommodation, mode of transportation, and expenses) followed by travel
itineraries. The high concentration of inquiries on travel necessities (39%)
informs that prospective South Korean tourists are concerned primarily
with the availability and type of accommodation, mode of transport, and
the budget needed while in the Philippines. This could due to the fact that
South Koreans who used Naver KnowledgeIn Q&A had either less or zero
background about the destination country at all.

Boracay is the most frequently inquired place (based on number of inquiry
hits), followed by Cebu.

Majority of South Koreans click on the inquiries with negative impression
about the Philippines but these negative impressions are observed to be
temporary and open for clarification.

More than half of those who inquire using Naver KnowledgeIn Q&A are
positive in going to the Philippines.
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Family travel (including honeymoon) is the most popular type of travel
among South Koreans who planned to go to the Philippines. A notable
addition to the common reasons why Koreans travel to the Philippines
with their family is to hold a farewell trip for their sons who will go to the
military.
Those who respond to question about the Philippines are usually those
who have been to the country – this strengthens the credibility of the
answers provided to inquirers.
Majority of the South Koreans still prefer using text to relay an
information using the Internet.
Cebu+Boracay and Manila+Boracay are the common suggested places by
responders.

Identifying the role of the Internet in the Modification of Place Image
1) Anonymity

Anonymity allows interaction or exchanges without boundaries or
pretensions – which may result to a diverse/honest image of a place. It
could also create conflict on image (among responders); however, conflict
itself is an important element in identifying the image of a place.

Anonymity is a very risky as it prone to be used by other people for
entertainment purposes (i.e. troll or spam).
2) Feedback-Interaction Characteristics

Use of emoticons and exaggeration of punctuation marks to evoke
emotions supplements the Internet’s degree of salience.

Although, Naver has developed its service, allowing users to use images,
graphs, links, tables, and videos when posting an inquiry or response,
majority of the South Koreans still stick to text when posting online.
However, it seems that instead of maximizing these new features, some
online users use of emoticons and exaggeration of punctuation marks to
present feelings.
3) Multiplicity of cues

The use of images and tables found in inquiries has been proven effective
in pointing out specific answers and even exudes persuasion by providing
good images of the country. It eliminates unnecessary questions and
uncertainty; while, the use of tables provides brief and accurate
information which is easy to follow. This helped us prove that multiplicity
of cues (i.e. use of images, graphs, table, and etc,) decreases the
misinterpretation brought by text-dependent communication.
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4) Language Variety

Four types of language variety have been identified among the sample
data gathered. These are natural, straight-forward, general, and irrelevant
responses.

To response to how language variety, as an Internet attribute, affects the
modification of place, this study has identified that certain manner of
responses (e.g. friendly) encourages interaction among communicators thus, opening an opportunity of compromise and or collaboration
regarding a certain concept. On the other hand, straight-forward and
general manner of responses were found to be useful and informative as
well despite the lack of interactivity. Irrelevant responses are rare in
Naver KnowledgeIn Q&A.

The presence of language variety on the communication process using the
Internet is highly significant in the collective 'impression' formation of a
concept (place).
5) Element of Time

By noting the dates (years/months) of every inquiry posted on Naver
KnowledgeIn Q&A, this study was able to identify the yearly and
monthly trends of Philippine Image. Changes in the concerns and
suggested places changing overtime were easily observed by grouping
variables according to time. Consequently, the qualities of the Internet
which allows archiving and retrieving of old data contributes to the
formation and modification of place image online.
The biggest development of Web 2.0 is the introduction of 'Big Data'. It
suggests that the interaction on the Internet can be viewed as an open database.
However, many of the Internet users have overlooked this feature. The present
study examines the potential effects of Internet, as a medium, on the formation of
place image. This paper contributes to the literature by proposing a method for
identifying a place image of a particular country (through its major portal service)
online. It was found that South Koreans have a positive overall image of the
Philippines and that they regard the Philippines as a tourism destination despite
negative images projected on other traditional media.
This study has proven that the Internet has developed into a rich form of
communication medium possessing a higher degree of salience as opposed to its
earlier definition. The present study was successful in identifying the attributes of
the Internet that contributes to the modification of place image online. These
attributes are anonymity, feedback-interaction characteristics, multiplicity of cues,
and language variety. Moreover it has identified how the archiving and retrieving
capabilities of the Internet contributes to the modification of place image.
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TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM ON KOREAN POP MUSIC PERFORMANCE:
AN APPLICATION OF IMPRESSION MANAGEMENT
AND E-WORD OF MOUTH THEORIES

Abstract
The music industry is constantly met with market-driven surprises and turbulence,
making it ultra-competitive at the global stage and in light of extensive
developments in information and communications technologies. The Internet has
made it easy for consumers to share information about music, and also to share the
music itself. This forces producers and artists to change their marketing strategies
to compete in the global stage. The Korean Pop Music (generally known as K-Pop)
industry is a prime example. This paper discusses on how K-Pop has embraced
Internet technology, specifically social media, to market itself to the world,
capturing a substantial international fanbase and creating a separate genre of its
own within the global music industry. This paper discusses and analyzes the
actions of SM Entertainment’s venture into social media, and the resulting
exposure and sales of their songs and albums to the global market. Adopting
contagion theory, IM theory, and eWOM, this paper develops a regression model
to analyze the impact of SM Entertainment’s Twitter and Instagram statistics on its
album sales.
Keywords: Korean Pop; Social Media; Album Sales; Fandoms; Impression
Management; E-Word of Mouth

Introduction
The music industry is characterized by market-driven forces (Oh & Lee, 2013), one
of which is the extensive developments in information and communications
technologies. The Internet has made it significantly easier for consumers to share
information about albums and songs, and also to share music itself (Mohr,
Sengupta, & Slater, 2010). Traditionally, consumers learn about music either
through radio play or from their friends, and then acquire them through physical
album purchases, demonstrating the power of word of mouth (WOM) (Chellappa
& Chen, 2009; Cheung & Lee, 2012; Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler,
2004; M. K. O. Lee, Cheung, Lim, & Sia, 2006). Now, individuals are increasingly
learning about music through the Internet via social media, and acquire digital
copies through various online channels (Dewan & Ramaprasad, 2014). This is a
prime example of how the social media-driven business model produces far
reaching business and social effects (Barker, Barker, Bormann, & Neher, 2013;
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Hanna, Rohm, & Crittenden, 2011). But ultimately it will still be a question on
putting a monetary value of social media efforts (Hoffman & Fodor, 2010).
Due to its technological infrastructure allowing for real time information
dissemination, social media easily enable greater exposure (Mohr, et al., 2010; Shi,
Rui, & Whinston, 2014) and enhance corporate and individual images
(Schniederjans, Cao, & Schniederjans, 2013; Smith & Sanderson, 2015). One very
interesting case regarding the music industry taking full advantage of the power of
social media is the Korean Pop (KPop) industry (Ahn, Oh, & Kim, 2013). KPop has
made such a huge impact in the global music industry since the so-called Second
“Hallyu Wave”, which started in 2010 (Cha & Kim, 2011), making huge strides in
capturing a bigger, more global audience. It has experienced tremendous success in
Asia, and is making footholds in North America, Latin American countries such as
Mexico, Chile, Argentina, and Peru, and even across Europe such as France,
Sweden, and Austria (Kim, Heo, Choi, & Park, 2014; Meza & Park, 2014), despite
the lack of physical distribution channels where consumers can purchase albums
(Marinescu & Balica, 2013; Meza & Park, 2014), solely relying on online channels
like iTunes and Spotify do so.

Theoretical Foundation
Contagion via Impression Management and e-Word of Mouth
Social media is a component of integrated marketing communications (Hoffman &
Fodor, 2010; Mangold & Faulds, 2009; Mohr, et al., 2010), that has gone beyond
building loyalty to the point that it can affect sales performance (Rapp,
Beitelspacher, Grewal, & Hughes, 2013; Schniederjans, et al., 2013), especially for
digital products such as music, where selling online can be very different compared
to selling through traditional, offline channels (Hui & Chau, 2002; Morrales-Arroyo
& Pandey, 2010). Contagion theory (Burt, 1987) suggests that sellers’ social network
use influence consumer social network use, and that this influence ultimately
affects consumer behavior (S.-H. Lee, Noh, & Kim, 2013) and sales performance
(Rapp, et al., 2013). In the case of this study, sellers are the KPop idols and their
company or agency, using social media channels to interact with their fans, taking
full advantage of its two-way communication capabilities. Since fan communities
represent a homogenous subcultural group sharing common interests and
identities spanning geographical boundaries, and they extensively use a wide array
of communication media, KPop has become increasingly dependent on social
media’s word of mouth power for its promotions (J. B. Choi & Maliangkay, 2015).
On the seller side, impression management (IM) is an effective way to enhance
corporate image and performance (Schniederjans, et al., 2013; Smith & Sanderson,
2015). IM theory posits that an individual can maximize expected rewards and
minimize expected punishments by creating, protecting, maintaining, or altering
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his or her image towards the audience (Elsbach, Sutton, & Principe, 1998) and by
controlling an audience’s opinion or impression in particular social situations
(Drory & Zaidman, 2007). Therefore, efforts to connect to one’s audience, in this
particular case a KPop idol to his or her fans, is an obvious application of IM
strategies and tactics, especially given the nature of his or her posts on his or her
social networking account, which as previously mentioned, designed to showcase
his or her personal, everyday lives and behind-the-scenes activities, away from the
stage and screen.
Word of mouth is a primary channel for contagion (Rapp, et al., 2013), mainly to
accelerate product adoption and expedite contagion (Iyengar, Van den Bulte, &
Valente, 2011) and to determine how likely a message is to go viral through
different channels (Aral & Walker, 2011). With the event of online communications,
traditional word-of-mouth (WOM) has evolved into electronic word-of-mouth
(eWOM), a virtual, Internet-based interpersonal communication among consumers
regarding a company, product, or services (Amblee & Bui, 2011; S.-H. Lee, et al.,
2013; Mangold & Faulds, 2009). eWOM takes place in various online platforms
using different communication channels to facilitate individualized information
sharing and communication activities (S.-H. Lee, et al., 2013) and to provide
unprecedented scale and speed of diffusion (Barker, et al., 2013; Cheung & Lee,
2012). Furthermore, eWOM involves a multitude of ways for asynchronous and
persistent information exchanges (Hennig-Thurau, et al., 2004), such as social
networking sites (M. K. O. Lee, et al., 2006).
Engaging in eWOM has become that much easier (Castillo, Mendoza, & Poblete,
2013). This has made it easier for KPop idols and their company or agency to
interact with their extremely loyal fans (Schniederjans, et al., 2013) and acquire
significant social capital (Amblee & Bui, 2011). This has given businesses a chance
to advertise products, announce events and promotions, and build loyalty (Amblee
& Bui, 2011; Marinescu & Balica, 2013; Meza & Park, 2014; Schniederjans, et al.,
2013), which directly and indirectly affects sales performance (Chellappa & Chen,
2009; Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2008, 2009; Hung & Li,
2007; Liu, 2006; Rapp, et al., 2013).
KPop music has been chosen for two main reasons. Firstly, music has grown to
be a digital microproduct, which has a low selling price (Amblee & Bui, 2011), and
a short product life cycle (Morrales-Arroyo & Pandey, 2010). This negates the role
of price in consumers’ purchase decision making and quality perceptions, relying
instead on online social interactions to form perceptions of product quality and
brand reputation (Amblee & Bui, 2011). Furthermore, the rise of downloadable
music content has significantly contributed to the music industry as entertainment
companies have gradually shifted their business to online platforms (Oh & Lee,
2013; Oh & Park, 2012). This reflects their recognition and appreciation of the
growing popularity of digital products as a major source of revenue and profits
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(Hui & Chau, 2002). Secondly, KPop has made a considerable impact on the supply
(Oh & Lee, 2013; Oh & Park, 2012) and demand (Ahn, et al., 2013) of the global
music industry, and has shown great momentum in making more people listen and
patronize its artists (Cha & Kim, 2011; J. B. Choi & Maliangkay, 2015; Marinescu &
Balica, 2013; Meza & Park, 2014).
Twitter (Rui, Liu, & Whinston, 2013) and Instagram (Ferrara, Interdonato, &
Tagarelli, 2014; Highfield & Leaver, 2015) are leading examples of how social
networking sites rapidly change the landscape of eWOM and IM (Hoffman &
Fodor, 2010), respectively. Twitter is one of the most credible sources of
information and is actively used for buzz management and viral marketing because
of its more natural and spontaneous environment and relative simplicity and
popularity (Kim, et al., 2014; Morrales-Arroyo & Pandey, 2010; Rui, et al., 2013; Shi,
et al., 2014). Instagram, on the other hand, is an effective IM tool due to its features
to quickly take photos and sharing them in a spontaneous and simple environment
(Ferrara, et al., 2014; Highfield & Leaver, 2015), enabling users to showcase actual
images and short video clips of products and services to influence buyer moods
and generate interest and online buzz (Barker, et al., 2013). These respective eWOM
and IM efforts are therefore posited in this research to positively influence
corporate performance.
Study Context: SM Entertainment
SM Entertainment is an independent Korean record label, talent agency, producer,
and publisher of pop music, founded by Lee Soo-man in South Korea, and is
currently enjoying a strong domestic market share and significant international
operations. SM Entertainment is credited for starting and leading the second phase
of the Hallyu Wave, resulting to experts equating the company to be at the same
level as Hyundai and Toyota in terms of exporting its products (Oh & Lee, 2013).
One of the company’s biggest successes was to have one of its top talents, Girls’
Generation, appear as endorsers for Intel in 2011 (Oh & Park, 2012). Prior to that,
Intel has never had a celebrity endorser.
Table 1: SM Entertainment Idol Groups
Name
Debut Date Remarks
TVXQ

2003

Super Junior

2005

Started with five members, currently with
two, set to go on hiatus due to compulsory
military service
Started with 13, currently 11 active
members, members being rotated around
due to compulsory military service
Has several sub-groups (Super Junior KRY,
Super Junior-M, D&E, etc.)
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Girls’
Generation

2007

Started with nine, currently with eight
Has one sub-group, TaeTiSeo

SHINee

2008

f(x)

2009

Started with five, currently with four

EXO

2012

Red Velvet

2014

Started with 13, currently with 10
Split into EXO-K and EXO-M
Started with four, currently with five

Table 2: SM Entertainment 2012-2015 Financial Highlights (in US$ millions)
2012
2013
2014
As of H1 2015
Revenues
154
225
286
141
Operating income
44
65
34
15
Net income
34
38
5
9
With Super Junior and TVXQ taking the number 1 and 3 spots in the 2012
album sales, SM accounted for 28% of the Korean market share. In the first half of
2013, the company accounted for 61% of the total sales of the top three
entertainment companies (the other two are YG Entertainment and JYP
Entertainment). In 2014, four out of the top five artists in terms of albums sales
belonged to SM. EXO took the top spot, which they also held the previous year
with almost 1 million physical albums sold, with Super Junior at number 3, TVXQ
at number 4, and Girls’ Generation at number 5, with first half year sales
accounting for 56% of the total sales of SM, YG, and JYP. In the first half of 2015,
with EXO dominating albums sales, SM accounted for 50% of the total sales of the
top four entertainment companies (FNC Entertainment has to date surpassed JYP
for third).
In terms of the company’s attempts to expand its music reach to the West, one
of its early attempts to do so was with Girls’ Generation. Aside from securing the
Intel endorsement in 2011, Girls’ Generation is also an example of an attempt of the
company to have an internationalized idol group, with Korean active member
Tiffany and former member Jessica both hailing from the United States and are
very fluent in English, having been born and raised in California prior to joining
the company. Another member, Hyoyeon, was sent to China to study Chinese,
while a fourth member, Sooyoung, had prior experience in the Japanese
entertainment industry as a member of a short-lived pop duo, and is also very
fluent in Japanese. Another member, Yoona, is currently set to star in a Chinese
drama. The youngest member, Seohyun, is also reputed to be fluent in English,
Japanese, and Chinese.
Some previous and later attempts have also been made aside from Girls’
Generation. Super Junior, for example, has subgroup called Super Junior M,
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primarily promoting to the Chinese market with all-Chinese songs, and have two
additional Chinese members Zhoumi and Henry who are not part of the original
Super Junior group. Members Siwon and Donghae have appeared in a Taiwanese
drama as well. f(x)’s three of its four active members have foreign origins, Victoria
from China, American-born Taiwanese Amber, and American-born Korean Krystal.
EXO is actually divided to two groups, EXO-K (K for Korean) and EXO-M (M for
Mandarin), with a number of its members having Chinese origins.
However, even with the growing online presence, reach, and interaction, SM
Entertainment is still facing a multitude of obstacles. While it has a strong,
dominant grip in Asia, the U.S. market, which is still the number one music market,
is still proving to be very elusive for them in terms of album and single sales (Oh &
Lee, 2013).
There are obviously wide arrays of factors that have contributed, both directly
and indirectly, to this continuing challenge for the KPop industry to break into the
West more successfully. Aside from the obvious language differences, some
Western observers and critics have expressed concern and even some alarm about
some of the Korean practices to developing and managing their KPop talent (Cha &
Kim, 2011; Y.-J. Choi, 2011; Oh & Park, 2012), where criticisms regarding “slave
contracts” stretching to as much as 10 years has been a popular issue. Furthermore,
the continuing global popularity of Western artists such as Taylor Swift, who just
recently made platinum with over 1.2 million albums sold of her latest album
entitled, “1989”, One Direction, Justin Beiber, and Nikki Minaj, the astounding rise
to popularity of newer artists such as 5 Seconds of Summer, Ed Sheeran, and
Arianna Grande, and the staying power of older generation artists such as U2,
Madonna, and Enrique Iglesias, all still dominate the global music industry. More
recently, English sensation Adele’s latest single “Hello” became the first song to
achieve more than 1 million downloads within one week, on top of the 1.7 million
copies sold in the United States alone.
Venture into Social Media
Korean entertainment companies are shifting from traditional to online channels
(Oh & Lee, 2013; Oh & Park, 2012), capitalizing on the growing sales contributions
of digital content (Hui & Chau, 2002). Korean Internet music portals such as Genie
and MelOn offer streaming music and downloadable content for a subscription fee,
generating a significant amount of digital promotions and sales. These sites are
very similar to the online streaming website Spotify, which to date has distributed
more than US$2 billion in sales to the various record labels and artists. However,
SM Entertainment has not abandoned its focus on physical album sales, which still
generates a greater profit margin.
The impact of social media on KPop’s success has been extensively documented.
YouTube, for example, has been instrumental in bringing KPop to the West, where
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there is a significant lack of physical distribution channels (Meza & Park, 2014).
With most international KPop fans have only online access (Marinescu & Balica,
2013), social media channels such as YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, and even blog
sites like Tumblr and Blogspot have been critical in the diffusion and consumption
of KPop (Meza & Park, 2014).
In December 2011, to meet the growing demand of worldwide consumers,
YouTube added the KPop genre in its music page. This is a first of such cases
where a country’s specific music was considered as a genre of its own. As of 2012,
KPop music videos on YouTube attracted 2.9 billion hits from Asia, followed by
America (1.1 billion) and Europe (0.7 billion). And earlier, in August 2011,
Billboard, one of the most prestigious and popular music charts in the world with
its own circulations, has introduced its KPop Hot 100 chart (Ahn, et al., 2013), but
this was discontinued in 2014, replaced by the Billboard K-Town, an entire section
within Billboard’s website.
As a company, SM Entertainment, via the name SMTOWN, has its official
Twitter account (SMTOWNGLOBAL), a Facebook Page (SMTOWN), and two
YouTube accounts (SMTOWN and sment). The YouTube accounts are mostly used
to upload their artists’ music videos, teaser videos, video messages from the artists,
and some live performances from the Korean music shows.
To date, SMTOWNGLOBAL has over 2.7 million followers on Twitter and over 4.8
million Likes for its official Facebook Page. The sment YouTube channel, which is
actually the older one, has over 1.6 million subscribers and over 1.2 million views.
The most popular video upload to sment currently is Girls’ Generation’s music
video, “Gee” (released in 2009), with over 145 million views. The newer, more
active one, SMTOWN, has over 7 million subscribers and over 3.2 billion views,
with Girls’ Generation’s music videos “I GOT A BOY” (released in 2013) garnering
over 140 million views and “The Boys” (released in 2011) accounting for over 123
million views to date. This has resulted to, among the Korean entertainment
companies, SM Entertainment having the biggest share in the social networking
audience (Ahn, et al., 2013).
Aside from efforts at the company level, it is also interesting that venturing into
social media has also been done by the celebrities themselves to promote their
songs and albums (Chen, De, & Hu, 2011), and themselves (Smith & Sanderson,
2015). A number of SMTOWN artists have their own social networking accounts,
designed to show a more personal side to the artists by giving fans a glimpse of
their everyday lives and behind-the-scenes activities. This creates stories about the
product or service (Mangold & Faulds, 2009), and therefore enhances its image
(Schniederjans, et al., 2013). This further creates an image of the company itself
being more proactive in reaching out, since a significant number of fans have their
own favorite members within one idol group. Obviously, if that particular member
has a social media account, fans would attempt to maximize their opportunities to
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interact with them. This increases their visibility to the consumers, even if they are
not actively on stage or screen, allowing for multiple relationships and interaction
modes (Shi, et al., 2014; Smith & Sanderson, 2015). Individual artists going on
Twitter and Instagram has enabled them to gain a considerable amount of
following and to build favorable reputations (Chen, et al., 2011; Shi, et al., 2014).
Case Study Example: EXO’s “Call Me Baby” and “Love Me Right” Promotions
In South Korea, there are four major music shows that showcase artists on a
weekly basis, and two other ones. Each show has its own music chart, and awards
a trophy to the artist whose song tops the chart. Positions in the charts are based on
a combination of points predominantly from physical and digital album sales, live
text messaging votes, and social media points. The social media points are based on
a combination of the number of views of videos uploaded to official YouTube
channels and the number of certain hashtags made on Twitter. While the physical
and digital album sales were, for a large part, limited within South Korea, the live
text messaging and social media points are worldwide.
Table 3: Breakdown of Score for Major Korean Music Shows
Mnet
M! KBS
Music MBC Music Core
Countdown
Bank
Show! Show! Show!
50% Digital Single 65%
Digital 60% Physical and
Sales
Sales
Digital Sales
15% Album Sales
5%
Physical
Sales
15% Social Media
10% Music Video
Score
Views
10% Fan Voting
13.5%
Committee
Pre-Voting
10%
Broadcast 20% Broadcast 1.5%
Broadcast
Score
Points
Points
10% Live Voting
10%
Live 15% Live Voting
Voting

SBS Inkigayo
55% Digital Sales
5% Physical Sales
35% SNS Score
5% Mobile App
Pre-Voting

10% Live Voting

This was where both domestic and international fans participated in helping their
idol groups win in the music shows. Through Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter,
fans were able to campaign for and encourage others to increase the views of the
music videos that were uploaded to SMTOWN’s official YouTube channel, and
later on the views of the videos of their live performances that were uploaded to
the music shows’ respective YouTube channels as well. Furthermore, some Korean
fans took the effort to make walkthroughs and instructions in English on how to
stream and purchase digital versions from the accredited Korean music websites
like Genie, Gaon, and MelOn. The number streams and downloads made in these
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sites also added to the digital sales component of the album sales. Some even
researched on how to send text messages to Korea for free, and made sure that
these text messages-based votes counted as well.
A case example is EXO, who is riding on the success of their second album
“Wolf” and its repackaged album “Growl”, which sold a combined amount of
around one million albums in 2014, earning them multiple Best Album and Best
Artist titles at the year-end music award programs. Despite multiple controversies
surrounding the group, most notably the much-publicized legal cases for contract
termination filed against the company by members Wu Yi Fan (Kris), Luhan, and
Tao, and by the company against the three for breach of contract, the group
remains a powerhouse in the Korean and Chinese music scenes. Todate, “Call Me
Baby”, the carrier single of their album “Exodus” which was released in March
2015, has 54.5 million views on YouTube and 826,000 digital copies sold while the
follow up single “Love Me Right” has 28 million views and 625,000 digital copies.
The combined sales todate of “Exodus” and “Love Me Right” reached over 1.2
million for both Korean and Chinese versions of the album.
Table 4: Breakdown of EXO “Call Me Baby” Scores in the Korean Music Show
Wins
Mnet M! Countdown
KBS Music Bank
4/9
4/16 4/30
4/10
4/17
4/24 5/1
DS
3009 2811 2982 DS 3327
2731
2419 2266
AS
1000 1000 763
AS 8491
6523
4521 4725
SNS
1000 1000 1000
FV
1000 841
1000
BS
747
1000 1000 BS 265
768
589
136
LV
1000 1000 1000 LV 598
503
653
619
Total 7756 7652 7745
12681 10525 8182 7746
MBC Music Core
4/11 4/18
DS + AS 4833 5137

4/25
3809

5/2
4813

SNS
CPV
BS
LV
Total

829
1350
150
1400
7538

1000
1350
150
1425
8738

1000
1350
150
1500
8833

926
1350
150
1500
9063

SBS Inkigayo
4/5
DS
5500
AS
0
SNS
3500
MPV 0
LV

1000
10000

4/12
4551
500
3500
500

4/19
4551
500
3500
500

1000
9918

1000
10051
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Table 5: Breakdown of EXO “Love Me Right” Scores in the
Wins
Mnet
M! KBS Music Bank
MBC Music Core
Countdown
6/18
6/12
6/19
6/13 6/20
DS
4061 DS
3391
2888 DS + 6000 6000
AS
1500 AS
7040
4292 AS
SNS
793
SNS
687
583
FV
1000
CPV
1350 1350
BS
884
BS
164
0
BS
150
150
LV
1000 LV 0
648
LV
1479 1479
Total
9238
10595 8084
9666 9562

Korean Music Show
SBS Inkigayo
6/27
3754
417
1350
150
1425
7096

DS
AS
SNS
MPV
LV

6/21
5500
500
1808
500
1000
9308

Case Study Example: Girls’ Generation’s “PARTY” and “Lion Heart” Promotions
Another example of this widespread use is found during Girls’ Generation’s
promotions of their pre-release album, entitled “PARTY”, during the summer of
2015, which todate has over 39.1 million views on YouTube since its release last
July 2015. It was a prelude to the actual release of their fifth full length studio
album, “Lion Heart”, set for release a month later. For most fans, this was highly
anticipated, since this was the first promotions cycle of the group after the
controversial exit of former member Jessica. Todate, the “PARTY” pre-release
album sold over 75,000 physical copies and over 503,000 digital copies in South
Korea while “Lion Heart”, released in August 2015, has over 23 million views and
over 472,000 digital copies sold, with the album selling over 131,000 physical copies.
Table 6: Breakdown
Show Wins
Mnet
M!
Countdown
7/16
DS
4892
AS
1500
SNS
1500
FV
852
BS
910
LV
1000
Total
10654

of Girls’ Generation “PARTY” Scores in the Korean Music
KBS
Bank
DS
AS

BS
LV

Music
7/17
4091
2656

633
0
7380

MBC
Core
DS
+
AS
SNS
CPV
BS
LV

Music
7/18
5810
1000
1350
150
1350
9660

SBS Inkigayo

DS
AS
SNS
MPV
LV

7/19
5500
405
3500
91

7/26
4595
24
3500
188

733
10229

174
8481
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Table 7: Breakdown of Girls’ Generation “Lion Heart” Scores in the Korean Music
Show Wins
Mnet M! Countdown
KBS Music Bank
8/27
9/3
9/10
8/28
9/4
9/11
9/18
DS
4337 5000
5000
DS
2886
2817 3497
3631
AS
1175 1500
1500
AS
2286
3904 1502
496
SNS
1500 1500
1500
FV
856
988
1000
BS
1000 1000
961
BS
440
1392 150
568
LV
1000 1000
1000
LV
0
1167 1088
1687
Total
9868 10988
10961
5612
9280 8235
6382
MBC Music Core
8/29
DS + AS
5170

9/19
5996

SNS
CV
BS
LV
Total

1500
1350
150
1000
9699

1000
1350
150
398
8068

SBS Inkigayo
8/30
DS
4593
AS
500
SNS
3500
MPV
158
LV

810
9561

9/6
5305
500
3500
232

9/13
5500
25
3500
347

983
10520

1000
10372

These cases are examples on how SM Entertainment’s venture into social media
is starting to help their artists gain more popularity in an effort to ultimately
increase album sales (Dewan & Ramaprasad, 2014; Dhar & Chang, 2009; HennigThurau et al., 2010; Oh & Lee, 2013), especially outside South Korea, Japan, China,
and Southeast Asia. But arguably, the biggest reason for the company to heavily
venture into social media is the fact that KPop suffers from a lack of air time both in
TV and radio outside South Korea (Oh & Park, 2012). This has also forced a good
number of fans to be creative in their show of support, loyalty, and patronage
towards the company and in their ways to complement the company’s marketing
efforts (Berthon, Pitt, McCarthy, & Kates, 2007).
Girls’ Generation and Super Junior Winning International Awards
Additionally, in 2013, Girls’ Generation’s “I GOT A BOY” music video has earned
the group the Video of the Year Award in the first-ever YouTube Music Awards,
beating out other heavyweights in the global pop music scene like Miley Cyrus,
Lady Gaga, Justin Beiber, Selena Gomez, One Direction, Demi Lovato, and fellow
KPop phenomenon Psy (who broke the YouTube record for the most number of
views with “Gangnam Style”). The choice for the winners was purely based on fan
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voting, with 60 million votes in total cast via Facebook, Twitter, and Google+. “I
GOT A BOY” garnered more than 3.3 million votes, with Demi Lovato’s “Heart
Attack” (with over 205 million views, released in 2013) in second place with more
than 308,000 votes. Surprisingly, Psy’s “Gentleman” (with over 676 million views,
released in 2013), supposedly the follow-up to the phenomenal single “Gangnam
Style” (with over 1.9 billion views, released in 2012), only garnered more than
16,000 votes.
More recently, Super Junior won the Choice International Artist at the 2015
Teen Choice Awards organized by FOX Network, beating out fellow KPop artists
Girls’ Generation and 2NE1, and Western artists 5SOS, One Direction, and Little
Minx. Voting was done via Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, with 25 million votes
cast. This goes to show the power of social media and how much fans can exploit
this power to help their artists gain global exposure and recognition.
Proposed Methodology
Proposed Research Framework and Hypotheses
This research’s proposed framework and subsequent hypotheses draw from the
aforementioned discussion on the effects of eWOM and IM on corporate
performance.
Twitter Activity
 No. of tweets
 No. of retweets
 No. of replies
 No. of favorites

H1+
Performance
 Song Sales
 Album Sales

Instagram Activity
 No. of posts
 No. of comments
 No. of likes

H2+

Figure 1: Research Framework
Given the proposed framework, the following hypotheses are therefore
proposed for this research as follows. As previously mentioned, Twitter activity
represents eWOM efforts and therefore reflects its influence of corporate
performance while Instagram activity represents IM efforts in its attempt to
influence corporate performance. The specific statistics selected to measure the
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social network activities encompasses the three key social media objectives. Twitter
tweets are made to initiate brand awareness, Twitter replies and Instagram
comments reflect brand engagement, and Twitter retweets and favorites and
Instagram likes represent word of mouth (Hoffman & Fodor, 2010).
H1a: The amount of Twitter activity, measured by the number of tweets (Ttw), retweets (Trt),
replies (Tre), and favorites (Tfa), positively influences song sales (YSS).
H1b: The amount of Twitter activity, measured by the number of tweets (T tw), retweets (Trt),
replies (Tre), and favorites (Tfa), positively influences album sales (YAS).
H2a: The amount of Instagram activity, measured by the number of posts (I po), comments
(Ico), and likes (Ili), positively influences song sales (YSS).
H2b: The amount of Instagram activity, measured by the number of posts (Ipo), comments
(Ico), and likes (Ili), positively influences album sales (YAS).
Sampling and Data Sources
Secondary data was used for this study, sourcing data from various online sources.
For the song and album performance, weekly data on sales and other performance
indicators were acquired primarily from Gaon (http://www.gaon.co.kr), which
compiles all the data from other online portals such as MelOn, Soribada, and Bugs,
and from Hanteo (http://www.hanteo.co.kr), the main source of data for physical
album sales. Estimated weekly Twitter and Instagram activity were sourced
directly from the artists’ accounts. The proposed regression equation for the data
analysis is as follows. Weekly data was selected to be consistent with the weekly
evaluations done by the Korean music shows and online portals.
Figure 2: Proposed Regression Equation
YSS = α + Ttw + Trt + Tre + Tfa + Ipo + Ico + Ili
YAS = α + Ttw + Trt + Tre + Tfa + Ipo + Ico + Ili

Table 8: SM Entertainment Artists with SNS Accounts
Group
Twitter
Instagram
Artist
Account
No. of Artist
Account
Name
Follow
Name
ers
Super
Dongha donghae86
4.7
Heechu kimheenim
Junior
e
1015
million
l
Shindo
ShinsFriend 3.2
Dongh
leedonghae
ng
s
million
ae

No. of
Follow
ers
2.9
million
3.1
million
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Group

Twitter
Artist

Yesung

shfly3424

Henry

HENRYL89

Siwon

siwon407

Kangin

Himsenkan
gin
special1004

Leeteuk

Girls’
Generat
ion

Account
Name

No. of
Follow
ers
3.3
million
2.7
million
4.9
million
1.6
million
3.2
million
2.9
million
3
million
1.6
million

Eunhyu
k
Ryeowo
ok
Kyuhyu
n

AllRiseSilv
er
ryeong9

Zhoumi

zhoumi_41
9

999
thousa
nd

Sunny

Sunnyday5
15
sjhsjh0628

1.2
million
991
thousa
nd

Seohyu
n

GaemGyu

Instagram
Artist
Account
Name
Kangin

kanginnim

Shindo
ng

earlyboysd

Yesung

yesung1106

Henry

henryl89

Siwon

siwon1987

Leeteu
k
Eunhy
uk
Zhoum
i

special_js1004

Taeyeo
n
Jessica*

taeyeon_ss

Sunny

svnnynight

Tiffany

xolovestephi

Hyoye
on
Yuri

watasiwahyo

eunhyukee44
zhouzhoumi4
19
/
zhoumi0419

jessica.syj

yulyulk

No. of
Follow
ers
1.1
million
926
thousa
nd
1.8
million
1.9
million
2.2
million
1.3
million
1.7
million
578
thousa
nd / 2
thousa
nd

5
million
2.3
million
2.6
million
2.7
million
2.5
million
2.8
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Group

SHINee

f(x)

EXO

Twitter
Artist

Jonghy
un
Onew

Amber

Account
Name

realjonghyu
n90
skehehdanf
dldi

llama_ajol

No. of
Follow
ers

1.2
million
545
thousa
nd

1.1
million

Instagram
Artist
Account
Name

Sooyou
ng
Yoona

hotsootuff

Seohyu
n

seojuhyun_s

Key

bumkeyk

Jonghy
un

jonghyun.948

Onew

dlstmxkakwl
drl

Victori
a
Amber

victoria02_02

Luna

fx_luna_suny
oung

Krystal

vousmevoyez

Sulli*

jin_ri_sul

Sehun

oohsehun

Lay

zyxzjs

Chanye
ol

real__pcy

yoona__lim

ajol_llama

No. of
Follow
ers
million
2.5
million
1
million
1.9
million
2.4
million
819
thousa
nd
459
thousa
nd
1.9
million
2.6
million
682
thousa
nd
1.8
million
374
thousa
nd
4.6
million
3.2
million
5
million
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Group

Twitter
Artist

Account
Name

No. of
Follow
ers

Instagram
Artist
Account
Name
Baekhy
un
Luhan*

baekhyunee_e
xo
7_luhan_m

Kris*

galaxy_fanfan

Tao*

hztttao

No. of
Follow
ers
4.5
million
3.9
million
3.2
million
3.9
million

Concluding Remarks
Upon closer examinations of the current practices done in the industry and what
are being studied in research, there is much to be done in terms of the potential to
further understand how social media helps the Korean Pop music industry. Present
research has focused on how social media helps to promote songs and albums,
implying that the use of Twitter and Instagram, for example, are strictly on
business terms. However, closer examination of the contents of SMTOWN artists’
social media accounts implies a different story. These accounts are made more for
providing fans a glimpse of their everyday lives and images of their behind-thescenes activities, connecting to their fans on a more personal level (Smith &
Sanderson, 2015). In this regard, there has been minimal academic and practical
research as to how connecting to the fans in this more personal level influence
company sales. While this will definitely engage consumers more, given the reality
that not all fans have adequate buying power and adequate online and offline
facilities to purchase music, it is still difficult to use such means to drive sales.
Furthermore, it must also be noted that uploading videos on YouTube, making
Tweets on Twitter, and posting pictures on Instagram are virtually free, but it goes
both ways. It is free for the company and the artists, but it is also free for the fans as
well to follow them. In other words, no one can really expect a high correlation
between these two variables because there are minimal monetary investments.
The simple reality is that while social media has indeed made KPop readily
accessible to all sorts of demographic audiences, it is obvious that not all of them
have the sufficient means and buying power to purchase songs and albums, even
with today’s technologies enabling digital sales such as iTunes or Amazon. This
brings about an age-old issue of any product being promoted and sold online:
piracy and copyright violations (Chellappa & Chen, 2009; Mohr, et al., 2010).
Because music videos and actual songs and albums are readily available online,
KPop is obviously not spared from piracy and copyright infringement issues.
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While fans can be creative in their ways to support their artists online, taking
advantage of such creativity and ultimately earning dollar revenues off that
creativity is still something that companies have to look into (Berthon, et al., 2007).
This is something that future research may want to look into.
It is no secret that much of the success of KPop lies in the actions of a deeply
and heavily loyal fanbase (J. B. Choi & Maliangkay, 2015). But as much as the
fanbase serves as a very extensive and low-cost marketing, advertising, and
promotions tool via different online channels, the fact still remains that not all
members of the fanbase are financially capable enough to follow through and
ultimately fulfil the objectives of the company of selling albums, merchandise, and
concert tickets. In other words, companies can reliably count on the fanbase to
increase webpage views, YouTube views, Twitter replies, retweets, and favorites,
Facebook likes and shares, and Instagram likes and comments, but they cannot
realistically expect that there would be a very strong correlation of these numbers
to actual sales, especially given the lack of physical sales distribution channels
outside South Korea (Marinescu & Balica, 2013; Meza & Park, 2014).
Another cause for concern is KPop’s reliance on social media to export its music.
This is contrary to what some researchers and practitioners have already
emphasized that social media should primarily serve as a strategic complement
and not replace traditional media (Hanna, et al., 2011). Because of the complex
technological and revenue-sharing infrastructure that social media, especially
YouTube, currently has, it is very difficult for companies to actually make
substantial profits from it, hence the continuing disparity between social media
popularity and actual profit earned (Oh & Lee, 2013; Oh & Park, 2012). This
actually convolutes the supposed relationship between social media popularity and
actual album and song sales all the more. The biggest challenge still lies on how to
drive physical and digital album and song sales, all while using social media as a
strategic support mechanism, instead of totally relying on it for exports.
Nevertheless, it is also important that the KPop industry continue to make
strides in social media, given the power it has to continually promote artists around
the world. With entertainment industry giant Billboard and social media giant
YouTube actually providing a KPop category within its circulations, this provides a
great opportunity to further maximize the potential of social media as far as
marketing, advertising, and promoting KPop is concerned.
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APPENDIX A. PROFILE OF SPEAKERS
TAE-GYUN PARK is a Professor of Korean Studies at Graduate
School of International Studies, Seoul National University. He was a
Visiting Fellow at the Harvard-Yenching Institute (HYI) from 19971999, and a HYI Coordinate Research Scholar from 2007-2008. He
studied Korean history (B.A., M.A., and Ph.D.) at Seoul National
University. His dissertation is on "Origins of the Koreas’
Development Plans in the 1950s and 1960s". He has served as a
standing advisor to the television documentary series “A
Biographical History of Contemporary Korea” (KBS) and “The
Truth Can Now Be Told” (MBC) and an editorial board member of academic journals
Pacific Affairs (published by the University of British Columbia) and Yeoksa Bipyeong
(Historical Criticism). His works include A Study of Jo Bong-am, Regional Order in East
Asia: From Empire to Community (co-authorship), The Korean War: The Unfinished War,
the War That Must End, and Ally and Empire: Two Myths in Korea-U.S. Relationship
(AKS Press, 2012) and "Beyond the Myth: Reassessing the Security Crisis in the mid 1960s
on the Korean Peninsula" (Pacific Affairs, 2009). [via Seoul National University website]
Email: tgpark@snu.ac.kr

EDUARDO T. GONZALEZ is Senior Professorial Lecturer and the
immediate past Dean of the Asian Center, University of the Philippines.
He is on the Advisory Board of the Asia Politics & Policy, an
international journal published by Blackwell & Wiley. He was former
President of the Development Academy of the Philippines, in which he
still serves as Senior Fellow and Member of its Academic Council. He
was a member of various boards, including the Philippine Social
Science Council, the Foreign Service Institute and the Career Executive
Service Board. Occasionally he served in the national selection
committee of Gawad Galing Pook and the Philippine Quality Award. Prof. Gonzalez has
authored studies on governance and institutions in Southeast Asia, the political economy of
corruption, urban decentralization, corporate governance, and policy transfers in the
Philippines. He obtained his PhD in public policy from the Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania. He has a master’s degree in urban and regional planning and a
Bachelor of Science degree in geodetic engineering from the University of the Philippines.
Email: edtgonzalez@gmail.com

SARAH DOMINGO LIPURA is the Associate Director of the Ateneo
Initiaitve for Korean Studies of the Ateneo de Manila University, where
she also teaches Korean Popular Culture and Korean Language. After
she finished her fellowship in Korea as a Korea Foundation (KF) scholar
in 2006, she immediately returned to the Philippines and has since then
been actively involved in programs that promote exchanges between
Filipinos and Koreans. Ms. Lipura has represented the Philippines in
various academic fora on Korean Studies in the country and abroad and
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currently serves as the Regional President for the Philippines of the World Association for
Hallyu Studies. She graduated from the University of the Philippines with a Bachelor of
Arts Degree in Political Science (cum laude) and a Master of Arts Degree in Asian StudiesMajor in Korea. Her research interests include the Political Economy of Hallyu,
Philippines-Korea Diplomacy and Soft Power Appropriation by Developing Countries.
Email: sdomingo@ateneo.edu

DOHYE KIM is a PhD candidate in anthropology at the University
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. Before starting her PhD program, she
completed her MA in Korea University and worked two different
Seoul-based NGOs for more than five years. Specifically, she worked
for youth with migrant backgrounds including North Korean refugees
and children of migrant laborers in Korea. Now based in Manila as a
visiting researcher of UP-Diliman and a successful recipient of
Wenner Gren foundation, she conducts her ethnographic field
research on Korean retirees in the Philippines. One of her recent
articles, titled “Geographical Imagination and Intra-Asian Hierarchy between Filipino/as
and South Korean Retirees in the Philippines,” was accepted by Philippine Studies:
Historical and Ethnographic Viewpoints, and it will be publishing soon in Ateneo de
Manila University. Email: dohyekim@gmail.com

ROWLAND ANTHONY IMPERIAL is currently a graduate
student and teaching assistant at the Department of English
Language and Literature, National University of Singapore. His
research interests include phonetics, language contact, and
language variation and change in the Philippines, with particular
focus on theories of sociolinguistic variation in second language
acquisition and application of sociophonetic research methods.
Email: rowland.imperial@u.nus.edu

EVA MARIE WANG is a Ph.D. Candidate in Global Education
Cooperation (GEC) at Seoul National University (SNU). She was a
recipient of POSCO Asia Fellowship for her MA in International
Development and Cooperation at Korea University and holds a BA in
Psychology, magna cum laude, from the University of the PhilippinesDiliman. Wang served as the Public Relations Officer (AY 2011) and
the President of Pinoy Iskolars sa Korea (PIKO) (AY 2012 and 2013)
and worked as a support researcher for the Office of Assembly
Member Jasmine Lee at the National Assembly of the Republic of
Korea in 2014. Her research interests include student migration, internationalization of
higher education and international development cooperation. Email: ewang75@yahoo.com
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KRISTA KYLA SEACHON is currently pursuing a Master’s degree
in Asian Studies, Korea major, from the University of the Philippines.
She is formerly a Foreign Affairs Research Specialist at the Center of
International Relations and Strategic Studies of the Foreign Service
Institute, Department of Foreign Affairs. She was part of the
Philippine delegation to the ASEAN-ROK Next Generation Opinion
Leaders Program in May 2015 held in Seoul, South Korea. She
contributed for CIRSS Commentaries, the regular publication of the
Center for International Relations and Strategic Studies of the Foreign
Service Institute. Her commentaries were on the EPS and OFWs in
South Korea, South Korean ODA to the Philippines, and the role of
the Philippines in ASEAN-South Korea relations also appear in Eurasia Review. Her
research interests include the politics and economics in North Korea, South Korea as a
middle power, and South Korean popular culture. She graduated with a degree in Political
Economy from the University of Asia and the Pacific. Email: kseachon@gmail.com

MICHELLE CAMILLE CORREA is a part-time lecturer at
the Department of Communication, Ateneo de Manila
University. She is also a Contributing Editor for 2 nd Opinion
(2.0) Magazine, where she writes about pop culture. In between
these, she has a regular day job at one of the foreign embassies
in the Philippines. She graduated with a degree in MA Korean
Studies, a joint international program of Chulalongkorn
University in Thailand and Seoul National University in Korea,
under an ASEAN University Network scholarship. She also holds a degree in MA
Communication from Ateneo de Manila University. Email: mitziemoon@gmail.com
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DR. JOSE WENDELL CAPILI (PhD, Australian National
University) is a Professor of English, Creative Writing and
Comparative Literature at the College of Arts and Letters, UP
Diliman, and the Assistant Vice President for Public Affairs and
Director, Office of Alumni Relations (OAR), UP System. He was
previously educated at the University of Santo Tomas (BA),
University of the Philippines (MA), University of Tokyo
(Diploma), and the University of Cambridge (MPhil). He was
published 7 books and over 300 articles. Aside from creative
writing and comparative migration studies, Capili also discusses aspects of popular culture
in the Philippines. Email: capili.wendell@gmail.com

DR. JAYEEL SERRANO CORNELIO is the director of the
Development Studies Program, Ateneo de Manila University and a
member of the Board of the Philippine Sociological Society. He
was a postdoctoral research fellow at the Max Planck Institute for
the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity in Göttingen, Germany
(2012-2014). He has published in the areas of youth, religion,
education, and urban studies. He is the co-editor (with Khun Eng
Kuah-Pearce) of the special issue of the Asian Journal of Social
Science (2015 / vol 43.4) on religious philanthropy in Asia. He is
also the guest editor of the special issue of Philippine Studies:
Historical and Ethnographic Viewpoints (2014 / vol 62.3/4) dedicated to the study of
Filipino Catholicism. Under contract with Routledge, his first monograph, Being Catholic
in the Contemporary Philippines, will be published in 2016. For his scholarship on popular
religion, Dr Cornelio received the Virginia A. Miralao Excellence in Research Award from
the Philippine Social Science Council. He finished his M.Soc.Sci. in applied sociology and
PhD in sociology from the National University of Singapore where he received the Lee
Foundation Prize for academic excellence, the Graduate Scholarship for ASEAN Nationals,
and the Asia Research Institute PhD Grant. He regularly writes for Rappler and the Union
of Catholic Asian News on matters dealing with religion. Email: jcornelio@ateneo.edu

PROF. ERWIN F. RAFAEL is an Instructor from the
Department of Sociology of the College of Social Sciences and
Philosophy of the University of the Philippines Diliman. He
specialized in sociological theory, social institutions, and
quantitative methods. He is also a Certified Public Accountant.
Email: efrafael1@m.up.edu.ph
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DR. ARCHIE B. RESOS (PhD, University of the Philippines)
has a Bachelor's Degree in Asian Studies from the University of
Santo Tomas, Faculty of Arts and Letters. He finished his
master’s degree in Asian Studies from the Asian Center,
University of the Philippines, Diliman in 2008 as a Senator
Edgardo Angara and Korean Women's Association Scholar. His
master's thesis is titled “From Dictatorship to Democracy (1980s2005): Tracing the Changing Contours of South Korean Political
Landscape.” He has a Ph.D. in History at the University of Santo Tomas awarded as Summa
Cum Laude in 2014. His dissertation is titled “Charting a New Diplomatic Direction: The
Foreign Policy of Ferdinand Marcos with the Socialist Countries.” His research interests
include Philippine foreign policy, gender studies and South Korean democratization process.
Professor Resos is teaching diplomatic history at the University of Santo Tomas, Faculty of
Arts and Letters, Manila, Philippines. E-mail: archieresos@yahoo.com

PROF. MARK SALVADOR YSLA is a POSCO Asia Fellow
who is currently a Program Head of the International Studies
Department at Far Eastern University. He earned his Master’s
degree in International Studies at the Graduate School of
International Studies of Sogang University in Seoul, Korea. Prior to
joining the academe, he served as Programme Officer of ASEANKorea Centre, an intergovernmental organization based in Seoul,
Korea mandated to promote trade and investment activities, as well
as socio-cultural understanding between the ASEAN member states
and Republic of Korea. He spearheaded various youth related
activities for ASEAN & Korean youth leaders and was also part of
the organizing committee for several high level international conferences related to ASEAN
and Korea relations. He also served as the official rapporteur of the 2014 Jeju Peace Forum
round table discussion of Ambassadors on ASEAN Community and the East Asian
Cooperation. He also served as a young researcher for Korea National Commission for
UNESCO CultureLink. He is currently teaching courses such as Politics and Government of
the Middle East, International and Regional Organizations, International Relations. His field
of interest includes, East Asian Affairs, Middle Eastern Politics, Southeast Asian
government and politics, international security peace, inter-Korea relations. Email:
markysla84@gmail.com
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THE KOREA FOUNDATION

In today’s 21st century, as a result of such trends as globalization, democratization, and
IT advancement, the world has come to focus intently on “soft power”. Soft power is now
widely regarded as a valuable diplomatic resource, which can help a country to advance its
diplomatic interests among the global community, on a consistent and sustainable basis.
In line with these trends, Korea intends to strongly emphasize public diplomacy as a
vital policy tool to achieve its goal of being recognized as a “trustworthy middle power” of
the international arena. Thus, intensified efforts are required, more than ever before, to
make Korea properly known worldwide and to fulfil the obligations befitting our national
standing and strength.
Since its launch in December 1991, the Korea Foundation has steadily grown into
Korea’s leading promoter of public diplomacy through its implementation of international
exchanges and various soft power initiatives. In particular, diverse efforts have been made
to spread the genuine charm of Korea around the world by promoting Korean Studies
education, engaging in cultural and personnel exchanges, and supporting a variety of Korearelated media projects.
Over the years, the Foundation has provided support for the Korean Studies programs at
some 150 universities in 50 countries, and the development of Korean art galleries at 28
prestigious museums. In addition, the Foundation has invited about 1,300 leading figures
from 70 countries to Korea each year so that these guests can learn about Korea from
firsthand experiences. Through these efforts, the Foundation has boosted understanding of
Korea abroad, along with enhancing Korea’s global image among the world’s countries and
peoples.
Notwithstanding its various achievements, the Foundation will put forth its utmost
efforts to promote the peace and sustainable development of the International community by
focusing attention on global issues and sharing our valuable knowledge and diverse cultural
sensibilities with the world, based on the 20-year experiences and innovative creativity that
we have accumulated as the foremost advocate of Korea’s public diplomacy.
Especially, the Foundation intends to strengthen the cooperative relationships with its
diverse partners, within and outside of Korea, so that even more people can participate in
international exchange activities. New projects will be developed and supported in order for
people to discover and develop their own capabilities in the process of taking part in
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international exchange projects, while two-way cultural exchange will also be expanded to
help maximize the related benefits.
In essence, the Foundation’s mission is to “make all people of the global village know
about and understand Korea so that they can naturally become friends with Korea”. The
Foundation is thus, doing its best to become a world-class international exchange institution
that is respected by all people worldwide for its public diplomacy efforts, related to
academic, cultural and personnel exchange.

The Korea Foundation
10F Diplomatic Center Building,
2558 Nambusunhwanno,
Seocho-gu, Seoul,
137-863
KOREA
Tel. No: +82-2-2046-8550
Fax: +82-2-3463-6075
Website: www.kf.or.kr
Email: cecilia@kf.or.kr
(Ms. Kyunghee Lim, Program Assistant,
Korean Studies Department)
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EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA IN THE PHILIPPINES
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KOREAN CULTURAL CENTER IN THE PHILIPPINES

The immense popularity of Korean dramas and K-Pop in the local scene has made the
Korean Wave one of the most visible manifestations of culture in the Philippines. Anything
Korean – from dramas, movies, K-Pop concerts, food to cosmetic products – has won the
interest of many Filipinos. The continuous positive response inspired the Korean
government to establish a center that will further promote Korean culture to a greater
number of people in the Philippines.
The Korean Cultural Center in the Philippines (KCC) opened its doors to the public on July
19, 2011, with the goal of expanding the understanding and appreciation of Korean culture,
and promoting a more active people-to-people exchange between the Republic of Korea and
the Philippines. It is the 20th Korean Cultural Center around the world and operates both
under the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (MCST) and the Embassy of the
Republic of Korea in the Philippines.
The Center has been actively coordinating with the Philippine art and culture sector,
including government, non-government, and private organizations. For the past four years,
it has been providing a diverse range of programs which include class offerings in the
Korean language, gayageum or the traditional 12-stringed zither, nanta or drums, samulnori
and traditional dance, K-Pop dance, Korean singing, taekwondo, hansik or Korean cooking,
and musicals. From time to time, the Center organizes Korean Culture Caravans in different
universities and institutions with the aim of immersing more Filipinos in Korean Culture.
As a cultural institution, KCC also houses a library with more than 5,000 media and book
titles that include Korean literature, films, and TV series. The Center also has its multipurpose area, dubbed as the “Hallyu Hall.” Classes for dance and taekwondo, as well as
film screenings, demonstrations, and special performances are usually held in this area.
KCC welcomes interested Filipino and Korean individuals, groups and institutions to
inquire, visit and participate with the center’s awareness programs of Korean culture across
the Philippines.
KOREAN CULTURAL CENTER IN THE PHILIPPINES
2nd Floor, Mancor Corporate Center,
32nd Street, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City, Philippines
Contact numbers: (02) 555-1711 / 1709 / 1707 (Fax)
Email: kccphil@gmail.com
Website: http://phil.korean-culture.org/welcome.do
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SPONSORS

UP Diliman Information Office

`KakaoTalk Philippines

Laneige Philippines
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APPENDIX D. 2015 PKSS STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Kyungmin Bae is a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Linguistics,
University of the Philippines-Diliman. She earned her master’s degree
at the Graduate School of Education, Yonsei University in Korea
majoring in Teaching Korean as a Foreign Language. She currently
takes up her PhD degree at the College of Education, University of the
Philippines-Diliman. Her research interests include non-native KFL
teachers, teacher education, heritage learner identity, Korean
community in the Philippines etc. Email: miyabaebata@gmail.com

MARK RAE DE CHAVEZ is a linguistics graduate student in the
University of the Philippines where he is also an instructor of Social
Science and Korean language. He researches on pronominal systems
among Philippine languages. He went to Korea University of
Technology and Education for a one-year exchange program in 2008.
Email: mark.c.dechavez@gmail.com

FARAH CUNANAN teaches linguistics, Japanese, and Chinese at the
UP Department of Linguistics. She is into comparative linguistics,
ethnolinguistics, translation, culinary arts, mystery novels, comedy
shows, and cats. She joined the PKSS team for her love of Korean food.
Email: fccunanan@gmail.com

JAY-AR M. IGNO is an Instructor of Linguistics and Korean Language
in the Department of Linguistics, College of Social Sciences and
Philosophy, University of the Philippines – Diliman. He is a graduate
of the BA Linguistics program and an MA Linguistics candidate in
the same department. He was the Philippine Representative at the
2012 Special Invitational Training for Korean Language Teachers
Abroad in Daejeon, South Korea on July 1 – July 14, 2012. He was
also a Korean Government Scholar under the Cultural Partner
Initiative program of the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Sports of
Korea and studied Korean language in Kyung Hee University, Seoul,
South Korea on September 4, 2007 – March 4, 2008. He also serves as the current
Coordinator for the Korean Language and Cultural Events of the Department of Linguistics.
He is also a free-lance Document Translator and Interpreter for English, Filipino and
Korean languages. Email: jay117ar@gmail.com
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RONEL LARANJO (MA, Korea University) as an instructor in
Department of Filipino and Philippine Literature in University of the
Philippines Diliman. He received his MA Linguistics (Applied
Linguistics) degree in Korea University under the fellowship of Korean
government scholarship program from 2011-2015. He was also a
recipient of Woojung Education and Culture Foundation scholarship
from 2012-2014. Ronel also served as the president of Pinoy Iskolars sa
Korea, Inc. (PIKO) in 2014-2015. He obtained his degree on Bachelor
of Arts in Filipino in the UP Diliman in 2010 with magna cum laude
award. Email: ronel_laranjo@yahoo.com

Aldrin P. Lee obtained his PhD in Korean Linguistics from the
Academy of Korean Studies, South Korea, where he also completed
an interim MA in International Studies. He also obtained
MA in Linguistics from the University of the Philippines (UP)
Diliman in 2007. He received his BA in Linguistics also from
UP Diliman with Magna Cum Laude honors in 2003. He is currently
an Associate Professor and the Chairperson of the Department of
Linguistics, UP Diliman. His research interests include Formal
Syntax, Korean Linguistics and Cultural Studies, Lexicography,
Ethnolinguistics and the structure of West Visayan languages. In 2011, he published a paper
on “the Filipino monolingual dictionaries and the development of Filipino
lexicography”. His most current publication is about “how elicited gestures reflect wordorder bias in world languages” - a collaborative research he did with linguists from UCLA
San Diego, Brown University, University College Dublin and MIT. His first language
(mother tongue) is Cuyonon (spoken mainly in Palawan). His second and third languages
are Hiligaynon and Kinaray-a, respectively. He started learning English and Filipino when
he entered elementary school. While taking up Linguistics in UP, he studied varying levels
of Spanish, Bahasa Indonesia-Malaysia, Japanese and Mandarin. He eventually pursued
Korean Language and Linguistics when he entered the graduate school. He now holds
advanced level of proficiency in Korean language. Email: aldrinplee@gmail.com

MICHALE S. MANAHAN is presently a University Research
Associate (URA) at the UP Department of Linguistics. He is a
graduate of BA Linguistics program of the UP Department of
Linguistics and is currently a candidate for the MA Anthropology at
the University of the Philippines-Diliman.
Email: michael.s.manahan@gmail.com
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VICTORIA N. VIDAL graduated from the University of the EastCaloocan with a degree of Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration major in Accounting. She is currently the
Administrative Officer of the UP Department of Linguistics where she
has served for more than ten years. She also served as an
Administrative Assistant in the Office of the Graduate Studies and a
clerk at the Department of History in the same college. Email:
vnvidal@yahoo.com
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UP DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS
The Department of Linguistics of the College of Social
Sciences and Philosophy in U.P. Diliman was established
in August 28, 1922 with Prof. Trinidad H. Pardo de Tavera
as its first chairperson. Its name then was Department of
Philippine Linguistics. It was renamed
to Department of Oriental Languages
in 1924, Department of Oriental
Languages and Linguistics in 1963,
Department of Linguistics and Asian
Languages in 1973, and finally
Department of Linguistics in 1983. The
primary aim of the department since
its founding has been the scientific
study, preservation and promotion of
the Philippine languages through teaching, field research
and publication.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
The UP Department of Linguistics is the only academic
institution in the country that offers both undergraduate (BA)
and graduate (MA and PhD) programs in Linguistics.

Bachelor of Arts in Linguistics
The BA Linguistics program provides the student with the
fundamentals of contemporary linguistic theories and methodologies
which will enable her/him to study language scientifically for
translation work, teaching and research.
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The undergraduate degree program has three curricula: Plan A
(Linguistics and a Cognate Course), Plan B (Linguistics and Bahasa
Indonesia/Malaysia) and Plan C (Linguistics and East Asian
Languages).
Aside from taking all the major linguistics courses, the students
are also required to take Asian language courses of their choice
(Bahasa Indonesia/Malaysia, Japanese or Chinese) for Plans B and C
and a cognate course (any Foreign Language, Anthropology, English,
Filipino, Geography, History, Mathematics, Philosophy, Political
Science, Psychology, or Sociology) for Plan A students.
Freshman admission in the BA Linguistics program is through
the UP College Admission Test (UPCAT). For shiftees and transferees,
the General Weighted Average (GWA) required to be eligible for
admission is 2.0 for UP students and 1.75 for other students.

Master of Arts in Linguistics
The MA Linguistics program equips students with advanced
contemporary linguistic theories and methodologies that will aid
them in their teaching, research, and translation.
Interested applicants to the MA Linguistics program are required
to have an average grade of 2.5 or higher in her/his bachelor’s
degree program. An applicant may also be interviewed by the
Graduate Program Committee of the Department.
If a student’s bachelor’s degree is not Linguistics, she/he is
required to take Linguistics 201 (Science of Linguistics) and must
obtain a grade of 1.5 or higher in order to continue the program.
Application in the MA Linguistics program is coursed through
the Office of the Graduate Program of the College of Social
Sciences and Philosophy (Palma Hall Room 111). Admission to the
program is during the 1st Semester only.

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics
The PhD Linguistics program focuses on Philippine linguistics to
promote research on Philippine languages to address languagerelated issues and needs of the Philippines.
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Interested applicants to the PhD Linguistics program are required
to have an average grade of 1.75 or higher in his/her master’s degree
program. An applicant may also be interviewed by the Graduate
Program Committee of the Department.
Application in the PhD Linguistics program is coursed through the
Office of the Graduate Program of the College of Social Sciences and
Philosophy (Palma Hall Room 111). Admission to the program is
during the 1st Semester only.

EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS
Philippine Linguistics Congress
The Philippine Linguistics Congress (PLC) is a two-and-a-half-day
international conference held once every three (3) years. It is a venue for
presenting researches on Philippine languages and linguistics and
addressing language issues and use in different fields and contexts.
The conference focuses on the current advances in the study of
Philippine languages, and in the application of linguistic theory to other
disciplines in the Philippines. It also looks into the contemporary
comparative studies made between Philippine languages and foreign
languages.

Summer Seminar in Linguistics
The Department conducts special training seminars for
professionals related to the field of linguistics such as Filipino and
English language teachers.
These seminars tackle the linguistic aspects of these languages so
that teachers are encouraged to teach based on linguistic findings and
are better equipped when faced with questions about language
structure and grammar.
This program also caters to language and linguistics enthusiasts
who would want to advance their skills in the scientific study of the
language.
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Asian Languages Extramural Classes
The Department offers Asian Languages Extramural Classes held
every Saturday for three (3) cycles per year. The languages currently
offered by the Department are Bahasa Indonesia / Malaysia, Japanese,
Korean, Mandarin Chinese, and Thai. These classes are open to everyone,
both UP and non-UP students, as well as working professionals who are
interested in learning foreign languages for personal or professional growth.

Asian Languages
Proficiency Examination Review Classes
In addition to teaching Asian languages, the Department of
Linguistics have also been very active in helping learners of Chinese,
Japanese and Korean to prepare for proficiency exams in these languages.
These review classes cater to both UP Diliman students and Asian
Languages Extramural Classes students.

_________
For more information and schedule
of the extramural programs of the UP Department of Linguistics,
please visit linguistics.upd.edu.ph.
_________
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